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FOREV/ORD

This document is an attempt to present, in one volume, a comprehensive, user- oriented

description of the APOLLO GN&C system. The objective is to comprise all major

modes, routines, and extended verbs defined by the Guidance System Operations

Plan (GSOP) and to describe their operation, theory, and interrelationships in

sufficient detail for a crew member or mission controller to gain the prerequisite

understanding on which to base a more rigorous study of specific, flight-particular

details and procedures.

Essentially, then, the GN&C Users' Guide is designed to be system, rather than

mission, oriented in that procedural details vary from mission to mission. As a

training text defining basic procedures, the Guide will be revised as necessary to

remain current; it should not, however, be construed as reflecting the most recent

procedures or system configuration. For specific information regarding a particular

mission, refer to the appropriate MSC- approved Guidance Syystem Operations Plan

(GSOP), Crew Procedures Document, Mission Techniques Document, and Crew

Checklist.

Jack C. Reed

APOLLO Documentation Group
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2.2.1
POO, CMC Idling Program

POO is used to maintain the CMC in a state of readiness for entry into other programs.

While POO is operating, the Coasting Integration Routine maintains the CMC's CSM
and LiM state vectors extrapolated to current time, unless extrapolation is specifically

terminated.

2. 2. 1.1 Computational Modes

POO operates in either of the two modes; (1) state-vector extrapolation allowed;

(2) state-vector extrapolation inhibited. Ordinarily, the crew selects POO by keying

VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR,and state-vector extrapolation occurs as described under

"Computation Sequence," paragraph 2. 2. 1.2. Keying VERB 96 ENTR, however,

terminates extrapolation, and POO is maintained in an idle state awaiting further

crew action.

2. 2. 1.2 Computation Sequence

In the extrapolation mode, POO computation is as follows; (1) every 10 minutes,

the need for extrapolation is tested; (2) if the current time minus the state-vector

time equals at least four time steps (At), the CSM state vector is extrapolated, by

precision integration, to approximately the present; (3) except when SURFLAG is

set (VERB 44 ENTR), the LM state vector is extrapolated to synchronize with that

of the CSM. This synchronizing step is accomplished each time the need for

extrapolation is tested—whether the CSM state vector is extrapolated or not. [The

value of At is a function of the conic position vector
(x^on^

gravitational

constant of the primary body (^p).] Extrapolation is never to a time in advance of

the present; therefore, "approximately the present" means the present minus some

fraction of a maximum time step;

/ R '

= MINIMUM/— 4000 sec

In the extrapolation-inhibited mode (initiated by VERB 96 ENTR), the computational

sequence is as follows (refer to Figure 2.2.1- 1);

1. VERB 96 sets QUITFUAG, causing extrapolation to cease at the end of

the current time step (At).

2. POO idles until crew reselects VERB 37 ENTR xx ENTR.











Fig. 2. 2. 1-4. Rendezvous Final Attitude Routine (CSM R63) (Sheet 1 of 2)
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2. 2. 1.3 Procedures

POO is entered manually by the crew's keying VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR. VERB 96

ENTR stops extrapolation, enters POO automatically, and allows extrapolation to

resume upon the crew's reselecting VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR. The only displays

are 00 in the PROG lights and such other displays as presented when the crew

calls up a routine or an extended verb. POO exits by the crew's selecting a new

program (VERB 37. ENTR xx ENTR).

2. 2. 1.4 Program Coordination

As an idling program, POO can be selected whenever there are no functional

requirements for the GNCS other than maintaining a current state vector for the

two vehicles. Attitude maneuvers can be performed either manually or automatically

by the RCS digital autopilot (RCS DAP). (See GSOP Section 3.) Gimbal-lock must

be avoided during attitude maneuvers, however, by the crew's monitoring the FDAI

ball or by keying VERB 16 NOUN 20 ENTR and monitoring the CDU angles. Gimbal

angles for GNC-controlled attitude maneuvers are calculated either by the Crew-

defined Maneuver Routine (R62) or by the Rendezvous Final-attitude Routine (R63).

2. 2. 1.4.1 Crew-defined Maneuver Routine (R62).—This routine can only be entered

during POO. The routine allows the crew to specify a GNC-controlled attitude

maneuver. DAP rates and deadband limits will be as specified by the crew's prior

execution of the Digital Autopilot Data Load Routine (R03).

Routine R62 is entered by the crew's keying VERB 49 ENTR. (See Figure 2. 2. 1-2.)

If the current program is POO and no other extended verb is being performed, the

DSKY flashes VERB 06 NOUN 22 and displays the final gimbal angles (to the nearest

0.01 deg) for a desired attitude maneuver. (See Table 2. 2.1-1.) If POO is not operating

or if another extended verb is active, the DSKY OPR ERR light illuminates to inform

the crew that improper conditions exist for entering R62,

Responding to the FL VERB 06 NOUN 22, the crew keys PRO when satisfied with

the gimbal angles displayed. To change the gimbal angles, the crew keys VERB 2x

ENTR, loads the desired outer-, inner-, and middle-gimbal angles in registers Rl,

R2, and R3, respectively, and then keys PRO.

After setting a flag specifying the three-axis inertial orientation option for the attitude

maneuver, R62 calls the Attitude Maneuver Routine (R60). (See Figure 2.2. 1-3.)

Routine R60 immediately flashes a request to perform an automatic maneuver (FL

2. 2. 1-8









CRB 04 NOUN 06 displays

ing attitude; register R2

racking axis; register R3

idezvous tracking attitude

LM. Before keying PRO,

on code 00002 in register



R2. PRO then causes R63 to extrapolate the CSM and LM state vectors to the

present +1 minute, calculate the appropriate CSM attitude, and compute the required

gimbal angles. The gimbal angles are then displayed by a flashing VERB 06 NOUN
18. (See Table 2. 2.1-1.) If the crew is satisfied with the angles displayed and

wishes the GNC to control the maneuver, he keys PRO, which causes the Attitude

Maneuver Routine (R60) to be called. (Routine R60 is as described in paragraph

2. 2. 1.4.1.) Otherwise, the crew either can key VERB 32 ENTR to recycle R63 for

a later solution or can terminate R63 by keying VERB 34 ENTR, which returns the

program to POO. In the nominal condition, the maneuver to point the CSM X-axis

at the LM is completed in R60; R63 then returns, only to exit to POO.

2. 2. 1.4. 3 Other POO-limited Extended Verbs.—In addition to R62 and R63, the

following extended verbs are only executed during POO:

a. DSKY Light Test (V35)

b. Load FDAI Error Needles (V43)

c. Display on DSKY the Sum of Each Bank (V91)

2. 2. 1.4. 3.1 DSKY Light Test (V35).— This extended verb (Figure 2. 2. 1-5) provides

a means of determining whether all display lights are operational. While in POO,

the crew keys VERB 35 ENTR, which causes all display-panel lights to illuminate

for 5 sec. VERB 35 then exits. If POO is not operating, VERB 35 ENTR will cause

the OPR ERR light to illuminate.

2. 2. 1.4. 3. 2 Load FDAI Error Needles (V43).—This extended verb (Figure 2. 2. 1-6)

isused to load crew- specified angles into the FDAI error needles. Although intended

primarily for use on the ground, VERB 43 can be called anytime POO is operating

and neither of the following conditions exists:

a. After liftoff, another extended verb active. (Before liftoff, VERB 43

will override any other extended verb.)

b. The IMU is in the coarse-align or zero ICDU mode.

If POO is not the active program, or if either condition a or b exists, keying VERB
43 ENTR will cause an OPR ERR light. Otherwise, the DSKY displays a flashing

VERB 21 NOUN 22, with registers Rl, R2, and R3 corresponding to roll, pitch, and

yaw respectively. All three registers will be blank until error angles are entered

by the crew. The maximum error angle that can be processed is ±16.88 deg. If a

larger value is loaded, the routine will interpret it as 16.88 deg. Also, depending

upon the FDAI scale setting, the maximum needle indication in pitch and yaw is 15

deg (roll, 50 deg). Loading the desired error angles in register Rl, R2, and R3 (to

2. 2. 1-13









nearest 0.01 deg), the crew observes a corresponding deflection on the error needles.

As soon as the angle data are loaded, the display blanks and VERB 43 exits. The

FDAI needles will continue to indicate the loaded angles. To load new angles (zero,

for example), the crew must again key VERB 43 ENTR and repeat the loading

procedure.

2. 2. 1.4. 3. 3 Display on DSKY the Sum of Each Bank (V91).—VERB 91 is a means of

fixed-memory checkout. The test can be performed whenever POO is operating and

no other extended verb is active. (See Figure 2. 2. 1-7.)

Keying VERB 91 ENTR, the crew observes a flashing VERB 05 NOUN 01, with

register R1 displaying the sum of the bits contained in the bank whose number is

displayed in register R2. Register R3 displays the factor ("bugger word") required

to make
1

ri| = |R2 |. If |R1 W |R2|, there is an error in the bank, and use of the

CMC should be terminated pending instructions from the ground. To check the

next bank, the crew keys PRO, observes that |ri| = |r 2 |,
and so on, repeating the

procedure until the last bank (43) has been checked. To terminate VERB 91, the

crew keys VERB 34 ENTR.

2. 2. 1.5 Restrictions and Limitations

If VERB 96 is used to halt integration during Rendezvous Navigation (P20), CSM-LM
state-vector synchronization may be lost, and the W-matrix (paragraph 4.3.1) may
become invalid and must be reinitialized before resuming navigation.

2. 2. 1.6 Alarms

Viewing a PROG alarm light on the DSKY, the crew keys VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR
for a display of the alarm code—unless the code has been displayed automatically.

After taking corrective action, the crew keys RSET to extinguish the PROG light

and alarm and continues with the program. Alarms most likely encountered in POO

are as follows:

a. Alarm 01520 indicates that the IMU is being initialized when entry to

POO is attempted, whether by a VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR or by VERB
96 ENTR. This is a ROO alarm and applies to all programs. Correction

is to reselect program when IMU reinitialization has been completed.

b. Alarm 00210 indicates IMU notoperating when Routine R02 is performed

at the beginning of the Rendezvous-Final- Attitude-Maneuver Routine

(R63). Correction is to power up the IMU before selecting R63.
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2.2.2 POl, Initialization

(TBF)





2. 2. 3 P02, Gyrocompassing





2. 2. 4 P03, Optical Verification of Gyrocompassing





2. 2. 5 P06. CMC Po\

The primary function of the Power Down Program (Figure 2. 2. 5-1) is to transfer

the CMC from the operate to the standby condition. The standby condition is the

normal condition of the PGNCS when it is not in use. Maximum average power

dissipation of the PGNCS during the standby condition brings the system down from

100 Watts to 10 Watts. P06 is used mainly during such periods as coasting flight

and eat and sloop periods.

2. 2. 5. 1 Procedures

Program initiation is accomplished with the input to the DSKY of a VERB 37 ENTR
06 ENTR by the astronaut. The program flashes VERB 50 NOUN 25 on the DSKY.

The purpose of the flashing verb noun is a Checklist function, with R1 containing

the Checklist code 00062g, indicating the need for a crew response. If the crew

key in VERB 96 ENTR, state vector extrapolation is discontinued. The crew

respond by keying the CMC to the standby condition using the PRO key. The crew

depress PRO and hold it until the STBY light comes on and the DSKY goes blank.

A second PRO will terminate the program.

Once the program has been selected, the CMC will be shut down unless a computer

restart is performed (VERB 69 ENTR) before the depression of PRO for the standby

condition. After P06 selection, the CMC will not honor a new program request

(VERB 37 ENTR ), a terminate (VERB 34 ENTR), a VERB 33 ENTR, or an ENTR
in response to the CMC standby request.

2.2. 5. 2 Restrictions and Limitations

Should the CMC be allowed to go below the power level for the standby condition,

the CMC would require reinitialization of erasable memory via a VERB 36 ENTR
and updating of the relative state vectors and GET.

The standby period can be permitted to last up to 23.3 hours. At least once during

this time, the CMC must be brought out of standby, or the GET
must be updated. Also, the power to the ISS should not normally be permitted to

fall below standby power requirements. For example, the IMU HEATER circuit

breakers must be left on except in extreme emergency. If the

for extended periods, the IMU calibration is no longer valid.

IMU he
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3.2.1 Pll. Earth-orbit-insertion Monitor—CMC

Pll is used to monitor the progress of the launch vehicle from liftoff until earth

orbit has been achieved.

Pll performs the following functions:

a. Indicates to the astronaut that the CMC has received the liftoff discrete.

b. Zeros the CMC clock and updates the reference ephemeris time.

c. Computes the initial CMC state vector and starts the AVERAGEG cycle.

d. Computes REFSMMAT.
e. Monitors attitude errors, altitude, velocity, and rate of altitude change.

Pll does not require any crew inputs. Pll outputs are the liftoff time, the reference

ephemeris time of liftoff, REFSMMAT, the DSKY NOUN 62 display, and the FDAI

needles display of attitude errors. [The attitude errors are computed by taking

the difference of the actual measured attitude and the stored desired attitude

(computed by using polynomial equations). Refer to Section 5, GSOP, paragraph

5.3.5, for an explanation of the polynomial equations.]

Table 3. 2.1-1 gives the DSKY displays for Pll; Table 3.2.1-II lists the extended

verbs.

3. 2. 1.1 Options

j

During Pll the crew have the option of taking manual control of the SIl and the SIVB \
\ stages of the Saturn vehicle if the Saturn platform fails. This option is discussed J

\ in subsection 3. 2. '

3. 2. 1.2 Computational Sequence

Pll is usually automatically selected by P02 (the Gyro Compassing Program) when

the CMC receives the liftoff discrete. If Pll has not been automatically entered at

liftoff, the crew can key VERB 75 ENTR to start Pll.*

Pll consists of four major subroutines: Time, State, Attitude Error, and Display.

The Time subroutine, or beginning of Pll, is selected by P02 within 0.5 sec of

VERB 75 ENTR is a backup system used in case the hardware does not set the
proper bit when the umbilical cord is removed.

I m

i
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3. 2. 1.3 Pll Procedui

Figure 3. 2. 1-1 is a flowchart of Pll. Figure 3. 2. 1-2 is a typical time-line of crew

activity from launch to earth orbit. Since Pll is automatically selected by P02,

the crew must first monitor the DSKY for display of major mode 11. In the backup

mode, Pll may be selected in P02 by keying VERB 75 ENTR.

As the Attitude Error subroutine begins, the crew can monitor the FDAI attitude

error needles indication of launch vehicle attitude. During a nominal launch and

after separation of the launch escape tower, the crew will note the gradual satura-

tion of the pitch needle. * The yaw needle should remain close to zero at all times.

The roll needle will reflect the beginning of the roll program shortly after the

launch tower is cleared and will move to about 18 degrees at a rate of 1 deg/sec.

After the CMC pitch polynomial calculations exit, the desired attitude will be

frozen until a new program is selected.

The DSKY will display VERB 06 NCUN 62, updating the display every 2 seconds

after the AVERAGEG cycle, through the three boost stages until POO is selected

following SIVB shutdown. The crew monitor the VERB 06 NOUN 62 display by

comparing the displayed values with the Launch Phase Cue Card values.

Pll is exited by keying VERB 37 ENTR xx ENTR to select a new major mode.

AVERAGEG cycling will continue until a new major mode has been selected.

3. 2. 1 . 4 Auxiliary Routine

The crew may call the Orbital Parameter Display Routine (R30) during Pll by key-

ing VERB 82 ENTR, (Refer to paragraph 9, 2. 3 for a flowchart of R30.) R30 com-

putes apogee altitude, perigee altitude, and time of free fall and displays these

values via VERB 16 NOUN 44. If perigee altitude is greater than 300, 000 ft, R30

f sets time of free fall to minus 59 min 59 sec and computes time from perigee. A dis-

play of time from perigee can be called by keying NOUN 32 ENTR. The splash

error may be called by keying NOUN 50 ENTR. If the apogee is above 300, 000 ft

altitude and the perigee isjselow 300, 000 ft altitude above the launch pad, splash

* Gradual saturation of the pitch needle means that the pitch needle gradually proceeds
to full deflection.

**The splash error is the difference between the desired (pad-loaded) splashpoint

and the splashpoint resulting from an immediate abort.
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Figure 3.2. 1-1. Earth- orbit-insertion Monitor Program (Pll)
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b. Vertical rise phase control (divided into vertical rise and pitchover

c. Ascent Guidance phase.

The Powered Ascent Guidance uses two coordinate systems in addition to the six

major coordinate systems used in the navigation and guidance programs. (For a

discussion of these six major coordinate systems, refer to subsection 7. 1.

)

The first of these special coordinate systems is the Instantaneous Local Vertical

Coordinate System. This system is used in the velocity control portion of the Ascent

Guidance computations. The second, the Target Coordinate System, is an inertial

moon-centered—pseudo-system in which one axis is an arc length. Both of these

coordinate systems are illustrated in Figure 3.3-2.

The initialization phases of P12. P70, and P71 are discussed in paragraphs 3. 3. 1,

3. 3. 2, and 3. 3. 3, respectively.

Following initialization and ignition, when the targets are provided. Ascent Guid-

ance enters the vertical rise phase control. The actual vertical rise phase lasts

approximately 8 seconds, or until the radial velocity of the LM is greater than

40 ft/sec. The PGNCS holds the LM at an attitude at which the LM 4X-axis is

parallel to the LM position vector at t jq.

Before APOLLO 12, the pitchover maneuver following the vertical rise was not

permitted until the LM +Z-axis was within 5 deg of the horizontal component of the

computed thrust vector. This restraint could delay the start of the pitchover phase,

costing a substantial Av penalty. Consequently, the test was removed. Ascent

Guidance will still attempt to align the Z-axis properly during the vertical rise

phase, but the pitchover maneuver will commence regardless of the LM orientation

after the vertical rise phase is completed.

The pitchover phase of vertical rise control begins when the radial velocity exceeds

40 ft/ sec. At this time, the PGNCS commands the LM to pitch down, about the

Y-axis, an amount defined by the guidance equations. Note that during this pitchover

maneuver, the X-axis override option available to the crew is inhibited until 10

Actual inhibition time is ten seconds, although two seconds pass after inhibition

completed, before the X-axis override can be used.





The vertical rise and pitchover maneuvers of the vertical rise phase control portion

of Ascent Guidance also apply to both the DPS Abort Program (P70) and the APS

Abort Program (P71), with additional restraints controlling the vertical rise phase.

If the abort is initiated at an altitude greater than 25,000 ft, no vertical rise is

used and the abort maneuver enters directly into the Ascent Guidance phase. If the

abort takes place at an altitude less than 25,000 ft, the vertical rise phase is entered.

The vehicle attitude during Ascent Guidance is controlled by FINDCDUW, which is

the interface program converting the thrust vector commands of Ascent Guidance

to CDU angles for the DAP (Digital Autopilot). FINDCDUW checks to see if the

commanded maneuver will take the LM +X-axis through the downward vertical. If

the commanded maneuver will do so, the command is replaced by a command to

vertical thrusting until the +X-axis is within 30 deg of the upward vertical, or 90

deg of the computed command.

Ascent Guidance is essentially used in the same way by P12,P70, and P71. The

notable differences are that the abort programs (P70 and P71) provide continuous

targeting throughout Ascent Guidance, whereas PI 2 provides fixed targets at the

The Ascent Guidance equations use the targets (i.e., ZDOTD, RDOTD, YD, YDOTD,
and RD) to determine in which direction to point the thrust vector. The Ascent

Guidance phase is initiated after vertical rise is completed. The computational

sequence is initiated by the Servicer routine and is repeated every 2 seconds.

Briefly, the computational sequence is as follows. The existence of an "engine on"

command is checked, and the velocity increment measured by the PIP As over the

last computational cycle is compared to the established minimum value. This thrust

filter bypass computation is performed in addition to the Thrust Monitor Routine

(R40). If the engine thrust test is successful, the thrust filter computation, which

smooths out the PIPA results by averaging several successive PIPA Av readings,

is processed.

After the thrust filter computations are completed, the following parameters are

computed every 2 seconds:

a. Local vertical coordinate system

b. Local velocity components

c. Local position computation (i.e., radial and crossrange positions)

d. Velocity-to-be-gained





3.3.1 PI 2, Nominal Ascent Program—LGC

PI 2 is basically an initialization program with the following two functions;

a. To supply targets for the Ascent Guidance

b. To initialize the required engine parameters for the Ascent Guidance.

The program controls the nominal LM ascent from the lunar surface, but can also

be used when an early liftoff is necessary— after the Landing Confirmation Program

(P68) has been selected.

The crew select PI 2 by keying in VERB 37 ENTR 12 ENTR, allowing sufficient

time (at least 5 minutes) to complete the pre-ignition phase.

For the early liftoff, the target values used are the same as those used for the late

and lunar surface aborts, P70 and P71 (i.e., ZDOTD = 5509.3 fps; RDOTD = 19.5

fps) to save time. For the nominal liftoff, however, the crew must change these

values by DSKY inputs.

3. 3. 1.1 Nominal Liftoff

For a nominal ascent, the crew call PI 2 far enough ahead of time to permit

recognition and response to the following displays:

a. Time of ignition (t^Q). This should be set at the desired liftoff time

since a lunar surface alignment has already been performed.

b. Targets—ZDOTD, RDOTD and crossrange. Nominally, the crew change

ZDOTD and RDOTD.

c. FDAI angles and time from t^^. FDAl readings to be expected by the

crew after pitchover and countdown to t^^.

3. 3. 1.2 Early Liftoff

If a LM system malfunction, such as an APS propellant leak, is discovered, an

early liftoff is carried out. For an early liftoff, the crew set tj^ as close to the

current time as permits them to sequence through the above displays without DSKY

iiled explanation of Guidance as it relates to PI 2, refer to
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inputs. Required flight plan procedure is shown below: (Note that t^Q has been set

at 1380 sec.)

TIME FROM IGNITION (PDT IGNITION)

Touchdown

Stay/ No-Stay

VERB 37 ENTR 68 ENTR
VERB 37 ENTR 12 ENTR

GO/NO-GO for PI

2

Liftoff

690-775 sec (711 is nominal)

780 sec

980 sec

990 sec (PI 2 must be selected at least 5
minutes before ignition, i.e., by PDI+1080.)

1375 sec

1380 sec

If at sometime during the above procedure, the decision is made to stay, the crew

terminate PI 2 and then proceed with lunar surface operations such as alignment

(P57).

3. 3. 1.3 Targeting

The objective of targeting is to set up a group of conditions necessary to achieve a

suitable injection trajectory to complete the rendezvous maneuver. The necessary

targeting parameters for P12 depend on whether P12 is used in a nominal ascent

or in an early liftoff. It is important to note here that in a nominal ascent of PI

2

there is a 400-ft overshoot to orbit injection.

During the last part of the burn, the crew would usually key VERB 16 NOUN 85 into

the DSKY to display the Av remaining. This information would allow the crew to

make the decision whether or not to null out the residuals (after the burn) by using

the RCS jets to achieve the targets.

The injection targeting parameters for PI 2 that are stored in the LGC areas follows:

a. ZDOTD
b. RDOTD
c. T^q, time of Ignition

d. = 0 (desired injection out-of-plane distance measured from the CSM
orbital plane)

e. Rj^ = Rj^g + 60,000 ft

f. YDOTD = 0

3. 3. 1-2
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the flashing VERB 97 NOUN 63 display will not appear after this failure to ignite,

no matter how long the failure persists.

The responses to the VERB 97 NOUN 63 display are not appropriate when the APS

fails to ignite on the lunar surface. The Av monitor does not consider lunar surface

engine failure to be genuine, because the PIPAs are measuring the lunar gravity

thrust of the surface against the LM. The APS threshold of 308 PIPA pulses over

a 2-second period is below the magnitude of one lunar g (1.62 m/sec^ = lunar g;

1.54 m/sec^ = threshold value). This threshold is necessary to prevent the flashing

VERB 97 from appearing during P66 after touchdown on the lunar surface, while the

crew are deciding whether to use the abort stage option at liftoff. Figure 3, 3. 1-1.

flowcharts R40.

3. 3. 1.5 Computational Sequence

Before selecting PI 2, the crew must perform the following:

a. Update the LM and CSM state vectors in both the PGNCS and the AGS
using either P22 or P27.

b. Align the IMU using P57.

c. Align the AGS to the PGNCS to allow ground control to monitor the gyro

drift performance of both systems.

d. Perform the DAP Data Load Routine (R03).

At least 5 minutes before liftoff, PI 2 is selected and the pre-ignition phase of PI 2

begins. Table 3.3.1-II lists the displays for P12. Figure 3. 3. 1-2 gives the logical

flow of PI 2.

The crew call PI 2 by keying in VERB 37 ENTR 12 ENTR into the DSKY. The first

step in PI 2 is a check on the availability of the IMU using the IMU Status Check

Routine (R02). If the IMU is not on, or the Inertial Subsystem (ISS) orientation is

not known, an alarm will occur. The crew can interrogate this alarm by keying in

VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR into the DSKY. The DSKY will display alarm code 00210*

if the IMU is not on; and will display alarm code 00220 if the ISS orientation is

unknown. If either alarm occurs, the crew should follow the procedure described

in paragraph 3. 3. 1.6.

Alarm codes 00210 and 00220 in Rl, R2,
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Figure 3. 3. 1-1. DPS/APS Thrust Fail Routine (R40) (Sheet 2 of 3)
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TABLE 3. 3. l-II

DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED WITH

NOMINAL ASCENT (P12) (SHEET 1 OP

DSKY
Initiated

by Purpose Condi

ni ROO Request astronaut to

select program
...

/05 N09 E Astronaut Verify program 00210 = IS
(in R02) alarm 00220 = IIV

entation ui

/•06 N33 P12 Display time of APS
ignition for ascent
for approval and/or

Time of li

^25 E Astronaut Load desired tj.^ (AS)

VOS N76
**

P12 Display of target ZDOTD (d

parameters down

-

VOS NTS E astronaut range velocity,
radial velocity and
cross range for
approval and/or update

RDOTD (r

L

Cross-ran

V24E Astronaut Change down-
raiige and radial
velocity data

V23 E Astronaut
range to reduce
amount of delta R
for the ascent
maneuver

...

. V50 N25 P12 Request
DESIRED modes
for guidance and
attitude control
for ascent be
selected as
follows:
GUID CONT-^PGNS
ATT CONT^AUTO

ENTR = hi

request
PRO = acc
request by
changing
modes fir:



TABLE 3. 3. l-II

DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED WITH

NOMINAL ASCENT (P12) (SHEET 2 OF 4)

Initiated

by Purpose Condition

P12 Display time from
ignition, predicted
FDAI yaw at com-
pletion of yaw maneu'
ver and predicted
FDAI pitch at com-
pletion of pitch ma.-
neuver for compari-
son with actual
values

Time from ignition f

(counted down)
FDAI yaw angle I

• predicted
FDAI pitch angle 1

predicted

Astronaut
(R41)

Verify program
alarm in R41

01703 = L„ slipped f

during state vector li

integration P

P12 Please perform APS
engine on enable
attiG-5sec

Same displays F

as V06 N74 f

f

P12
(nominal
display)

Display current
velocity, rate of
change of altitude,
and altitude of the
LM for monitoring
during entire APS

Magnitude of LM f

inertial velocity
Present rate of 1

change of altitude
Present altitude of I

the LM above the
position vector at

^IG

Astronaut
(FIND-
CDUW
routine)

Verify program
alarm

00401 - desired F

middle F

gimbal F

ceeds 70
deg.

00402 - FINDCDUW



DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED WITH

NOMINAL ASCENT (P12) (SHEET 3 OF 4)



TABLE 3. 3. l-II

DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED WT

NOMINAL ASCENT (P12) (SHEET

Orbital Parametei
Display routine

* VERB 82 can be keyed in after APS engine shutdown (i

* NOUN 32 display flashes if keyed in over a flashing di

V06 or V16 can be used to call the NOUN 32 display.

* K TFF is not computable, i. e.
,
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TFF to -59B59 and comnutes TF nerilnnp Rtnr’ino it ir
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The crew then see the flashing VERB 06 NOUN 33 display containing the t^Q value

on the DSKY. If the t^^ is satisfactory, the crew record it and key in PRO to

continue. If the crew wish to update the value of t^^ displayed, VERB 25 ENTR is

keyed in and Rl, R2 and R3 are loaded with the new value of t^^ before PRO is

keyed.

Following the computation of targeting information by the LGC, the DSKY displays—

via the flashing VERB 06 NOUN 76—downrange velocity, radial velocity, and

crossrange in Rl, R2 and R3, respectively for crew approval. If the crew accept

the values displayed on the DSKY, they key PRO to continue PI 2. In a nominal

liftoff, however, the crew update the values of downrange and radial velocity for

the ascent maneuver by keying in VERB 24 ENTR into the DSKY and loading the

new values in Rl and R2 before keying PRO to continue. The crew now also have

the option of specifying a new value for the crossrange displayed in R3 by keying in

VERB 23 ENTR and loading R3 at this time. After the target information has been

updated in the LGC, the crew should check that the GUIDANCE CONT switch is set

to PGNS and the spacecraft PGNS switch on the MODE CONT panel is in AUTO. If

the switches are not set as indicated, a flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25 display appears,

with Rl having avalueof 00203, requesting that the crew perform the above settings.

If the request is redundant, or the request is to be rejected, the crew key ENTR
into the DSKY to allow PI 2 to continue. If the crew change the modes, they key

PRO as the response to the display.

The next display the crew see on the DSKY is the static VERB 06 NOUN 74 display

of TFI, the predicted FDAI yaw, and predicted FDAI pitch angles during the early

phases of Ascent Guidance. (Refer to subsection 3.3 for a description of the two

early phases of Ascent Guidance.) The crew monitor the NOUN 74 display— in

particular the TFI value. During the countdown phase, the LGC CMPTR ACTY
light will go on indicating that the State Vector Integration Routine (R41) has been

called to update the state vector. If the t^^^ is slipped during R41 computations, the

program alarm light illuminates. If the crew key VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR into

the DSKY, alarm code 01703 appears indicating that t^^ has been slipped. The crew

should follow procedures defined in paragraph 3. 3. 1.6 on alarms. At tjQ-35 seconds,

the DSKY blanks for five seconds and returns at t^Q-30 with the static VERB 06

NOUN 74 display indicating to the crew that AVERAGEG integration has started.

Then, at t^Q”5 seconds, the DSKY changes from VERB 06 to a flashing VERB 99.

This is a request to the crew to please perform engine on enable. In response to

the flashing VERB 99 display, the crew can terminate PI 2 at this time by keying in

Alarm code 01703 can appear in Rl, R2, or R3.
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VERB 34 ENTR into the DSKY. The crew perform the engine on enable by putting

the ENG ARM switch on the ENGINE THRUST CONT panel to the ASC setting. If

the crew key in PRO, the DSKY returns to the VERB 06 NOUN 74 display until

ignition takes place. When TFI is zero, the crew depress the ABORT STAGE and

the START pushbuttons to protect against single-point engine shutdown failure.

At liftoff and during the entire APS burn in PI 2, the Thrust Fail Monitor Routine

(R40) is active in order to detect any thrust failures and initiate engine thrust fail

procedures. If the LGC detects thrust failure, a flashing VERB 97 appears to the

crew. The crew have the option of keying in PRO to verify that there really is a

failure, ENTR to complete the maneuver, or VERB 34 ENTR to terminate PI 2. (A

more detailed explanation of the responses is given in paragraph 3. 3. 1.4.1.) The

crew can also key in VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR at this time to terminate PI 2.

Upon a successful ignition, the Ascent Guidance takes over. During the entire APS
burn, the crew monitor the VERB 06 NOUN 63 display on the DSKY giving values of

VI, HDOT, and H, as well as the FDAI readings, in order to identify PGNCS and

engine performance and anticipate engine shutdown. During the early phases of the

ascent, the crew will attempt to override any action of the LGC to command an

early engine shutdown. Note that R40 is not called in the event of an LGC -commanded
shutdown. If the LGC calls for a premature cutoff, the crew would probably go to

the AGS or, in the case of a small remaining Av, use the RCS jets for insertion.

The crew continue to monitor the VERB 06 NOUN 63 display noting that the inertial

velocity in R1 is increasing. When a predetermined velocity or time to go has

been reached, as indicated either by the NOUN 63 display of VI or, optionally by

the NOUN 77 display of TG (which is the estimated time of flight from present time

to ascent injection), the crew prepare for engine shutdown by first performing

APS/ RCS propellant interconnect and then putting the ENG ARM switch on the

ENGINE THRUST CONT panel to OFF. Putting the ENG ARM switch to OFF removes

manual engine-on signal and enables automatic shutdown by PI 2. As stated above,

the crew can either monitor the VERB 06 NOUN 63 display during ascent or,

optionally, they can key in VERB 16 NOUN 77 ENTR into the DSKY to display TG
and V(Y) (which is the magnitude of the LM velocity component normal to the GSM
orbital plane) and use the value of TG to monitor for shutdown. When they are

finished with the NOUN 77 display, the crew should depress the KEY REL pushbutton

on the DSKY to return to NOUN 63.

Shutdown of the APS should occur when VI, as seen in NOUN 63, is equal to or

greater than 5510 ft/ sec, or TG, as seen in NOUN 77, is less than 1 sec. If this

shutdown does not occur, the crew should reset the ABORT STAGE pushbutton.
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After the automatic shutdown, the crew record the values on the DSKY, which at

shutdown changes to a flashing VERB 16 NOUN 63. If the crew want to terminate

PI 2. in response to the flashing VERB 16 NOUN 63 display, they key VERB 34

ENTR into the DSKY, or— in response to the flashing display—the crew can

key PRO to display VERB 16 NOUN 85 on the DSKY and examine the velocity residuals.

If they desire to null out the v^ values, the crew set the spacecraft PGNS switch to

ATT HOLD and use the attitude controller assembly (AC A) and the thrust translation

controller assembly (TTCA) to null out VOX, VGY, VGZ. When the crew are satisfied

with the residuals as seen in NOUN 85, they key in PRO or VERB 34 ENTR (terminate)

into the DSKY to terminate P12 or optionally they can call R30, the Orbital Parameter

Display Routine, (by keying in VERB 82 ENTR into the DSKY) and then re-establish

the NOUN 85 display to terminate PI 2 as above.

3. 3. 1.6 Alarms

In addition to the normal output that can be expected from PI 2, alarms may occur

requiring crew action. The crew can obtain a display of the alarm code by keying

in VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR. The following is a list of alarms that may occur

during PI 2 and a brief explanation of each:

a. Alarm 00220 occurs if the IMU is not aligned.

b. Alarm 00210 occurs if the IMU is not operating.

c. Alarm 01703 occurs if the t^^ is slipped during state vector integration.

d. Alarm 00401 occurs if the desired middle gimbal angle exceeds 70

degrees.

e. Alarm 00402 occurs if the FINDCDUW is not controlling attitude.

If alarm code 00220 is displayed, the crew should depress RSET on the DSKY and

align the IMU. If the IMU is already aligned, the crew must set the REFSMMAT
flag.

Alarm code 00210 is unlikely to occur. Should it occur, however, indicating the

IMU is not operating, the crew should depress RSET on the DSKY, turn on the IMU.

wait 15 minutes, then perform a P57 alignment.

Should alarm code 01703 be displayed, indicating that the tj^ has been slipped during

state vector integration, the crew should depress RSET on the DSKY. If t^^ has

been slipped appreciably. t^Q will be re-established after one CSM revolution. There

is , however, specified ignition total allowable time delay. This is the total time

the thrusting maneuver may be delayed beyond the LGC- calculated t^^. It is up to
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paragraph 3. 3. 1.4.1 for a description of R40 and responses to flashing

VERB 97 NOUN 63.)

The crew get an approximation to the time of P12 engine shutdown by keying in

VERB 16 NOUN 85 to get the display or by keying in VERB 16 NOUN 77 to get

the estimated time of flight from present time to time of injection. (See Table 3. 3.1 -II.)

In thev^ display, Rl, R2 and R3 contain the components of the velocity to be gained

vector along the LM X. Y and Z axes, respectively (i.e., VOX, VGY. VGZ). When

VGX reaches 200 ft/ sec with engine on, the PGNCS system prepares for a controlled

shutdown. As VGX approaches zero, the engine should shut off. If not, the crew

push the engine STOP pushbutton.

Under normal conditions (i.e., target conditions have been achieved), following APS

engine shutdown, the VGX residual should be trimmed by firing the RCS jets. Under

premature shutdown conditions, if the APS cannot be restarted, the RCS jets are

used to attain insertion (i.e., to achieve target conditions). In the latter case, however,

the RCS jets may be used to attain insertion only if the APS fails less than 60

seconds before injection. Note that if insertion were obtained with a degraded PGNCS
or AGS, atweak burn would be performed within 2 minutes after insertion. Thrusting

parameters Av^ and t^Q are supplied by the ground 30 seconds after insertion.

The PGNCS program, P47, would be used for this burn.

3.3.1.10 FDAI Displays

An important aspect of the PI 2 pre-ignition phase is the display to the crew of

those FDAI readings associated with the early phases of the ascent maneuver.

These displays, obtained by the VERB 06 NOUN 74 display (see the computational

sequence), include (1) the yaw angle that should be present on the FDAI at the end

of the vertical rise phase before pitchover, and (2) the FDAI pitch attitude after

pitchover has been completed. A comparison of these displays with FDAI readings

indicates to the crew whether or not the PGNCS guidance is functioning properly.

If not, the crew can switch to the AGS as backup. For a detailed explanation of the

vertical rise and pitchover maneuvers associated with Ascent Guidance, refer to

subsection 3.3.
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Figure 3. 3. 2-3. Landing Analog Displays Routine (RIO)
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flashing VERB 99 display to continue the DPS Abort.

To terminate P70, the crew can also key in VERB 34 EN
(terminate) into the DSKY in response to the flashing VERB
display if they do not want to re-ignite the DPS or use the R

jets.

[nitialization Routine (R47) .— Figure 3,3. 2-5 is a flowchart of R'!

provide the AGS abort electronics assembly (AEA) with the L.M £

tors in L,M IMU coordinates. R47 does this by means of the L'

4, R47 zeros the ICDU, LGC and AEA gimbal angle counters (oi

Ls on, but the IMUSE flag is not set) simultaneously establishing

eference to measure the gimbal (Euler) angles. These Euler ang!

ittitude with respect to the IMU Stable Member. R47 establishes i

time (GET) of the AEA clock as zero if the clock is initialized dur

^lashing VERB 06 NOUN 16 is used to define the zero value for 1

of GET. Refer to Figure 3. 3. 2-5.)

3f selecting another program (other than POO) by keying in VERB
DSKY is inhibited by the LGC during R47. If VERB 37 is us«

01520 will result. If the crew desire to select another progra

;r complete R47 or select POO, R47 can be selected by the cr<

no other extended verb is in use. The crew would select R47

47 ENTR into the DSKY before the Powered Landing Prograr





Display on the FDAI
error needles the

I total attitude error—
(NOUN 22) desired
ICDU angles, minus
(NOUN 20), present
ICDU angles.

error display to mor
Dr the DAP's ability

D track automatic
teering commands.

Disable U. V
jets during DPS
burns.

Inhibits U and V
(pitch- roll) RCS jet

firings during DPS
powered flight.

ENTR Enable U. V jets Enables U and V
during DPS (pitch- roll) RCS jet

burns. firings during DPS
powered flight.

DAP. The crew can
then perform manual

all the vehicles axes
with the ACA in the

The crew can select
Extended VERB 65 at

any time in P70, but
VERB 65 is intended

Extended VERB 75 as
Extended VERB 65 is

mainly for P40 use,
but is available to the
crew in P70.

Extended VERB 76 cai

be selected by the ere
at any time. The ere'
must put the QUID
CONT switch to PGNS
and the MODE CONT
switch to ATT HOLD.







the vehicle dynamics must be related to the current mass. After the engine

performance and thrust filter initialization, the target conditions are set up for the

abort. The desired cutoff conditions are then transferred from fixed to erasable

storage so that the target conditions may be updated. Finally t^^ is established as

'go = Wt-^G
Table 3.3.2-II lists the displays associated with P70. Figure 3. 3. 2-6 illustrates

the logical flow of P70. Reference should be made to the table and flowchart while

reading the computational sequence detailed below.

P70, the DPS Abort Program is called by depressing the ABORT pushbutton or by

keying in VERB 37 ENTR 70 ENTR into the DSKY. If P70 is incorrectly selected

for one of the following reasons, the OPR ERR light will be turned on informing the

crew of the error:

a. P70 is already in progress.

b. The ABORT ENABLE flag is not set.
*

c. P68, the Landing Confirmation Program, was called prohibiting any

further calls to P70.

d. The AVERAGEG flag is not set.

If P70 is correctly selected, P70 is displayed on the DSKY indicating that the DPS

Abort Program (P70) has started. After a few flags are appropriately set, the DPS

engine is commanded on by P70. Note that if a total thrust failure has occurred,

the crew would have to apply manual RCS translation until P70 automatically

commands the DPS engine on.

Since the crew—before selecting the abort—was in the process of landing the LM,

the LGC now removes the inertial data discrete from the CDUs and restarts RIO,

the Landing Analog Display Routine. In addition to the above, the LGC also controls

the following processes:

a. Sets 1.0 degree deadband.

b. Terminates thrust vector control.

c. Holds inertial vehicle attitude.

d. Sets the Av counter to 4 for use by R40, the Thrust Fail Routine.

e. Enables the current guidance displays.

f. Resets the IDLE and RCS flags.

g. Sets the 4 jet translation flag.

*P63 sets the ABORT ENABLE flag.

P71 resets the ABORT ENABLE flag.
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TABLE 3. 3. 2-II

DESCENT PROPULSION ABORT DISPLAYS (P70) (SHEET 1 OF 3)

DSKY

, V37

V50 N25

6 N63

5 N09 E

Purpose

ROO Request Astronaut
to select program
(if ABORT push-
button not used)

Registei

P70 Request desired
modes for Guidance
and attitude control
for DPS abort be
selected as follows:
GUID CONT - PGNS
ATT CONT - AUTO
THROTTLE MODE
- AUTO

ENTR - bypass request
PRO - accept request
by changing modes first

R1 00203g

R2 Blank
R3 Blank

P70 Display current
velocity, rate of

change of altitude,

and altitude of the
LM for monitoring
DPS abort

Magnitude of the LM
inertial velocity
Present rate of change
of altitude
Present altitude of the
LM above the LM
position vector at the
designated landing site,

polarity is + for alti-

tudes greater than the
above radius.

R1 xxxx. s

ft/i

R2 xxxx.
ft/i

R3 xxxxx

Astronaut Verify program
[FIMXIXIW alarm
routine)

00401 - desired middle
gimbal angle exceeds
70 deg.

00402-FINDCDUW not

R1
R2
R3





TABLE 3. 3. 2-II

DESCENT PROPULSION ABORT DISPLAYS (P70) (SHEET 3 OF 3)

DSKY
Initiated

by Purpose Condition Resfister
tf

(FL) V06 N32 E

(FL) V16 N32 E

Astronaut Display time from
perilune

TF perilune in R1 ooxxx hrs
R2 oooxx mins
R3 oxx. XX sec

NOUN 32 display flashes if keyed in over a flashing display.
V16 or V06 can be used to call the NOUN 32 display,

ttt If TFF is not computable, i. e.
.
perilune exceeds 35, 000 ft.

,

the LGC sets TFF to -59B59 and computes TF perilune
storing it in the NOUN 32 display
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Then the LGC calculates the initial t^^ for the abort burn and sets a flag to allow

P71. the APS Abort to be called as a follow-up to P70. the DPS Abort. (Note that if

P71, the APS Abort Program is called as a follow-up to P70, the value of t will

be twice that of the t^^ that P70 has most recently computed.) The initial target

conditions for the abort are then set up. See paragraph 3.3. 2.1 for a description of

the abort targets.

During the time when the above sequence of calculations is being carried out by the

LiGC.if desired, the crew could set the GUID CONT switch to PGNS, the THR CONT
switch on the ENGINE THRUST CONT panel to AUTO and the PGNS MODE CONTROL
switch to AUTO. The crew should then observe that the DPS comes to full thrust,

since P70 has set the DPS engine throttle to the maximum value. This observation

is made by monitoring the thrust indicator on the MAIN PROPULSION panel. If the

crew have not selected the modes (as described above), a flashing VERB 50 NOUN
25 with R1 set to 00203 appears on the DSKY requesting that the crew "please perform"

the selection of these modes. If the request is to be ignored, the crew key ENTR
into the DSKY to continue. If the crew comply with the request by changing the

modes, they key PRO into the DSKY to continue. Once again, the DPS engine throttle

is set to maximum and, again, the crew should observe the maximum thrust, as

described above.

The computer then calculates the present desired thrust vector to accomplish the

abort ascent conditions and then determines if a vertical rise and pitchover maneuver

is required. (An explanation of vertical rise and pitchover can be found in subsection

3.3.)

Regardless of whether the LM enters the vertical rise and pitchover phases or not,

the LGC next calculates the required ICDU/gimbal angles and drives the ICDUs to

align the LM + X-axis appropriately.

During the abort maneuver, the crew monitor the DSKY, FDAI, and look out the

window. During the entire DPS burn, the DSKY displays VERB 06 NOUN 63 containing

values of inertial velocity, HDOT, and present altitude. If the altitude is greater

than 25,000 ft, the crew should observe that the PGNCS is maneuvering the LM to

the correct attitude to perform the ascent abort. If the altitude is less than 25,000

ft, the crew must not use the X-axis override option. This X-axis override option

is inhibited until completion of the pitch maneuver (i.e., present time plus 12

seconds). The PGNCS will maneuver the LM to local vertical and yaw the LM so

that the windows are downrange. This local vertical attitude will be maintained

until the altitude is greater than 25,000 ft or HDOT is greater than 40.0 ft/ sec.

3.3.2-24





If the 00401 alarm code is displayed, it indicates that the desired gimbal angle

exceeds 70 degrees. Continuing the maneuver might result in gimbal lock. This
alarm is unlikely to occur. Should it occur, it probably indicates that the PGNCS

,

is not functioning properly and the crew should switch to AGS.

Alarm code 00402 is displayed if the FINDCDUW routine is not control-

lir^g attitude. The crew should either terminate thrust, or go to the Abort Guid-

ance System (AGS), as backup. Refer to paragraph 3.3. 1.8 for an explanation of

the relation between the PGNCS and the AGS.

3. 3. 2. 5 Restarts

P70 is restart protected. Should a software restart occur, and no other restart

protection exists at the point of restart, the PROG alarm light is illuminated, and

the program goes back to the last flashing display before the restart. Should a

hardware restart occur, the RESTART light on DSKY is niuminated.

3.3. 2.6 Engine Cutoff During Aborts

If P70 is called after tj.^ + 300 sec, it is very likely that the DPS fuel will be

depleted before insertion is accomplished. The crew must be aware of the v^ values

at engine shutdown to be able to achieve target conditions. Based on the value of

Vq, a decision must be made concerning overburn and minimum APS burntime

constraints. The crew obtain the v^ display by keying VERB 16 NOUN 85 ENTR
into the DSKY. The registers Rl, R2 and R3 contain the components of Vq, VGX,

VGY and VGZ, respectively.

When Vq is greater than 30 ft/sec, at DPS engine shutdown, the ABORT STAGE
pushbutton must be depressed (i.e., P71, the APS Abort Program is called to

accomplish insertion). As a result of the 2- second Ascent Guidance cycle, the

minimum allowable APS burn is set at 3 seconds to avoid propellant freezing in the

engine. The Vq in this 3-second APS burn is approximately 30 ft/sec, which is the

overburn boundary value. If the value of v^ is less than 30 ft/sec at DPS shutdown,

the RCS jets must be used to accomplish insertion since a large overburn will occur

if the APS engine is used.

If an overburn occurs, the display would show Vq increasing after a decrease to

some minimum value. If the DPS continues to thrust as Vq goes negative, the engine

should be shut down by manual action. There is, however, a 2- to 4-second delay







3.3.3 P71, Ascent Propulsion System Abort—L(



If the DPS runs out of fuel during P70, the LGC does not automatically select the

APS Abort, P71. Therefore, the crew must anticipate fuel exhaustion and be prepared

to select P71 either by keying VERB 37 ENTR 71 ENTR into the DSKY. or by

depressing the ABORT STAGE pushbutton.

If a lunar surface abort is to be performed, the ABORT STAGE pushbutton is depressed

before P68 has been called. The flight plan associated with the lunar surface abort

is given below:

EVENT TIME FROM IGNITION (PDI IGNITION)

Touchdown 690-775 sec

STAY/NO-STAY for lunar

surface abort 810-895 sec

Preferred liftoff

time 980 sec

If the crew cannot wait for the 980- second preferred liftoff time (for example, in

the case of a probable tipover), the abort can be done immediately. The phasing,

however, will not be as good as if the crew had waited the full 980 seconds.

Targets for a lunar-surface abort are the same as powered- descent- abort targets.

But the ground supplies data for the crew to perform a P30-P41 boost maneuver at

perilune in order to change the apolune from 30 to 45 n. mi., making this lunar- surface

abort equivalent to a nominal ascent (PI 2) from the lunar surface. (Refer to

paragraphs 3. 3. 1.1 and 3. 3. 1.2.)

Note that when P71 is called via VERB 37, the DPS will not be automatically staged.

Thus, the crew must manually stage the DPS before using VERB 37 to enter P71.

P71 has no way of determining if the DPS has been staged or not. As a result, if

the DPS has not been manually staged, P71 will give the engine- on command to the

DPS instead of the APS. If P71 is called by depressing the ABORT STAGE pushbutton,

the DPS will be staged automatically.

Once P71 is called, the ABORT ENABLE flag is reset to zero, prohibiting any sub-

sequent calls to P70 or P71. An operator error light will come on if an attempt is

then made to call either P70 or P71.



ated Routines and Extended Verbs

s associated with P71 are listed below and briefly expR

Rll is the Abort Discretes Monitor Routine, (Ref<

3. 3. 2. 2. 2.)

RIO is the Landing Analog Display Routine; however

rendezvous radar CDU's is inhibited by P71. (Ref

3. 3. 2.2.1.)

R40 is the DPS/ APS Thrust Fail Routine. (Refer to par

below.

)



TABLE 3. 3. 3-1

EXTENDED VERBS USED WITH APS ABORT (P71) (SHEET 1 OF 2)

errors. difference between
the current CDU and
the DAP command
angles.

2 ENTR Display Mode II Display on the FDAI
total attitude error needles the
errors. total attitude error-^

(NOUN 22) desired
ICDU angles minus
(NOUN 20) present
ICDU angles.

This process can be selected
by the crew any time during
P71. The crew can use Mode I

error display to monitor the
DAP's ability to track auto-

This process can be selected
by the crew any time during
P71. The crew can use Mode
II error display to assist them
in manually maneuvering the
LM.

Enables the Minimum Extended VERB 76 can be se-
Impulse Mode of the lected by the crew at any time.
DAP. The crew can The crew must put the GUID
then perform manual CONT switch to PGNS and the
attitude control about MODE COUNT switch to ATT
all the vehicles axes HOLD. The Minimum Impulse
with the ACA in the Mode will remain enabled until

Minimum Impulse canceledby the rate command
Mode. selection (Extended VERB 77 or

P63) or a fresh start. It is

strongly recommended that no
powered flight maneuver be
attempted in this Minimum Im-
pulse Mode. The Minimum Im-
pulse Mode is also canceled
when P71 is first entered.

ENTR Rate Command Enables the Rate

desired ICDU angles
equal to the actual
ICDU angles. The
crew can then per-

3 the The Rate Command Mode will

remain enabled until canceled
by the Minimum Impulse Mode
(see Extended VERB 76). The
GUID CONT and MODE CONT

form manual attitude switches should be s
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P71,the APS Abort Program, is called by depressing the ABORT STAGE pushbutton

or by keying in VERB 37 ENTR 71 ENTR into the DSKY. If P71 is incorrectly

selected because of one of the following reasons, the OPR ERR light will be turned

on informing the crew of the error:

a. P71 is already in progress.

b. The ABORT ENABLE flag is not set.
*

If P71 is correctly selected, 71 is displayed on the DSKY indicating that the APS

Abort Program (P71) has started. After a few flags are appropriately set for the

APS abort, the APS engine is commanded on by P71. Note that if a total thrust

failure has occurred, the crew would have to apply manual RCS translation until

P71 automatically commands the APS engine on. If the crew— before selecting the

APS abort—was in the process of landing the LM, the LGC has to remove the inertial

data discrete from the CDUs and restart RIO, the Landing Analog Display Routine.

In addition to the above, the LGC also controls the following processes:

Sets 1.0 degree deadband

Terminates thrust vector control

Sets the Av counter to 4 for use by R40, the DPS/ APS Thrust Fail Routine

Enables the current guidance displays

Reset IDLE and RCS flags

Sets the 4-jet translation flag





appropriately to the flashing VERB 99 display in R40 (see paragrs

crew either attempt to re-ignite the APS, or complete the abort a£

jets. The crew can get an approximation to APS engine shutdown by monitoring the in

ertial velocity of NOUN 63 or, optionally, by keying VERB 16 NOUN 77 into the DSKY
monitor the TG value in R1 (i.e., time to go to ascent injection). When the APS is

shut down by P71, the VERB 06 NOUN 63 automatically changes to flashing VERB
16 NOUN 63 on the DSKY. In response to this flashing display, the crew disarm

the APS and, if desired, key PRO to display the flashing VERB 16 NOUN 85 on the

DSKY to observe the velocity residuals, VGX, VGY, VGZ—possibly nulling them

out by an RCS trimming maneuver. (NOUN 85 can be called anytime during the

abort maneuver.) (See paragraph 3. 3. 2. 6 on use of RCS jets in P70/P71 abort

situations.) If the crew do not wish to observe the v^ values of NOUN 85, they can

key in VERB 34 ENTR (terminate) into the DSKY to end P71. They can also key in

VERB 82 ENTR into the DSKY to call R30, the Orbital Parameter Display Routine

to monitor continuous updated values of apolune, perilune, and TFF. The crew can

also terminate P71 by keying in PRO or VERB 34 ENTR into the DSKY, in response

to the flashing VERB 16 NOUN 85 display, when they are satisfied with the velocity

residuals.

3. 3. 3. 3 Alarms

The alarms listed below may occur during P71.

a. Alarm 00401 may occur as a warning to the crew of impending gimbal

lock.

b. Alarm 00402 may occur if FINDCDUW is not controlling attitude.

Refer to paragraph 3. 3. 2. 4 for a detailed explanation of the above alarm codes.

3. 3. 3. 4 Restarts

P71 is restart protected. Should a software restart occur, and no other restart

protection exists at that point, the PROG alarm light would be illuminated and the

program would go back to the last flashing display before the restart. Should a

hardware restart occur, the RESTART light on the DSKY would be illuminated.

Note that if engine shutdown for the APS is identified by the cn
than desired, they should depress the engine STOP pushbutton.
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SECTION 4. 0

COASTING NAVIGATION
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4.1

INTRODUCTION TO COASTING FLIGHT NAVIGATION

Navigation during coasting flight is accomplished by onboard processing of optics

and VHF data in the Command and Service Module (CSM), and of radar data in the

Lunar Module (LM). The data contribute to maintaining current estimates of the

CSM and LM state vectors.

The CSM coasting flight navigation programs are as follows:

P20 Rendezvous Navigation (paragraph 4.2.1)

P21 Ground-track Determination (paragraph 4.2.2)

P22 Orbital Navigation (paragraph 4.2.3)

P23 Cislunar Midcourse Navigation (paragraph 4.2.4).

P24 Rate- aided Optics (paragraph 4.2.5)

In the LM there is no need for cislunar navigation, and orbital navigation is replaced

by lunar surface navigation. The LM navigation programs are the following:

P20 Rendezvous Navigation (paragraph 4.3.1)

P21 Ground-track Determination (paragraph 4.3.2)

P22 Lunar-surface Navigation (paragraph 4.3.3)

P25 Preferred Tracking Attitude (paragraph 4.3.4).

Although the two update programs (CSM P27 and LM P27) are included in this section,

the navigation theory discussed in this introduction pertains to neither.

4.1.1 Mission Phases

Coasting flight navigation can be used during the following mission phases: cislunar

(CSM), rendezvous, lunar prelaunch (LM), earth and lunar orbit (CSM).

4. 1.1.1 Cislunar Navigation

Cislunar navigation is used to maintain state-vector estimates during translunar

and transearth coast. The computed state-vector data provide the basis for onboard

targeting of transearch trajectories outside the moon's sphere of influence. Cislunar

navigation is used primarily as a backup mode since the trajectories are usually

ground-targeted, using ground- computed state vectors.



Optical sightings of the angle between the directions to a star and to a planetary

horizon or landmark supply data for modifying or updating the state vector. From
the measured angle and the time of the sighting, the command module computer

(CMC) determines the state-vector estimate. The CMC processes the angle-

measurement data immediately after the measurement is made and displays the

values for approval before the state vector is updated. Bad updates can be avoided

by rejecting the values when they are displayed.

4.1. 1.2 Rendezvous Navigation

During the rendezvous phase, estimates of both state vectors (LM and CSM) are

stored in both vehicle computers (LGC and CMC). Rendezvous navigation is used

to update one of the two state vectors (usually the LM's) in both vehicles. Only one

state vector is updated because limited computer storage precludes updating both

states. This, however, provides satisfactory rendezvous navigation since accurate

knowledge of the relative state (knowledge of one state with respect to the other) is

the primary concern in rendezvous.

The CSM-based sensors provide two types of tracking data; optical data, acquired

manually with the sextant; VHF range-link data, acquired automatically. In the

LM, tracking data are gathered from the rendezvous radar (RR). Either onboard

system has the complete capability of providing the crew with the necessary data,

computations, and control to perform the rendezvous without inflight assistance from

the ground or the other vehicle's system.

4. 1.1. 3 Lunar- surface Navigation

During the final CSM orbits prior to launch from the Ixinar surface, the LM can use

lunar- surface navigation to update its estimate of the CSM state vector.

Range and range- rate data are obtained from the RR as the CSM passes in its

orbit. A number of marks are taken before the state-vector updating process begins,

since the CSM is within measurement range for a limited time. During the processing,

the CSM is below the horizon and immediate repetition of the tracking is impossible.





(for three position components and three velocity components). The ellipsoid

geometrically defines theareaof one-sigma error probabilities. The changing size

and shape of the idealized ellipsoid during navigation illustrate the dynamic behavior

of the error matrix used in the Kalman filter computations.

To make a valid comparison of measured and predicted values, the AGC extrapolates

the current state vector to the time of measurement, and a prediction is made as

to the new estimate. (The statistical error ellipsoid associated with the state vector

is also extrapolated. Between measurements, the error model should grow and

rotate.) If the measured and predicted values agree, the extrapolated state vector

is assumed correct; if the measured and predicted values do not agree, the

extrapolated state vector is assumed to require some correction.

The role geometry plays is idealized one- dimensionally in Figure 4. 1.2-1. Given

perfect knowledge of the spacecraft orbit, a unique point P in that orbit can be

inferred at time t by measuring the angle A between the fixed reference direction

(D) and the line of sight to a known point T. If the angle measurement were perfect,

the point P would be the true orbital position.

Since it would be unrealistic to believe entirely in the measurement data and not at

all in the predicted data, a statistical weighting model must be provided to determine

the relative credibility of the two sets. Also, since in some instances data may be

measured for only one dimension, a means must be provided for correlating the

results to the unmeasui

by considering anellip

respectively, lie alonj

and shape of the ellip















SUBSECTION 4. 2

CMC COASTING NAVIGATION PROGRAMS
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Extrapolating both state vectors to the time of measurement, P20 computes an

estimated tracking quantity (^), which is compared with a measured tracking quantity

(Q) to obtain a measurement deviation SQ. This is multiplied by a statistical weighting

vector (jsi) comprising an onboard computation of expected state-vector uncertainties,

expected sensor performance (Q^), and the sensor geometry vector (b). The resulting

rfx, is a statistically optimum linear estimate of the state deviation to be added to

the current estimate of the state vector selected to be updated.

Typically, tracking data are processed once every minute for VHF marks and as

often as every 20 sec for optics; the selected state vector is automatically updated

by the computed deviation 6x. If the magnitude of either the position-vector change

(rfr) or the velocity-vector change (6v) of the deviation Sj£ is not less than preset

values, however, the crew is alerted by a special display, and the update occurs

only upon crew command, after verifying the tracking data.

4. 2. 1.1 Crew Options

The fundamental crew option is whether to update the CSM state vector or the LM
state vector. Considerations affecting the decision are (1) the desire to update the

state vector having the largest uncertainties, and (2) a desire to update the state

vector of the vehicle that is to perform the rendezvous maneuver. Ordinarily, both

considerations will favor updating the LM. Should the LM state-vector uncertainty

be the smaller, however, updating the CSM would probably be preferred.



R02 — The IMU Status Check Routine (Figure 4. 2. 1-4) is called by programs

requiring an aligned TMU. R02 checks the IMU orientation (REFSMMAT)
flag and the IMU operate bit and initiates a PROG alarm if either is

not set. The crew verifies the alarm by keying VERB 5 NOUN 9 ENTR.
If IMU orientation is not known, but the inertial subsystem (ISS) is

operating, alarm code 00220 will be displayed; if the ISS is not operating,

alarm code 00210 will be displayed. For either alarm, keying RSET
sends the program to the Final Automatic Request Terminate Routine

(ROO), where the crew turns on the ISS (if off) and calls either the

primary or backup IMU Orientation Determination Program (P51 or

P53).

R22 — The Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (Figure 4.2. 1-5)

is started by P20 and continues to run until P20 is terminated. R22

processes optical and VHF ranging data and updates the state vector

designated by the state-vector flag. Incorporation of VHF data is

enabled by VERB 87 ENTR and disabled by VERB 88 ENTR.

R61 — The Tracking Attitude Routine (Figure 4.2. 1-6) is called either by P20

or R52. R52 calls R61 on every pass during rendezvous tracking. On

every fourth pass (only), R61 extrapolates the CSM and LM state vectors

to the present, calculates the LOS from the CSM to the LM, and computes

the IMU gimbal angles required to keep the CSM properly oriented

for tracking the LM. If the PREFERRED- ATTITUDE flag is set

(automatically by P20 or by crew's VERB 76 ENTR), an appropriate

attitude is held for SXT and VHF tracking; if the PREFERRED-
ATTITUDE flag is reset (VERB 77 ENTR), an appropriate attitude is

held (+X-axis pointed at LM) for COAS tracking. Comparing the

required and present gimbal angles, R61 determines whether the

required change in any gimbal angle is more than 10 deg. If all gimbal

angles are within 10 deg of required, R61 computes the LOS angular

velocity, resolves it into RCS control axes, and generates appropriate

input to the RCS DAP. If, on the first pass through R61 after P20

entry (V50N18 flag set), any required gimbal- angle change is greater

than 10 deg, R61 calls the Attitude Maneuver Routine (R60). If, on

subsequent passes through R61 (V50N18 flag reset), any required

gimbal- angle change is greater than 10 deg, R61 turns on the UPLINK
ACTY light but does not call R60. Should the astronaut wish an R60

maneuver performed, he would key VERB 58 ENTR, setting the V50N18

flag (and resetting the STICK flag) and instructing R61 to call R60.



After commanding the maneuver or providing the appropriate RCS DAP

input, R61 returns to the calling program.

R60 — The Attitude Maneuver Routine (Figure 4. 2. 1-7) maneuvers the

spacecraft to an attitude specified by the calling program. The astronaut

can choose to perform the maneuver rrianually or automatically. If

manually, the maneuver is performed with the rotational hand controller

(RHC) while the astronaut monitors the FDAI; if automatically, the

maneuver is performed by CMC-commanded RCS jet firings.

R52 — During rendezvous navigation, the Automatic Optics Positioning Routine

(Figure 4. 2. 1-8) keeps the CSM optics pointed at the LM. Calculating

the LX)S to the LM, with R61 maintaining tracking attitude, R52 drives

the optics shaft and trunnion accordingly until the TRACK flag is reset.

R21 — The Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (Figure 4.2.1 -9) is

called by the crew's keying VERB 57 ENTR during R22. A flashing

VERB 51 requests the astronaut to center SXT on LM and to mark.

R21 is terminated by the crew's depressing the PRO key.

R23 — The Backup Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (Figure 4.2.1-

10) is similar to R21 except that R23 uses the crew optical alignment

sight (COAS) rather than the sextant (SXT). R23 is called by the crew's

keying VERB 54 ENTR and is terminated by PRO.

R31/

R34 — The Rendezvous Parameter Display Routines (Figures 4.2.1-11 and

-12) display range and range rate (between the CSM and LM) calculated

from the stored LM and CSM state vectors. In addition, R31 displays

the current angle (e) between the CSM plus X-axis and the local-

horizontal plane. R34 displays the current angle (^) between the SXT

SLOS and the local-horizontal plane.

Before entering P20, the crew performs the DAP Data Load Routine (R03).

Upon the crew's selection of P20 (VERB 37 ENTR 20 ENTR), the program performs

thelMU Status Check Routine (R02, Figure 4. 2. 1-4) and illuminates the PROG alarm

lamp should the ISS be off or the IMU orientation be unknown. Should the PROG
lamp illuminate, the crew must key VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR in order to read the

alarm code (00210, ISS not on; 00220, IMU orientation unknown). A flashing VERB



37 indicates that, as a result of the alarm, the program has entered the Final

Automatic Request Terminate Routine (ROO).

Next, the program automatically selects the preferred tracking- attitude option and

LM state -vector option. The crew can change either of these by the following DSKY
entries:

VERB 76 ENTR selects preferred tracking attitude.

VERB 77 ENTR selects plus X-axis track attitude.

VERB 80 ENTR selects LM state-vector update.

VERB 81 ENTR selects CSM state-vector update.

P20 next sets the following flags:

V50N18 Flag — enables R60 and the display of required gimbal angles for a

maneuver to the desired tracking attitude.

TRACK FLAG — enables automatic maneuver, optics pointing, and state-

vector update.

UPDATE FLAG — enables state-vector update.

RENDEZVOUS FLAG- enables total P20 operation.

The rendezvous-optics and VHF-ranging mark counters are next set to zero, and

the CSM and LM state vectors are extrapolated to the present time. P20 then calls

the Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (R22, Figure 4.2.1 -5), which will

continue to operate while P20 is active. The program then calls the Tracking Attitude

Routine (R61, Figure 4. 2. 1-6), which uses VECPOINT to compute the CSM tracking

attitude required for pointing the optics and radar transponder at the LM. VECPOINT
is, basically, a method of taking the cross product of the present and desired LOS

and computing the rotation angle required to align the two about the resulting

cross-product vector. (See subsection 3.6 of the current CSM GSOP.) If attaining

the preferred tracking attitude requires a gimbal- angle change of less than 10 deg,

R61 will issue the command signals to the RCS DAP (SC CONT switch in CMC;

CMC MODE switch in AUTO; STICK flag reset). If attaining the preferred tracking

attitude requires a maneuver of 10 deg or larger, R61 calls the Attitude Maneuver

Routine (R60, Figure 4. 2. 1-7). (NOTE; During P20 operation, R61 is called every

2 sec; only on every fourth pass, however, is R61 allowed to complete its cycle.

After an initial pass has established a tracking attitude of less than 10 deg, R61

#
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ag, disabling R60 on subsequent passes. Therefore, should, on

rough R61, any required gimbal- angle change be found greater

uld illuminate the UPLINK ACTY light, and R60 would only be

the required maneuver upon the astronaut's setting the V50N18

58ENTR.)

rogram flashes VERB 50 NOUN 18 and displays the desired

00 degree:

desire the maneuver to be performed by the autopilot, he would

switch in CMC, the CMC MODE switch in AUTO, and would

key on the DSKY, signaling the RCS DAP to begin the maneuver.

;hat VERB 46 ENTR has been keyed and that the RCS DAP is

r, a non-flashing VERB 06 NOUN 18 displays the final gimbal

onaut monitors the maneuver on the FDAI ball and needles,

approach gimbal lock, the astronaut would take over manually

neuver using the rotation hand controller (RHC).

the maneuver—or its premature termination by the astronauts'

) recycles, and VERB 50 NOUN 18 again flashes the desired

displayed angles are within RCS deadband limits and no rotation

ector— to obtain wings level— is desired, the astronant would

ouldexit. If further attitude adjustment were required, however,

perform the adjustment with the RHC while referencing the

ill. Keying ENTR terminates R60 and allows R61 to continue



If the required trunnion angle is less than 50 deg, R52 drives the shaft and trunnion

CDUs to align the optics with the LM. The program then recycles through R61,

and both routines (R 61 and R52) continue to operate in approximately 2-second cycles.

When the astronaut wishes to take SXT marks on the L,M, he keys VERB 57 ENTR,
which calls the Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R21, Figure 4. 2. 1-9).

As described earlier, R61 will automatically maintain the preferred tracking attitude.

Once entered, R21 flashes VERB 51 on the DSKY, requesting the astronaut to "please

mark." The astronaut then selects the manual optics mode, centers the LM in the

reticle, and depresses the mark button. If the mark was satisfactory, the astronaut

waits the prescribed time (based on geometry, timeline, etc.), recenters the LM in

the reticle, and repeats the mark (if more marks are desired). If the mark was

not satisfactory, the astronaut depresses the reject button and repeats the mark

procedure. When sufficient marks have been taken, the astronaut keys in PRO to

terminate R21. If any mark results in an excessive update (discussed in paragraph

4. 2. 1.5.1), apriority display (flashing VERB 06 NOUN 49) will automatically interrupt

any program-initiated display and present the magnitude of the excessive update:

Flashing VERB 06 NOUN 49 - Rl, AR (0.1 n. mi.); R2. Av (0.1 ft/sec); R3,

Source Code (00001, optics; 00002. VHF
ranging).

Depressing the PRO key incorporates the update data; keying VERB 32 ENTR rejects

the data. When rendezvous has been completed, the crew can exit P20 either by

keying VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR, which discontinues all programs in progress, or

by keying VERB 56 ENTR, which discontinues only P20,

For the plus X-axis tracking- attitude option, using the backup optics (CO AS), the

crew keys VERB 77 ENTR immediately after entering P20 and keys VERB 54 ENTR
(ratherthan VERB 57 ENTR) after the attitude maneuver has been completed. VERB
54 calls the Backup Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R23). The DSKY

then flashes VERB 06 NOUN 94 and presents in registers 1 and 2 the equivalent

shaft angle (SA) and equivalent trunnion angle (TA) for the alternate LOS in the

NAVBASE Coordinate System. If the astronaut elects to use the COAS, the nominal

values for these angles are 00000 in Rl and 57470 in R2. (Note; In-flight calibration

of the COAS should be performed before use with rendezvous. ) If the angles displayed

are not correct for the selected LOS, the astronaut keys VERB 24 ENTR and loads

the correct values. When the correct angles are displayed, the astronaut keys in

PRO and will getaflashing VERB 53, "please perform alternate LOS sighting mark."

4. 2. 1-10



The astronaut will then use the RHC to align precisely the LM along the alternate

LOS. He then depresses the ENTR key on the DSKY. When sufficient marks have

been made, the astronaut depresses the PRO key. To reject a mark, the astronaut

keys VERB 86 ENTR and repeats the mark procedure. Again, when rendezvous

has been completed, VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR terminates all programs running;

VERB 56 ENTR terminates only P20.

Although we have not mentioned how VHF range data are initiated, the crew procedure

is simply to key VERB 87 ENTR whenever range data are desired; VHF range taking

will then be continued automatically until terminated by the crew's selection of VERB
88 ENTR or by the execution of any program change, that is, any VERB 37.

4. 2. 1.3 Program Alarms

Viewing a PROG alarm light on the DSKY, the crew keys VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR
for a display of the alarm code— if the code has not already been displayed by the

CMC. After taking corrective action, the crew keys RSET to turn off the PROG
light and alarm and continues with the program. Possible alarms encountered during

rendezvous navigation are as follows;

a. Alarm 00110 indicates that the crew depressed the MARK REJECT button

imnecessarily; no marks were taken yet. The astronaut should key RSET
to extinguish the OP ERR light and continue normal operation.

b. Alarm 00112 indicates MARK REJECT was depressed while the CMC
was not requesting marks. Key RSET and continue normal operation.

c. Alarm 00116 indicates the optics were switched to OFF from ZERO
before the 15 sec optics zeroing time had elapsed. Set the Optics Zero

switch to ZERO, key RSET, wait 15 sec and continue normal operation.

d. Alarm 00120 Indicates optics not zeroed at the time of an optics torque

request. Set Optics Zero switch to OFF, then to ZERO. Key RSET and

wait 15 sec before continuing normal operation.

e. Alarm 00121 indicates a mark was made at the time of a CDU switching

transient or vehicle rotation rate too high. Key RSET, MARK REJECT,

and repeat mark.

f. Alarm 00122 indicates a mark was made while the CMC was not in a

mark routine. Key RSET and continue normal operation.

g. Alarm 00210 indicates IMU not operating. It should be turned on and

the stable member orientation determined before entering P20.

h. Alarm 00220 indicates IMU not aligned. No REFSMMAT is stored.

Key RSET and execute P51.
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1. W-Matrix initial values are selected on the basis of anticipated state-

vector error—the larger the expected error, the larger the initialization

values. Typical reinitializing values during rendezvous are 2000 ft, 2

ft/ sec, and (in the LGC) 5 m rad— corresponding to the RMS values of

probable position, velocity, and radar-bias errors respectively.

Immediately following lunar orbit insertion, however, when the large

powered- flight maneuver may have produced large state-vector

uncertainties, typical WRI values are 10,000 ft, 10 ft/sec, and 15 m rad

(LGC).
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2. The larger the WRI values, the more sensor data required to smooth

the WRI transient. Even for the large initial values following lunar

orbit insertion, however, an accurate state vector estimate is available

for the final targeting computation if SXT marks are taken in batches

of three or four marks each—typically, one batch immediately after WRI,

a second batch halfway before a third batch immediately preceding the

next WRI or the final targeting computation.

3. The two-sensor procedure following transfer-phase initiation (TPI)—

when the tracking geometry is such as to rapidly decrease the size of

the matrix with each mark— is to reinitialize before taking any marks

following a maneuver. The single-sensor post-TPI procedure is (a) to

take marks with no WRI between TPI and the first midcourse correction

(MCCl) and (b) to take one batch and then reinitialize immediately after

MCCl. Tracking then continues in the normal pattern.

Paragraphs 4.2. 1.5. 1-4. 2. 1.5. 3 have been abstracted from E. Muller and P. Kachmar,

Mission Simulation Memo 10-69, dated 12 May 1969. Some general recommendations

are made on mark- reject and accept procedures, as well as recommended procedures

when state-vector updates indicate a divergent navigation solution. Two graphs

(Figures 4.2.1-14, -15) present actual state-vector updates (that exceed
'''mAX

values) for a CMC and LGC bit-by-bit simulation of the nominal Mission F

f
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Recovery procedure after extremely large update known to be incorrect

• Record N49 value of AR (xxxx. x n. mi. )

• Terminate updates (V88)

. V67E, load N99 with

R1 = AR times 6000 (xxxxx. ft)

R2 = AR times 6 (xxxx. x fps)
R3 = + 00001

• RESUME updates (V87)
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ALIGN IMU (P51 OR P54);
UPON COMPLETION RE-
SELECT DESIRED PROGRAM.

Figure 4.2. 1-4. IMU Status Check Routine (R02)
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TABLE 4. 2. 2-1

P21 GROUND TRACK DETERMINATION PROCEDURES

DSKY Register Comments

Key V37 E21E DSKY P21 Only requirement for P21
date state vector. ISS not required.

FL V04 N06 R1 00002

R2 00001

R3 Blank

Vehicle code in R1 =00002
R2=00001 indicates this vehicle;
R2=00002 indicates other vehicle: Key
PRO if correct; keying V22E will blank
R2, permitting vehicle code to be
changed.

FL V06 N34 R1 ooxxx. hr
R2 oooxx. min
R3 oxx. XX sec

Request load desired GET (T-LAT-LONG)
in hours, minutes, and seconds to near-
est 0. 01 sec. For present time set Rl,
R2 and R3 to all zeros. PRO to compute
latitude, longitude, altitude for specified
GET; V25E to change time.

FL V06 N43 Rl XXX. XX deg
R2 XXX. XX deg
R3 xxxx. X n. i.

Program displays vehicle latitude and
longitude in degrees to nearest 0. 01 deg
in Rl and R2 ( + is North or East, re-
spectively) for specified GET. R3 con-
tains altitude in nautical miles to nearest
0. 1 n. mi. measured from launch pad
radius (earth) or latest landing site

radius (moon).

V32E will increment T-LAT-LONG GET
initially specified by 10 minutes; recycle
to V06N34 display. T-LAT-LONG may
then be overwritten via V25E to any de-

FL V37 Keying PRO will terminate P21.

Key N73E Rl xxxxB n. mi.
R2 xxxxx. fps
R3 XXX. XX deg

Altitude to nearest 10 n. mi.
Inertial velocity to nearest 1 fps.

Flight path angle to nearest 0. 01 deg.





reject it by keying VERB 25 ENTR and overwrite any desired T-LAT LONG, In

this way he can identify particular landmarks available for P22 in advance and

anticipate promising marktaking opportunities.

4. 2. 2. 1.2 Orbital Parameter. —The P21 NOUN 73 option is primarily used after a

P23 navigation sequence to determine whether the trajectory produced by the

spacecraft's newly-updated state vector results in satisfactory terminal conditions

at the target planet. Alternatively, the VERB 82 orbital parameters display (see

P23, paragraph 4.2.4) can be called after the latitude-longitude -altitude display;

i.e., after state-vector integration is complete. VERB 82 displays apogee and perigee

height and time of free fall; this trajectory information supplements NOUN 73 and

P37. (NOUN 73 is also used— in rare situations—to determine the value of y
for P37. See paragraph 5. 2. 6. 8.

)

4. 2. 2. 2 Limitations

To predict the future orbital position of a vehicle (LM or CSM), P21 must obtain a

precision integration of its state vector over the specified time interval. The further

in advance the request is made (i.e., the larger the extrapolation interval), the less

precise is the coordinate information returned. In earth or lunar orbit, the quality

of the precision integration— and therefore the predictions— is determined primarily

by the quality of the potential model used in the integration routine for the earth or

moon gravitation.

On the first pass through P21, the program uses precision integration to compute

the desired vehicle state vector at the specified T-LAT LONG. Computations for

subsequent T-LAT LONGS via the VERB 32 ENTR option are conic and are based

on the initial precision output. The CMC requires approximately 30 seconds to

integrate one full revolution in lunar orbit. The recycle option will, therefore,

perform quickly and precisely if the times chosen are close to the initial T-LAT

LONG. If times input via VERB 32 ENTR differ significantly from the initial

precision- integration value, the accuracy of the conic solutions obtained will degrade

accordingly.



spacecraft'sstate vector and acqui

these computations are uplinked



The program flowchart, Figure 4. 2. 3-1 delineates the decision points in P22; however,

many of the optional paths are not significant at present.

Procedures that ensure proper landmark acquisition and marktaking are a

precondition to successful landmark navigation using P22, whether marks are

processed onboard or not. Because of the restricted use currently made of P22,

the procedures in Table 4.2.3-II and the accompanying discussion (see paragraph

4. 2. 3. 6) are concerned mainly with correct landmark acquisition and marktaking

technique and not with evaluation of onboard updates, navigation, or mapping.

4. 2.3.1 Program Options

The only live option in P22 at present is the choice between designating a known

landmark which has its coordinates stored in the CMC (e.g., R2 equals 10001 for

the landing site), or an unstored known landmark (R2 equals 10000), whose latitude,

longitude, and altitude must be input by the astronaut. The latter option affords

some flexibility in pointing the optics if there is any uncertainty in the landmark's

true location. The IMU must be up and recently aligned since optics CDU angles

recorded for each mark are referred to platform CDU angles. The quality of

navigation data therefore depends directly on IMU alignment.

The program options that permit marks to be processed onboard, unknown landmarks

to be mapped, and offset landing sites to be designated are not used.

4. 2. 3. 2 Landmark Tracking Geometry

Figure 4. 2. 3- 2 shows the geometry for tracking a landmark in a 60 n. mi. circular

lunar orbit. Recommended marktaking technique requires that five marks be taken

equally spaced over the plus-55- to minus-55-degree marktaking window. The

advantage of oblique lines -of- sight on the first and last marks diminishes rapidly

beyond ± 45 degrees. Consequently, marks taken symmetrically and at equally spaced

intervals are preferred to marks taken asymmetrically at the extremes of the

marktaking window. The interval between marks for the 76-degree (100-second)

minimum marktaking window is 19 degrees (25 seconds); for the 110-degree

(180-second) maximum window, the interval between marks is 27.5 degrees (45

seconds).

* Illustrations and numerical data, MSC Internal Note No. 69-FM-81, "Lunar
Tracking Attitude Studies," C. R. Hunt, TRW Systems, April 11, 1969.

Landmark
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P22 PROCEDURES (SHEET 2 OF 3)

DSKY Activity Registers Comments

FL V25 N79 R1

R2
R3 xxxxx

sc rate in deg/sec to nearest 0. 0001
deg/sec. + for increasing CDU anglei

SC deadband to nearest 0. 01 deg.
Axis code 00000 = X-axis (roll) non-
zero = Y-axis (pitch).

Key VERB 25E and reload DAP data .

Recommended loads are:

R1 = -00500E for -0.05 deg/sec pitch
rate (-02000 or -03000
for -0.2 or -0.3 deg/se(
rates).

R2 =+01500E for 15 deg deadband

R3 = +0000 IE to pitch about Y control
axis (any non-zero
number).

FL V06 N89

V06 N92 R1
R2
R3

Reappears when N79 data ENTR keyed.
PRO to step 6.

Shaft angle to nearest 0.01 degree.
Trunnion angle to nearest 0. 001 degre
R52 will drive optics angles to point a
landmark. (Although unlikely, 00404
alarm will flash if T angle exceeds
900). S and T angles will continue, to
be displayed though, and the alarm
can be reset when the trunnion comes
within 49. 775°. Optics will then
track automatically.

The VERB 06 NOUN 92 display will not

appear unless the OPTICS ZERO switc

is OFF and the OPTICS MODE switch
in the CMC position.

Landmark should be acquired and con-
firmed before pitch down point. At
CPA -90 sec, key VERB 79Ei

to obtain FL VERB 06 NOUN 79. If D



TABLE 4. 2. 3 -II

P22 PROCEDURES (SHEET 3 OI

DSKY Activity
1

Registers C

FL V51 R53 Sighting IVI

by switch to 1

Mark request
are taken. IV

erase last me
mark counter

FL V50 N25 R1 00016
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

Terminate mai
fifth mark. ]

FL V05N71 R1 Blank
R2 Abode
R3 Blank

Same as V05 N
confirm and ]

FL V06 N49 R1 xxxx.x
R2 xxxx.

X

R3 Blank

DELTA R \
DELTA V/ 0-

0.
Hold for 1 1 sec











At the closest point of approach, the trunnion rate goes to zero for an instant and

the shaft must rotate at the actual LOS rate times the cosecant (1/sine) of the roll

angle. If the roll angle is small, the cosecant may be very large and the maximum
shaft rate correspondingly high,e.g., the shaft rate approaches infinity as the off-axis

angle approaches zero. A 10-degree roll angle gives about six times the approximately

5/6-deg/sec LOS rate. At 60 n. mi., this produces a shaft rate of 5 deg/ sec, well

within the 15 deg/ sec shaft drive rate limit.
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ittitude sufficiently far (e.g., 45 degrees) from the initial attitude

reached during the marktaking interval, so that the vehicle will

t orbrate while the landmark is acquired and marks are taken,

i Routine (R64) which is called by VERB 79 ENTR is now available

rates to be applied automatically. However, the use of this routine

lajor limitation is that the roll angle must be approximately 7.25

"SC
extent that a roll angle other than 7.25

i (viz., 10 degrees; see paragraph 4. 2. 3. 2. 2), any pitch rate applied

1 couple a component of the pitch rate proportional to the sine of
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meanwhile by auto optics and monitored with the SXT by the astronaut. With a -0.3

deg/ sec pitch rate, the vehicle angular rate very nearly matches the LOS rate at

+55 deg (0.34 deg/ sec) so that a switch to the MANUAL optics mode at this time

requires relatively little initial intervention with the OHC by the astronaut.

4. 2. 3. 6 Restrictions and Limitations

Two incompatible combinations must be avoided when using VERB 49 and VERB 79

with P22. An erasable location is shared by VERB 49 and VERB 79, so that any

attempt to set up a pitch rate in VERB 79, and then to perform a maneuver using

VERB 49 and return to VERB 79 will find the desired DAP data overwritten by

VERB 49. Any maneuver using VERB 49 after setting up the VERB 79 pitch rate,

therefore, requires that the VERB 79 DAP data be reinitialized. The pilot must

always verify that NOUN 79 is properly loaded before initiating the pitch rate.

Ideally, NOUN 79 would be loaded prior to entering P22, and the order of performance

would be: maneuver to acquisition attitude (VERB 49); initiate orbrate (VERB 79);

and enter P22. However, in Mode I (where the inertial attitude is held until the

landmark is acquired before the pitch rate is initiated), P22 will perform ROO which

will overwrite the VERB 79 DAP data. And in Mode III, ROO will kill the orbrate if

it is initiated prior to P22. The procedure outlined in Table 4.2.3-11 is therefore

recommended for both modes. The shaft and trunnion acquisition angles and alarm

limits are different for the two tracking modes and the timing and amount of the

pitchdown rates change.

4.2. 3. 7 Alarms

A list of alarms that may be encountered in P22 and an explanation of each follows:

00210 Alarm - IMU not on

00220 Alarm — IMU orientation not known

00120 Alarm — Optics not zeroed

00116 Alarm — Optics taken out of zero before 15 seconds elapse

00115 Alarm — Optics torque request With mode switch not at CMC
00404 Alarm — Trunnion angle exceeds 90 degrees. (See Table 4. 2. 3-II.

)

31211 Alarm — Illegal interrupt of extended verb which occurs if optics

MODE switch is switched to MAN when VERB 79 has been

called, but not executed.
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sequence was the first (maximum range) measurement made during the transearth

return after leaving the lunar sphere; the 192:30 GET sequence was the last navigation

before reentry.

4. 2.4.1 Options

Experience with P23 in initial APOLLO flights has dictated that certain options,

originally considered nominal, be de-emphasized in favor of others or supplemented

with alternative procedures.

The original P23 procedure specified manual maneuvers and optics pointing because

the ISS was to have been powered down during cislunar coast to conserve power.

Thus IMU- derived REFSMMAT information necessary for auto maneuver and optics

would have been unavailable. The IMU is now left on, and automatic maneuver

(R60) and optics pointing (R52) are therefore nominal procedure in P23 to minimize

RCS fuel use.

4.2.4. 1.1 Landmark Option. —The option to designate earth and lunar landmarks for

marktaking by specifying the latitude, longitude, and altitude of each, though available
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CALIBRATION PROCEDURE (SHEET 2 OF 3)





star, after which P23 proceeds normally; that is, being entered again

for each mark, unless another calibration maneuver is necessary,

one-half hour later.

Table 4. 2. 4-1 lists the displays in the P23 calibration procedure in the order in

which they occur. The premaneuver P52 procedures require little comment beyond

the remarks in the table. A 90-deg 00404 alarm should not occur unless a gross

error is made in nulling PTC rotation. * Using the shaft and trunnion angle VERB
06 NOUN 92 displays, the astronaut can perform the pure roll and pure pitch ma-
neuver procedure in the table to align the SXT LLOS on the calibration star, after

which calibration can be performed.

After P23 is entered, the information loaded at the measurement ID display relates

not to the calibration pass currently underway, but to the measurement star that

will be marked on during the measurement made when P23 is recycled following

calibration. R1 must contain the code of the first measurement star; R2 must equal

all zeros, and R3 must be loaded with the appropriate planet and horizon codes.

After a PRO response at the VERB 50 NOUN 25 (R1 equals 00202) display, P23 will

select R60. The astronaut may allow an automatic maneuver if the gimbal angles

are acceptable. The astronaut must monitor the FDAI ball gimbal angle display to

prevent gimbal lock. After R60 has driven to the substellar point, transfer of control

to R52 is made by keying ENTR. R60 drives directly to the substellar point without

regard to the measurement plane.

It is desirable to have the spacecraft aligned such that the spacecraft Y-axis is

normal to the plane defined by the star-planet- spacecraft plane (i.e., parallel to

the substellar horizon). This alignment will allow adjustment of the substellar point

(making it parallel to the M-lines) by pure spacecraft roll. If the LM is attached,

LM occultation will be prevented if the preceding condition is met along with the

additional constraint of placing heads toward the planet (with a resultant shaft angle

of 180 deg).

At the standard 0.03-deg Barbecue Mode rate, the spacecraft angular momentum
will be nulled within 5 or 10 deg of the orientation at RCS firing.
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TABLE 4. 2.4-II

P23 DSKY INPUT OUTPUT ACTIVITY (SHEET 2 OF 4)

Step DSKY Display Register Contents

FL VSb N25 R1
R2
R3

00202
BLANK
BLANK

6. FL V50 N18 R1 XXX. XX OGA
R2 XXX. XX IGA
R3 XXX. XX MGA

R1
R2
R3

OGA
IGA
MGA

Remarks

Requests astronaut decisions;
auto maneuver to target LOS via

R60 prior to calibration ? Or
manual maneuver to calibration
attitude ? PRO response selects
auto maneuver, ENTR requires
manual maneuver prior to

performance of R57.

First display in R60. Display
gimbal angles for desired
maneuver to substellar point for
measurement star. During
AUTO maneuver, monitor FDAI
for possible impending gimbal
lock. If necessary, assume
manual control via RHC. After
a manual take-over, the astronaut
can have the resulting gimbal
angles displayed by returning to

CMC -AUTO and keying PRO.
A PRO response always results
in a VECPOINT computation of
desired gimbal angles followed
by a check to determine if an
AUTO maneuver is allowed (SC
CONT SW = CMC and MODE SW
in AUTO). If allowed, the
CMC displays V06 N18 and initiates
the maneuver; if not allowed,
the CMC redisplays V50 N18.
ENTR will call R57.

Final gimbal angles will be displayed
nonflashing during maneuver.
V50 N18 resumes flashing when
maneuver is complete (substellar
point is within DAP deadband) or
interrupted by astronaut.





TABLE 4. 2. 4 -II

P23 DSKY INPUT OUTPUT ACTIVITY (SHEET 4 OF 4)

DSKY Display I Register Contents Remarks

FL V50 N25 ! R1 00016 Appears after MARK is taken.
R2 Blank MARK REJECT will erase mark
R3 Blank and return to step 10. PRO

reponse will terminate R53 and
return to P23.

FL V05 N71 R1 oooxx Confirm measurement ID. Musi
R2 OOCOO conform to correct star, landms
R3 OOCDO and horizon codes. R1 - 00 if

planet was used, 01 to 45 (octal)

one of 3 7 coded stars. If ID is

correct (VOS N70), PRO. If not
load correct data (V2 x E), then

FL V06 N89 R1 xx.xxx Appears when R3 = 00000 in pre-
R2 xx.xxx display. R1 = Latitude of landm
R3 XXX. XX in degrees to nearest 0.001 degi

(+ = North). R2 = Longitude of 1

mark divided by 2 in degrees to

est 0.001 degree (+ = East). R3
Altitude of landmark in n. mi to

nearest 0. 01 n. mi. above Fischc
Ellipsoid (earth) or meah lunar
radius (moon).

FL V06 N88 R1 .xxxxx Appears when R1 = 00000 in N71
R2 .xxxxx step 12. R1 = XPL X component
R3 .xxxxx the unit position vector of the pL

star at GET. R2 = YPL Y comp
same as XPL. ZPL Z componei
same as XPL. All three in basi
reference coordinates as 5 -digit
decimal fractions.

FL VOS N49 R1 xxxx.x Display orbital parameter chang-
R2 xxxx.

X

R3 Blank R1 = AR, position change due to

last mark in n. mi. to neare
0. 1 n. mi.

R2 = Av, velocity change due to

mark in fps to nearest 0. 1
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TABLE 4. 2. 4 -III

RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE IN CASE OF COMMUNICATION LOSS

Communication Loss Time
(hr from TEI)

W -Matrix To Be
Input at 1st Mark

Batches of Data
To Be Taken

0 - 1. 5 30, 000/30 All

1. 5 - 10 73,000/5.0 2nd through end
of schedule

10 - 35 30, 000/0. 5 1st beginning
after loss
through end
of schedule

35 - Entry* None None

This assumes a MSFN update at TEI +35 hours.

The only guarantees of state vector quality using P23 are an adequate 'W-matrix, a

plausible AR,Av for the first mark, and convergent AR.Av over a P23 sequence.

The best guarantee of success is to adhere to the flight plan and utilize the contingency

procedures in the checklist.

4. 2. 4. 9 Alarms

A list of alarms that may be encountered in P23 and a brief explanation of each

follows:

a. Alarm code 00120 is displayed if the optics are not zeroed.

b. Alarm code OOllSis displayed if the optics are taken out of zero before

15 seconds has elapsed.

c. Alarm code 00115 is displayed if an optics torque request is made and

the mode switch is not at CMC.

d. Alarm code 00404 is displayed if the trunnion angle exceeds 90 deg.

#









Should the crew wish to correct some of the update data, they can respond to the

flashing VERB 21 NOUN 02 by keying in a 2-digit octal identifier followed by ENTR.

The octal identifier specifies which piece of data (01 or 02) is to be changed. The

DSKY then flashes VERB 21 NOUN 01 to request the new value. If an unacceptable

octal identifier is entered, the program disregards the entry and continues to flash

VERB 21 NOUN 02.

P27 verifies that the double precision octal time (i.e., the 10-digit number entered

above) can be subtracted from the CMC clock without causing overflow. If the

subtraction can be made, P27 proceeds to increment TEPHEM and decrement the

CMC clock, the CSM state vector time, and the LM state vector time.

4. 2. 5. 1.2 VERB 71 ENTR . -VERB 71 allows the ground or the crew to initiate a

contiguous erasable-memory update. VERB 71 can be used to load any contiguous

block of erasable memory; but it is usually used to perform the following updates;

a. CMC CSM/LM state vector update

b. CMC desired REFSMMAT update

c. CMC REFSMMAT update

d. CMC External Av update

e. CMC retrofire External Ay update

f. CMC entry update

g. CMC Lambert target update

h. CMC landing site vector update.

The VERB 71 data are entered according to the following format:

II ENTR
AAAA ENTR
xxxxx ENTR
xxxxx ENTR

xxxxx ENTR

TEPHEM is ephemeris time.

Refer to Section 2, GSOP, paragraph 2. 1.5, for a definition of each of these



er between 3g and 24g—the index value representing

numeric quantites to be loaded.

lemory address of the first data word of the update

1. For one data load operation, all update parameters

ed in the same EBANK (erasable memory bank),

ddress and the length of the block must be chosen so

;an be contained in the same EBANK. Bits 1-8 of

;-e address (0-377g) within the selected EBANK and

sired EBANK (0 — 7). The format just described is

e memory constant called an EC ADR. The relative

ninus 3 must be less than or equal to 377g. The

3 this explanation.

and the relative address equals 306g, AAAA would

ifiguration:

110

Bits 1-8 give the relative address
within the EBANK

—Bits 9-11 identify the desired EBANK

3 octal value 1706.

Loaded.

: request for data (flashing VERB 21 NOUN 01) by

:and visually verifying it (as displayed in Rl) before

dll flash VERB 21 NOUN 01 until a legal value is

ige in the contents of R3. An incorrect index value

3n keyed can be altered by keying CLR and keying in

orrect index value has been entered, the only means

the update (VERB 34 ENTR) and to re-initiate the

4, 2. 5-5



The second octal data word the crew enter must be the erasable memory address

of the first word of the update block. The crew then load the update parameters

to be stored in sequential memory locations.

As each data word is loaded, a counter is incremented so that the last ENTR of the

update sequence causes P27 to flash VERB 21 NOUN 02 to request acceptance, or

modification, of the data. Keying in VERB 33 ENTR (data accepted) causes P27 to

transfer the data to the specified block.

4. 2. 5. 1.3 VERB 72 ENTR.—VERB 72 allows the ground or the crew to initiate an

erasable memory update in not necessarily contiguous locations. The VERB 72

data format is as follows:

II ENTR
AAAA ENTR
xxxxx ENTR
AAAA ENTR
xxxxx ENTR

AAAA ENTR
xxxxx ENTR

where:

n is a 2-digit octal number between 3g and 23g. The index II must always be

odd since it includes the index and the address data pairs (i.e., AAAA and

xxxxx). If the index entered is even when it is checked after VERB 33 ENTR,
P27 will reject all the data and terminate.

AAAA is the erasable memory address of the location to be loaded with the

xxxxx immediately following.

xxxxx is octal data to be loaded.

Except for the format, VERB 72 is operationally similar to VERB 71.

4. 2. 5. 1.4 VERB 73 ENTR . -The crew key VERB 73 ENTR to initiate a double-

precision octal time increment. The loading procedure for this update is identical
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EXAMPLE 1: Load REFSMMAT (CM)

ENTRY CMC RESPONSE EXPLANATION

VERB 71 ENTR FL VERB 21 NOUN 01

24 ENTR Octal number of
numeric values t(

be loaded (includi

this one)

1735 ENTR First erasable
location

xxxxx ENTR Data

xxxxx ENTR - FL VERB 21 NOUN 02 Last data point

VERB 33 ENTR - POO

EXAMPLE 2 : Load CSM state vector in earth orbit

I

ENTRY CMC RESPONSE EXPLANATION

VERB 71 ENTR -* FL VERB 2 1 NOUN 01

21 ENTR

1501 ENTR

Octal number of
numeric values to
loaded (including
this one)

Code for state vec

1 ENTR Code for CSM stat

vector in earth orl

xxxxx ENTR Data

xxxxx ENTR FL VERB 21 NOUN 02 Last data point

VERB 33 ENTR POO



The crew have the option of terminating the update at this point by keying in VERB
34 ENTR. If the crew terminate, the UPLINK ACTY light will go out and control

will return to the program running at the time the update was initiated.

If the crew do not terminate, they load the index value, which is then displayed in

R1 of the DSKY. If the index value is not within the limits (3g through 24g), the

flashing VERB 21 NOUN 01 display will return to the DSKY, requesting the load of

the index value. If the index value is within the specified limits, the program stores

the index.

P27 next increments UPBUFF for storage of the next data load. (UPBUFF contains

the address of the temporary storage location of the data word.) The DSKY flashes

VERB 21 NOUN 01 to request load of data into the UPBUFF address displayed in

R3. The crew have the option of terminating the update at this point by keying in

VERB 34 ENTR. (The UPLINK ACTY light would go off.) If the crew load data

into UPBUFF, the data loaded will be displayed in Rl. P27 will continue to flash

VERB 21 NOUN 01 and display loaded data in Rl until all of the data has been

loaded, i.e., until the number of items entered equals the index value.

Next the DSKY displays a flashing VERB 21 NOUN 02 to request response. The

crew have three possible responses:

a. To accept all the data by keying in VERB 33 ENTR
b. To terminate the update by keying in VERB 34 ENTR
c. To correct an item by keying in the octal identifier to specify which of

the data words will be corrected.

In the last case, if an illegal octal identifier (less than zero or greater than the

index) is keyed in, the flashing VERB 21 NOUN 02 display will return. Otherwise,

the program will calculate the address of the data word to be changed and will

return to the second flashing VERB 21 NOUN 01 display.

After all the data have been corrected and VERB 33 ENTR has been keyed in, P27

makes the actual data transfer.

* Although VERB 33 ENTR is usually the equivalent of PRO, for VERB 21-23 PRO
is not accepted even for a manual load. VERB PRO Is accepted, however.

4. 2. 5-12







TABLE 4. 2. 5 -III

LEGAL INPUT CHARACTERS AND ASSOCIATED UPLINK WORDS

Character

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

VERB

NOUN

ENTER

ERROR RESET

CLEAR

KEY RELEASE

Uplink Word (Binary)

10000

00001

00010

00011

00100

00101

00110

00111

01000

01001

10001

11111

11100

10010

11110

11001

01111

11110

11101

11100

11011

11010

11001

11000

10111

10110

OHIO

00000

00011

01101

00001

00110

10000

00001

00010

00011

00100

00101

00110

00111

01000

01001

10001

11111

11100

10010

11110

11001



via downlink. When this occurs, the ground station should correct the transmission

by sending the following uplink word:

1 00000 00000 00000

and follow this by transmitting ERROR RESET. (Keying RSET on the DSKY would

have no effect.) If CLEAR is transmitted immediately following ERROR RESET,

the ground can then begin the corrected transmission with the first digit of the 5

octal digits that were being sent when the condition occurred. CLEAR is used after

ERROR RESET to blank the data display register (Rl). The ground station should

then resume the update function by retransmitting the word beginning with the first

octal character. If the ground wishes to continue loading without transmitting CLEAR,
it must determine which character was in error when failure occurred, and resume

uplink transmission from the point of failure. The determination can be made by

monitoring the display in Rl.

4. 2. 5. 6 Restart

P27 is restart protected after data are verified by ground except for (1) a small

window (place) in the clock updates (VERB 70 and VERB 73) and (2) a small window

immediately after verification. Should a restart occur during a clock update, the

crew should check the clock carefully, upon completion of P27, to see that it has

been correctly updated. Should a restart occur before data have been verified, the

crew must reselect P27. Should a restart occur immediately after ground verification,

the crew should check that the uplink data have been processed.
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Figure 4. 3. Simplified Rendes Navigation Diagram



from MSFN tracking prior to and during the ascent, while the LM state is degraded

by maneuver uncertainties. Should the LM state-vector uncertainty be smaller,

however, updating the CSM would be preferred. The state vector to be updated can

be changed at any time during P20 operation by keying in VERB 80 ENTR (LM

update), VERB 81 ENTR (CSM update), or VERB 95 ENTR (no-update mode).

NOTE: After VERB 95 E is keyed in to prevent updating either state vector,

VERB 80 or VERB 81 must be keyed in to allow state vector updating;

reselection of P20 will not automatically cause state vector updating

to resume.

Another option is the choice between manual or automatic acquisition of the CSM
by the LM RR. Normally, the RR mode select switch is put in the LGC position for

automatic target acquisition when the astronaut turns on the RR heaters before

entering P20. However, the astronaut may elect to use the manual mode (SLEW

switch position) for acquisition. If he does, he places the mode control switch in

the SLEW position before entering P20. R23 is used to perform the manual

acquisition. (Note, however, that R23 can be performed only if P20 is the only

program running.)

4. 3. 1.2 Procedures

The procedures employed in the operation of P20 are discussed in this paragraph;

the routines involved in its operation, and referenced herein, are discussed in detail

in numerical order in paragraph 4. 3. 1.4. Figure 4.3.1 -2 charts the logical flow of

P20; Table 4. 3.1-1 summarizes P20 verbs and displays, and Table 4.3.1-II gives

the extended verbs.

The IMU Orientation Determination Program (P51) or the Lunar Surface Alignment

Program (P57) should be completed before the selection of P20. If this is not done,

the LGC may not have a satisfactory inertial reference and a program alarm will

occur. Both the LM and CSM must maneuver to their respective preferred tracking

attitudes, which correctly orient the LM RR and CSM radar transponder before RR
tracking, using P20, is initiated by the LM. For both vehicles, P20 maintains the

preferred tracking attitude automatically once it is achieved; however both vehicles

must maneuver to burn attitudes and then return to the preferred tracking attitude

for the first three rendezvous burns. The rendezvous radar must be on and warmed
up to operating condition, and preliminary checkout should be completed via R04

(see paragraph 4. 3. 1.4) before entering P20. Before entering P20, the astronaut

places the RR mode control switch (1753 on the RADAR panel) in the LGC position.
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TABLE 4. 3. l-I

REGULAR VERBS AND DSKY DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED
WITH RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION (SHEET 1 OF 4)



TABLE 4. 3. l-I

REGULAR VERBS AND DSKY DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED
WITH RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION (SHEET 2 OF 4)

DSKY
Initiated

by Purpose Condition Register

/OS N09 R21 PROG alarm 00503 = R21 unable to

acquire CSM (displayed
in Rl, R2, or R3 depend-
ing on presence or
absence of other alarm
codes)

Rl xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

N25 R23 Request astronaut to
perform manual
acquisition of CSM

Rl 00205
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

\/05 N09 R22 PROG alarm 00525 = Delta theta great-
er than 3 deg (displayed
in Rl, R2, or R3 depend-
ing on presence or
absence of other alarm

Rl xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

V06 NOS R22 Priority display delta
theta

Rl XXX. X3i

deg
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

^06 N49 R22 Priority display exces-
sive update parameters
NOTE: Displays
automatically. If

astronaut calls up this

display himself, he can
get a display of his
parameters if he does
it right after a mark.
In this case, it would
not be a display of

Rl = Delta r; magnitude
of difference between
position state vector
before and after incor-
poration of mark data
R2 = Delta v; magnitude
of difference between
velocity state vector
before and after incor-
poration of mark data
NOTE: Both parameters

Rl xxxx. 5

R2 xxxx. s

ft /sec
R3 xxxxx



REGULAR VERBS AND DSKY DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED
WITH RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION (SHEET 3 OF 4)



TABLE 4. 3. l-I

REGULAR VERBS AND DSKY DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED
WITH RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION (SHEET 4 OF 4)



TABLE 4. 3. 1 -II

EXTENDED VERBS USED WITH RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION (P20)

VERB Identification Purpose and Remarks

N72 ENTR RR CDU Zero Used to zero the RR CDUs.
Selected by DSKY entry at any time.

ENTR Terminate RR Continuous
Designate

Used to terminate continuous designs
option of 41 N72. Selected by DSKY

ENTR Command LR to

Position 2

Permits astronaut to drive the anten
to Position 2.

ENTR Display DAP attitude
error

Displays on the FDAI Error Needles
the difference between the current C
angles and the DAP commanded angl

ENTR Display total attitude

error
Displays the total attitude error whii
is the desired CDU angles minus the
present CDU angles.

ENTR Call RR/LR Self-Test
Routine, R04

Displays RR/LR information during
self-test.

ENTR W-Matrix RMS error
display

Provides a means of displaying
W-matrix RMS position, velocity, ar
bias errors which can be overwrittei
if reinitialization is desired. Reiniti
ization zeros off-diagonal (correlatic
terms. Terminate via V34E.

ENTR Enable LM state vector
update

Causes the rendezvous data process]
results to update the LM state vecto

ENTR Enable CSM state vector
update

Causes the rendezvous data processi
results to update the CSM state vectc

ENTR Display RR LOS azimuth
and elevation

Provides for the display of the RR
antenna azimuth and elevation.

ENTR Enable W-matrix
initialization

Permits the crew to reinitialize
W-matrix. This is accomplished by
resetting the RENDWFLG. This flaj

reset indicates a W-matrix is invalic

and is reinitialized.

ENTR No update of either state Prevents state vector updating



unless he wishes to manually acquire the CSM as discussed in paragraph 4. 3. 1.1.

If P20 is selected before the powered descent in the lunar mission, P20 must be

entered and operated in the no-update mode; i.e., VERB 95 ENTR must be keyed in

prior to selecting P20.

P20 has three alternative modes for controlling the rendezvous radar during target

acquisition: the RR LGC Mode (R21), the RR Manual Mode (R23), and the RR Search

Mode (R24). The LGC Mode or the Manual Mode can be selected by the astronaut

at the beginning of P20; but the Search Mode can only be selected after the LGC
Mode has failed to acquire the CSM.

The following flags are used during the operation of P20:

SURFACE flag — set denotes the LM is on the lunar surface (P22 only).

UPDATE flag — set denotes updating by marks allowed.

TRACK flag — set permits vehicle attitude to be controlled to align LM Z-axis to

CSM LOS during navigation (P20) and targeting (P30s).

RENDEZVOUS flag — set denotes P20 or P22 is being used. Reset when P20/P22

is terminated.

SEARCH flag — set denotes RR Search Mode is being used.

MANUAL ACQUIRE flag — set denotes manual acquisition of CSM has been

achieved.

R04 flag — set denotes alarm code 00521 is being suppressed.

NO RR MONITOR flag — set denotes the disabling of the angle monitor function

of R25; occurs during RR Manual Mode.

LOSCM flag — set denotes LOS is being computed.

DESIGNATE flag — set denotes RR Designate is requested or is in progress.

CONTINUOUS DESIGNATE flag - set denotes continuous designate; LGC com-

mands RR regardless of lock-on.

NO UPDATE flag — set denotes stopping the update of the state vector with RR
data. This is done by the astronaut whenever desired.

REPOSITION flag — set denotes RR is being repositioned to the reference direction

for present RR antenna mode.

The UPDATE flag controls state vector updating by P20. The flag is reset by VERB
37 and set by P20, P30, P32-35, P72-75; then it is reset during computations of

the targeting programs, the P30s and P70s, so that P20 does not update the state

vector during targeting program computations. It still reads the radar, however,

and controls LM attitude.

4. 3. 1-12



The TRACK flag allows P20 (and P30s) to control vehicle attitude via R1 or R65,

aligning the Z-axis to CSM LOS; it is reset by VERB 37 and set by the P20s, P30s, and

P70s to assure tracking during navigation and targeting. The TRACK flag is reset

during the P40s, since they control LM attitude during a burn. When the TRACK
flag is reset, P20 does nothing but wait for it to be set.

Upon the crew's selection of P20 (VERB 37 ENTR 20 ENTR), the program checks

the SURFACE flag to ensure it is not set, i.e., the LM is not on the lunar surface.

The state-vector-update option is automatically set to the LM. This setting may
be changed at any time later by one of the following entries:

a. VERB 80 ENTR to update the LM state vector

b. VERB 81 ENTR to update the CSM state vector

c. VERB 95 ENTR to indicate no state-vector update.

The program then performs the IMU Status Check Routine (R02) and illuminates

the PROG alarm light if the IMU is off or the IMU orientation is unknown. Should

the PROG light be illuminated, the crew must key in VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR to

see the appropriate alarm code displayed. (Alarm code 00210 is displayed if the

IMU is not on; alarm code 00220 is displayed if the IMU orientation is unknown.) A
flashing VERB 37 indicates that, as a result of the alarm, the program has entered

the Final Automatic Request Terminate Routine (ROO).

P20 then sets the UPDATE, TRACK, and RENDEZVOUS flags; resets the SEARCH,
MANUAL ACQUIRE, and R04 flags; resets the NO RR MONITOR, LOSCM,
DESIGNATE, and CONTINUOUS DESIGNATE flags; and disables the RR error

counters.

The range between the LM and the CSM is then determined by taking the vector

difference between the LM and CSM position vectors, which are extrapolated to the

present time using conic equations. If the range is greater than 400 n. mi., program

alarm 00526 is issued since the RR is unable to provide correct range information

to the LGC. In this case, the astronaut would terminate P20 via the Terminate

Tracking Routine (R56), keying in VERB 34 ENTR or VERB 56 ENTR, as discussed

in paragraph 4. 3. 1.4.9, and recall P20 when the range is less than 400 n. mi., or

wait until the range is less than 400 n. mi. and then recycle via VERB 32 ENTR.

After verifying that the range is less than 400 n. mi. (i.e., alarm code 00526 does

not occur), P20 calls the Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine (R61) to align the

LM +Z-axis along the LOS to the CSM. This ensures that the RR antenna will be

4. 3. 1-13



Z- axis is directed along the LOS totheCSM by the Fine Preferred Track

iloutine (R65), which is called two times, to perform seven computatioi

ch nominal 64-sec RR data cycle.

ire not used to update the navigation equations if the RR is more than

the LM +Z-axis, ensuring that the LM optical beacon will be received

and that a reliable estimate of the RR angle biases will be made w!

ig the data.

then checks to ensure that the RR Auto Mode discrete is being recei

RR. This discrete signifies that the RR is on and has been placed un*

,rol by the astronaut's setting the mode control switch of the RR in

tion. Reception of this discrete at this time indicates that the astron

ise the RR LGC Mode of target acquisition.

Auto Mode discrete is not present, and P20 is the only program runni

is made to the astronaut via flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25 to select the

ode by keying in ENTR (as described in paragraph 4.3.1.3.1), or to resel

GC Mode by placing the RR mode control switch in the LGC position i

PRO. If P20 is not the only program running, program alarm 001

g that the RR has been switched out of the Auto Mode) will be issued

mflict in the DSKY displays between P20 and other programs. Should t

;ur, the astronaut can either terminate P20 via R56 (keying in VERB
VERB 56 ENTR), or reselect the RR Auto Mode by again placing the

trol switch in the LGC position and keying in PRO.

C determines that the RR LGC Mode was selected (i.e., RR Auto M(

s being received), the program next checks to ensure that the RR CE
sing zeroed. They are zeroed initially by the RR Monitor Routine (R

RR Auto Mode discrete is first received from the RR, and are not zerc

R25 unless the status of the RR Auto Mode discrete changes. A check

I to determine if either the MANUAL ACQUIRE or SEARCH flag is s





id in range aiid range rate, and the RR track enable discrete has been received

le LGC. If the RR data good discrete has not been received after issuing

immands to the RR gyros 60 times (K = 0), the RR track enable discrete is

Jd and program alarm 00503 is issued, indicating a radar antenna designate

i'he astronaut then either repeats the designate process, or goes to the RR
Mode by keying in PRO (VERB 33 ENTR) to begin the RR Automatic Search

j (R24).
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until range- rate lock- on is achieved by the RR or until alarm code 00503 indicates

R21 is unable to acquire the CSM.

4. 3. 1.4. 5 RR Data Read Routine (R22).-This routine is automatically called by P20.

(Refer to Figure 4. 3. 1-9.) R22 processes the automatic RR data in order to obtain

the range, range rate, shaft angle, and trunnion angle between the LM and the CSM.

These data are used to update the LM or the CSM state vector. R22 calls for R65

to maintain the LM +Z-axis aligned along the LOS from the LM to the CSM within

the deadband of the DAP while P20 is in progress. Alarm code 00525 will occur

(via flashing VERB 05 NOUN 09) if the delta theta (the difference between the RR
indicated LOS and the state vector-indicated LOS) is greater than 3 deg. Due to

the length of time involved in various computations of this routine, a call is made

to R65 to ensure preferred tracking attitude is maintained.

4. 3. 1.4. 6 RR Manual Acquisition Routine (R23) . — This routine is used to acquire

the CSM by manual operation of the rendezvous -radar antenna while the LM is in

flight. (Refer to Figure 4.3.1-10.) The routine is automatically called by P20 in

response to an astronaut request for a manual acquisition. R23 can be selected

only when P20 is not running in conjunction with another program. Alarm code

00501 (flashing VERB 05 NOUN 09) indicates that the LOS to the CSM is outside the

allowable limits of the present RR antenna mode.

4. 3. 1.4. 7 RR Search Routine (R24).— This routine generates a search pattern to

acquire the CSM when the RR has failed to acquire the CSM in the automatic mode.

(Refer to Figure 4.3.1-11.) R24 allows the astronaut to confirm that reacquisition

has not been by sidelobe. The routine is automatically called by R21 in response

to an astronaut request for a search acquisition. If the desired RR LOS is not

within the limits of either RR mode, a 00527 alarm is stored and the PROG lamp

lit to indicate that a vehicle maneuver is required.

4. 3. 1.4. 8 RR Monitor Routine (R25).— This routine is automatically called every

0.48 sec by an automatic program interrupt whenever the LGC is on. It monitors

the RR status with respect to mode changes, RR CDU failure, and RR gimbal

positions. (Refer to Figure 4.3.1-12.) If the RR gimbal angles exceed predefined

limits (see Figure 4.3.1 -3), R25 commands the RR gimbals to one of two reference

positions (dependent upon RR antenna mode). If the RR auto mode discrete changes

status, R25 sets various flags ensuring proper initiation or termination of various

radar control functions within the LGC. When the RR is first put in the auto mode,

R25 zeros the RR CDUs, determines the present RR antenna mode, and updates the

TRACKER fail light. When the RR auto mode discrete is removed by the RR, R25
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RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION PROGRAM ALARMS (P20)

lAlarm
Code Corrective Action

00210 ISS not on

00220 IMU orientation unknown

Key VOS N09 to identify abnormality. In
response to FL V37, turn on ISS and per
form P51.
Key VOS N09 to identify abnormality.
In response to FL V37, enter P51.

00501 RR antenna angles are outside
angle limits for valid angle
measurements

R61 by keying in V32E, unless astronau
keys V56E to exit R23.

00503 R21 unable to acquire CSM Initiate R24 (key PRO). RR antenna is

thus designated in search pattern about
the estimated LOS until able to acquire
CSM.

00514 RR has been improperly switched Either terminate P20
out of LGC Mode when it should Auto Mode,
be supplying automatic measure-
ments for P20

reselect RR

00515 RR CDU fail discrete present Zero CDUs by RR mode switch or key in

V40 N72. Wait at least 10 sec before
clearing alarrn. If alarm persists.

00520 RR interrupt occurred when no
request for radar data was made.

00521 Not able to obtain good radar
sample as could not read radar.
Occurs during R20. (No RR data
good discrete present. )

Reset alarm.

Reset alarm.

NOTE: P20 will try to do R21 if this

occurs.

00525 Delta theta greater than 3 deg. Key PRO for A0 display in V06 N05. Ac
cept the correction (PRO), or recycle
(V32E) and take a new mark.

00526 Range between LM and CSM
greater than 400 n. mi.

Wait until range is less than 400 n. mi.
and V32E, or terminate P20.

00527 Desired RR LOS not within limits Vehicle required via R61.



00503 — Radar Antenna Designate fail

00514 — RR goes out of Auto Mode while in use

00515 — RR CDU fail discrete present

00520 - RADARUPT not expected at this time

00521 — Could not read radar

00525 — Delta theta greater than 3 deg

00526 — Estimated range greater than 400 n. mi.

00527 — LOS not within limits of either RR mode

The first two alarms can occur during R02, the IMU Status Check Routine, If the

PROG alarm lamp illuminates, the astronaut keys in VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR to

identify which alarm has been iss'ierl Alarm corip 00210 inriicates the TSS is not

on; alarm code 00220 indicates t

aligned.

Alarm code 00501 can occur dur

that the RR antenna angles are outs

The astronaut keys in VERB 32 I

routine via the Terminate Trackin

Alarm code 00503 will occur if R2

displayed in one of the three reg

If this al£



Alarm code 00520 indicates a radar interrupt occurred when no request for radar

data was made. The astronaut should ignore alarm code 00520 unless it persists,

indicating an LGC hardware problem.

Alarm code 00521 indicates the absence of the RR data good discrete, which means
that the RR data cannot be read. The LGC will not use the RR data when the data

good discrete is absent.

If delta theta (A0 is the difference between the RR indicated LOS and the state vector

indicated LOS) is greater than 3 deg during the Data Read Routine (R22), alarm

code 00525 will be issued. Keying in PRO causes A0 to be displayed via VERB 06

NOUN 05. The astronaut can either accept the correction by keying in PRO, or he

can recycle and take a new mark.

At the beginning of P20. when the range between the LM and the CSM is computed,

alarm code 00526 will be issued if the range is greater than 400 n. mi. The astronaut

can either wait until the range is less than 400 n. mi. and proceed with P20 via

recycle (VERB 32 ENTR), or he can exit P20 at this time via R56.

During the operation of R24, alarm code 00527 may occur, indicating that the desired

RR LOS is not within the limits of either RR mode and, therefore, that a vehicle

maneuver is required. The astronaut should then initiate R61 by keying in VERB
32 ENTR.
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TABLE 4. 3. 2-1

P2 1-GROUND TRACK DETERMINATION PROCEDURES

DSKY Register Comments

17 E21 E Only requirement for
up-to-date state vecto

P21 is an
)r. ISS

. V04 N06 R1 00002
R2 00001

Blank

Vehicle code in R1 00002 for L]\

R2 00001 indicates this vehicle.
May be changed to R2 00002 to

indicate other vehicle. PRO
if correct; V22E will permit
R2 to be changed. Do not

key V82E during this display.

. V06 N34 R1
R2

R3

Request load GET for lat-long
desired in hourSj minutes and
seconds to nearest 0. 01 sec.
For present time set Rl, R2.
and R3 to all zeros. PRO to
compute LAT-LONG for spec-
ified GET; key V25E to
change time.

. V06 N43 Rl
R2
R3

Program displays vehicle lat-

itude and longitude in degrees
to nearest 0. 01 deg in Rl and
R2 (+ is North and + East, re-
spectively) for specified GET.
R3 contains altitude in nautical
miles to nearest 0. 1 n. mi.
measured from launch pad
radius (earth) or latest landing
site radius (moon).

V32E increments T LAT-LONG





ter T-LAT LONG. Successive VERB 32 ENTRs produce a

fG ALT values for successive 10-minute intervals, one for

R recycle keyed in.

cey in the VERB 06 NOUN 91 orbital parameters display during

Sion integration extrapolation is complete (when the LGC CMPTR
ut) and obtain vehicle altitude h, velocity v, and flight path angle

ed in NOUN 34. This display can be used after DOI, before CSI,

rajectories to monitor orbital parameters. Alternatively, the

larameters display (see paragraph 4.2.4) can be called after the

iltitude display; i.e., after state-vector integration is complete,

apogee and perigee height and time of free fall; this trajectory

nents NOUN 91.

P21 is the 20430 acceleration-overflow-in-integration alarm,

n a register summing acceleration overflows during orbital





MEASUREMENT

. 3-1. Typical Lunar-surface Navigation Geomet:

Event Times and Ranges

TABLE 4. 3, 3-1

LUNAR-SURFACE NAVIGATION EVENT TIMES,

DISPLAYS AND PARAMETERS
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4. 3. 3. 3 Nominal Operating Sequence

4. 3. 3. 3.1 Acquisition. — After the result of the plane change (if any) is incorporated

into the CSM state, the program checks the IMU status and conditions a number of

flags required subsequently by various subroutines.* It then computes the LOS from

the LM to the CSM to determine if its range is less than 400 n. mi. If not, the

program issues a VERB 16 NOUN 54, with the onboard estimates of R and R displayed

in R1 and R2 which are updated every 6 seconds until the range is less than 400 n.mi.

The program next checks to ensure that the RR auto mode discrete is present (i.e.,

that the RR mode switch is in the LGC position). If it is not, the program requests,

via a VERB 50 NOUN 25 display on the DSKY, that the astronaut switch the radar

to LGC. The RR Monitor Routine, R25, is called every 0.48 second, when the

LGC is on, by the T4RUPT utility program to monitor the RR auto mode discrete,

the RR CDU fail discrete, and the angular excursion of the RR antenna relative to

the mode limits. R25 conditions various flags to ensure proper RR functioning

when the RR auto mode discrete is first received as a result of placing the RR
mode switch in the LGC position. The routine alters the status of these flags

appropriately if the switch position is changed. If there is a CDU failure while the

RR auto mode discrete is present, R25 turns on the PROG alarm light and the

TRACKER fail light (on the DSKY) and stores the CDU fail alarm code (00515).

With the RR in the LGC mode and the RR auto mode discrete present, the program

next checks the TRACK and RENDEZVOUS flags and performs a precision update

of the LM and CSM permanent state vectors immediately before entering the RR
Designate Routine, R21. (The time required to cycle through the Kepler subroutine,

which is used repeatedly during the designation process, is a function of state vector

age.) R21 computes the LOS from the LM to the CSM (LOSj^^) and determines if

the LOSj^j^ is within the Mode 2 limit. If the LOS is outside Mode 2, RR designation

and acquisition obviously cannot take place, and program control is transferred to

R26, the Pre-Designate Routine. R26 is designed to extrapolate the estimated CSM
orbital path until it intercepts the antenna mode limit, thereby determining the vector

to which the RR should be designated to achieve earliest possible acquisition. R26

extrapolates the LM onboard estimate of the CSM state vector in 10-second increments

from the time R26 is entered (effectively the time when the astronaut keyed his

response to the preceding plane-change display). A capability for sixty 10-second

increments is provided in R26, and the last 10- second increment will, on the average,

fall 5 seconds inside the Mode limit (hence the 150 deg ±5 deg angle for the start of

Refer to flowcharts, Figui 4. 3. 3-6 through 4.3.3-12.
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Figure 4. 3. 3-6. Lunar-surface Navigation Program (P22) (Sheet 2 of 3)
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TABLE 4. 3. 3-11.

REGULAR VERBS AND DSKY DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED
WITH LUNAR-SURFACE NAVIGATION (SHEET 1 OF 2)

DSKY By Purpose Registers Remarks

Key V37 E 22E P22 Enter P22

FL V04 N06 P22 CSM plane change R1 00012
R2 oooox

R2 = 00001 CSM will not change plane.
R2=00002 CSM will change plane.
PRO if correct, V22E to reload R2.

FL VOS N33 P22 tjQ launch GET R1 xxxxxhrs
R2 xxxxxmin
R3 XXX. XX se

PRO if correct, V25E to reload t^^

PROG alarm
light

V05 N09

R02 IMU status
unsatisfactory

R1 xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

Rx = 00210 means IMU not on;
Rx = 00220 means IMU not aligned.
May appear in either Rl, R2 or R3

PROG alarm
light

Key FLV05 N09 P22 CSM range greater
than 400 n. mi.

R1 xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

Alarm code 00526 may appear in Rl,
R2, or R3 depending on presence of

other alarms; wait and key in V32E
to recycle; V34E or V56E to
terminate.

FL V50 N25 P22 RR Antenna mode
switch not in LGC
position

R1 00201
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

RR Auto Mode discrete absent. Do
not key in ENTR; put RR Antenna
Mode switch in LGC position and
key PRO.

PROG alarm
FL V05 N09

R26 10 minute pre-
designate mode
entry search limit
exceeded.

R1 xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

Alarm code 00530; ordinarily will
not occur since R>400 n. mi. test in

P22 (no 00526 alarm) ensures less
than 8 minutes of pre- designate time

PROG alarm
light

FL V05 N09 .

R21 00503 alarm = RR
designate fail

R1 xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

Alarm code 00503 may appear in Rl,
R2, or R3 depending on other alarms
present. V32E will reinitiate RR
Designate (R21). PRO will start
R24 the RR Search routine. V34E
and V56E will terminate.

R20 00520 alarm =

radar sample,
request error or
no R04; 00521
alarm = good radar
sample not obtained

R1 xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

Alarms not displayed until astronaut
keys V05 N09 to verify PROG. NO
TRACK light will accompany 00521
alarm. These alarms are likely to
occur in combination with others.
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TABLE 4. 3. 3-II

REGULAR VERBS AND DSKY DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED
WITH LUNAR SURFACE NAVIGATION (SHEET 2 OF 2 )

DSKY By Purpose Registers Remarks
PROG alarm

FL VOS N09

R22 00S2S alarm =

delta theta (the
difference between
the RR LOS and
the LOS computed
from the CSM state
vector) is greater
than 3

R1 xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

Indicates possible sidelobe
lock, keying PRO will display
delta theta magnitude; V34E
or V56E will terminate P22

FL V06 NOS R22 Size of delta theta
will indicate which
side lobe(T)[3°]
first side lobe, etc.)

R1 XXX. XX
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

PRO response will incorporate
data despite sidelobe lock
V34E and V56E will terminate.
V32E will reject mark and
take another.

FL V06 N49 R22 AR to nearest 0. 1

est 0. 1 fps. Source
code 1 = range

R1 xxxx. X
R2 xxxx. X
R3 oooox

Marks are incorporated by
Keying PRO. Keying V32B will
process next measurement.
V34E will reject current mark
and take another.

FL V16 N80 R24 Permits RR
search to be mon-
itored in progress

R1 xxxxx
R2 XXX. XX
R3 Blank

Rl: 00000=RR Data Good dis-

crete absent, 11111=RR Data
Good discrete present. R2:
Omega=Angle between CSM
LOS and LM+Z-axis to nearest
. 01°. Recycle (V32E) will
reinitiate search; V34E or
V56E will terminate P22;
PRO will go to R20 then R22.

PROG alarm

Key VOS N09
to verify

R24 Desired target
LOS not within RR
Mode 2 limits.

R1 xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

00527 alarm = search pattern
outside RR mode limits; may
appear in any register with
other alarms. V34E or V56E
to terminate P22.

PROG alarm

Key VOS N09;
possible NO
TRACK light.

R2S CDU fail R1 xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
E13 xxxxx

00515 alarm = CDU failure NO
TRACK light indicates data
good lost. KEY REL and RSET
to reset alarm.



If a plane change is specified in the flight plan, the corresponding launch time is

input by the astronaut and the resulting orbital change is incorporated into the CSM
state by the program. The program next performs the IMU Status Check, R02,

which can return two alarms (IMU not on, IMU not aligned), both extremely unlikely.

After R02, P22 initializes the necessary flags, briefly described in Table 4.3.3-III.

The program sets the UPDATE, TRACK, and RENDEZVOUS flags and resets the

SEARCH, MANUAL ACQUIRE. R04, NO RR MONITOR, LOSCM, DESIGNATE and

CONTINUOUS DESIGNATE flags. The explanations given in Table 4.3. 3-III are largely

sufficient. Tracking and marktaking are allowed. The RR is to be operated in the

Auto, not in the Manual mode. The 00521 alarm signifying failure to read RR
data—which is inhibited while R.04 tests the radar— is allowed. R25 (RR Monitor)

is enabled and .the LOS to the CSM computation disabled. RR designate (which points

the RR) is inhibited along with continuous designate (which designates the RR but

inhibits RR lock).

The program then zeros the RR tracking mark counter and disables the RR error

counter. Next the LM and CSM state vectors are extrapolated to the present time

for the 400-n. mi. check. If the flashing VERB 05 NOUN 09 display and 00526

PROG alarm occur, signifying the CSM is beyond RR range, the astronaut waits

and then keys in VERB 32 ENTR. P22 next checks to see if the RR antenna mode
switch is in the LGC position, returning a flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25 and 00201

Checklist code if it is not. Repositioning the antenna mode switch to LGC and keying

PRO will ensure the presence of the auto mode discrete.

After ensuring thattheCDUs are not being zeroed, and that the MANUAL and SEARCH
flags are not set, P22 updates the LM and CSM state vectors to the present time,

using precision integration, before entering R21, the Designate Routine.

4. 3. 3. 4. 2 RR Designate Routine (R21 ) and Pre-Designate Routine (R26). —R21 (Figure

4. 3. 3- 7) first removes the RR auto track enable discrete, until designation is

accomplished. Next, the routine selects CDU gimbal angles corresponding to the

center of the Mode 2 antenna coverage and commands them to the RR, which drives

the antenna to the center of Mode 2. R21 then sets the RR designate counter, which

allows 60 designate passes (45 seconds) for the RR to obtain lock. The routine

then sets the LOSCM flag for use in the designation process. The counter N, set to

3 in R21, causes the LOS from the LM to the CSM (LOSj^^^) to be computed every

fourth designate pass. The LOSj^^ is computed 0.5 sec in the future and compared

with the Mode 2 limits. Since the program is normally entered 5 minutes before

CPA—well before the CSM reaches the RR mode limit—R21 exits at this point to

R26, the Pre-Designate Routine, which computes the RR LOS vector at which the

CSM will enter the Mode 2 limit.
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Figure 4.3.3-10. LR/RR Read Routine (R20) (Sheet 1 of 2)
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In the nominal onboard update case, the CSM state computed onboard will be within

3 deg (approximately 3 n. mi.) of the actual RR-CSM track—unless the radar has

achieved lockup on a sidelobe, which is what the 3-deg check is for. In the no

update case, the indicated RR CSM LOS may be more than 3 deg from the

LGC-computed LOS. The procedure in both cases is to key two PRO responses in

succession, each after a 2- sec priority delay. In the nominal case, there is insufficient

time to correct a sidelobe lock condition and the R and R data are equally

valid—whether acquired via the mainlobe or a sidelobe. In the no update case, the

3-deg check is irrelevant and the astronaut's only concern is to resume taking RR
marks as quickly as possible after the 3-deg check. In the no update case, R22

checks the NO UPDATE and UPDATE flags and returns Immediately for the next

mark.

In the nominal onboard update case, the program calls INCORPl to compute the AR
and Av resulting from the measurements just read and checks them against athreshold

value. If they are below the threshold, they are automatically incorporated and the

program returns for the next mark. If AR or Av exceed the threshold, then they

are displayed via a flashing VERB 06 NOUN 49 display, along with a source code

(R3 = 1 or 2 for R, R, respectively), for the astronaut's accept or reject decision.

Following a PRO response, which causes the mark to be accepted, the program

returns for the next RR mark. A VERB 32 ENTR response to the NOUN 49 display

will cause the last measurement component to be rejected and the next measurement

component to be processed after a 15-sec delay. Keying in VERB 34 ENTR will re-

ject all measurement components and exit P22 after a 15-sec delay. Keying in

VERB 56 ENTR will terminate P22.

4. 3. 3. 4. 4 RR Search Routine. — If the RR fails to acquire after 45 seconds, the

astronaut can initiate the RR Search Routine (Figure 4.3.3-12)' by keying a PRO
response to the flashing VERB 05 NOUN 09, 00503 PROG alarm. R24 causes the

RR to search a 6-sided pattern (Figure 4.3.3-13), which subtends 3.25 deg on each

side. Six seconds are spent at the LOS initially designated and six are required to

search each side for a total of 42 seconds for the entire search pattern.

4. 3.3.5 Summary of Alarms and Displays

The following are the alarms associated with P22.
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ALARMS

Alarm Definition

00210 IMU not operating

00220 REFSMMAT flag not set

Action

Computer exits P22

Computer exits P22

00515 RR CDU fail

00503 Designate fail

00525 A0>3 deg

00527 Mode limit exceeded by RR
00530 CSM not in Mode 2 limit

within 10 minutes

Zero CDUs, Exit P22
if alarm persists

PRO to R24

PRO, PRO
Exit P22, reselect

Exit P22

Table 4.3.3-II lists the regular verbs and displays in the order they occur in P22.

Familiarity with the details of the individual routines, the acquisition sequence and

the data incorporation process is assumed from the foregoing discussion. In the

discussion that follows, emphasis is in proportion to operational significance. Several

displays are straightforward enough and the response to them sufficiently predictable

that they are virtually automatic (e.g., the flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25 with 00201

alarm that signifies that the RR auto mode discrete is absent). Several others,

particularly some of the alarms caused by off-nominal conditions, are highly unlikely

(e.g., the 00210 and 00220 unsatisfactory IMU status and 00515 CDU failure alarms).

Ultimately, four key displays provide the basis for cill the critical decisions the

astronaut can make in P22. The astronaut's response to the first display in P22,

the plane- change option, is predetermined by the flight plan and, therefore, requires

a minimum of thought on his part and little discussion. He will PRO on the 00001

in R2 in most instances since the CSM orbit does not process appreciably for

near-equatorial orbits and, even if communications have failed, an MSFN- computed
state vector will have been uplinked, on the previous orbit, that will include the

necessary plane change.

The two IMU PROG alarms (00210 IMU not on; 00220 IMU not aligned) can occur

only as the result of some gross failure. At 60 n. mi., the CSM comes within the

RR 400-n. ml. range limit 466 seconds(~7 min, 45 sec) before CPA and 335 seconds

(5 min, 35 sec) before the nominal Mode 2 limit (where nominal applies only when

the LM is level). The astronaut can monitor range and range rate via the VERB 16

NOUN 54 display until R is less than 400 n.mi. , or he can terminate via VERB 34

ENTR or VERB 56 ENTR rather than waiting if the time the CSM is predicted to

come within range is excessive. By monitoring range in R2
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TABLE 4. 3, 3-IV

P22 EXTENDED VERBS
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4.3.4 P25, Preferred Tracking Attitude—LGC

The Preferred Tracking Attitude Program, P25, is a backup program to the

Rendezvous Navigation Program, P20. P25 is selected when Rendezvous Navigation

fails to operate correctly. P20 failure can be recognized during the Rendezvous

Radar Self-Test Routine (R04), or through the behavior of P20, itself. Recurring

NOUN 49s with Ar or Av of large magnitudes, or a diverging trend in the VERB 06

NOUN 05 Aes would notify the crew of P20 malfunctions. Should the rendezvous

radar malfunction and prevent the correct operation of P20, P25 would be selected

by the crew to provide an LM-preferred tracking attitude enabling CSM tracking of

the LM optical beacon. P25 computes the preferred tracking attitude and performs

the maneuver of the LM to this attitude for rendezvous. The preferred tracking

attitude specified by P25 is obtained when the LM +Z-axis is aligned along the LOS

to the CSM, and the roll attitude (about the LM +Z-axis) is unconstrained and is

defined as necessary to avoid gimbal lock. The LM tracking beacon field of view

is a 30-deg half-angle cone with the cone axis parallel to the LM +Z-axis. P25

will continue to maintain the preferred tracking attitude until its termination via

the Terminate Tracking Routine (R56).

4. 3. 4.1 Procedures

Figure 4. 3. 4-1 diagrams the functional flow of P25; Table 4. 3. 4-1 is a summary of

P25 displays.

P52 or P57 must be completed before the selection of P25. As mentioned above,

P25 is selected when P20 fails to operate correctly. Entry is made by keying VERB
37 ENTR 25 ENTR into the DSKY, and observing P25 on the DSKY PROG lights. If

the Attitude Control switch is not already in the LGC Auto Mode position, the astronaut

puts it in this position. P25 then calls the IMU Status Check Routine (R02) to ensure

that the IMU is aligned to an orientation known by the LGC. If the IMU is off, or

its orientation is unknown, the PROG alarm light is illuminated. The astronaut

then keys VERB 05 NOUN 09 to identify the abnormality. Alarm code 00210 is

displayed if the IMU is not on; 00220 is displayed if the orientation is unknown.

The astronaut keys KEY REL and RSET and resets the alarm. A flashing VERB 37

indicates the program has entered the Final Automatic Request Terminate Routine

(ROO). If the IMU is on and the orientation is known, the IMUSE flag is set indicating

the IMU is in use. and R02 is terminated.

P25 then automatically sets the TRACK flag indicating that tracking is allowed.

The LGC checks to ensure the Attitude Control Switch is in the Auto Mode position.
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Routine (R60). R65 computes the preferred tracking attitude of the LM, enabling

CSM tracking of the LM beacon. P25 calls for this program to perform the fine

Z-axis alignment eight times.

The Attitude Maneuver Routine, R60, (Figure 4. 3. 4-4) will be called automatically

by R65 if the maneuver required to perform the preferred tracking attitude exceeds

15 deg. R60 maneuvers the LM to an attitude specified by P25. A priority display

requiring a minimum of 2 sec wait before any keyboard activity acknowledgement

(flashing VERB 50 NOUN 18) requests the astronaut to perform the maneuver

automatically via R60. The registers Rl, R2, R3 display the FDAI angles (roll,

pitch, and yaw, respectively).

When the LM has achieved the preferred tracking routine and rendezvous has been

completed, the Terminate Tracking Routine, R56, (Figure 4. 3. 4-5) is called by the

astronaut's keying in VERB 56 ENTR. R56 automatically terminates P25 if it is

running in conjunction with another program; otherwise, R56 selects ROO to exit

P25.

4. 3. 4. 3 Program Alarms

Only two alarms are associated with P25. They are alarm codes 00210 and 00220,

which can occur during the IMU Status Check Routine (R02). Code 00210 indicates

the IMU is not on; code 00220 indicates the IMU is aligned to an orientation unknown

by the LGC. If the PROG light is illuminated during the computational sequence of

P25, the astronaut keys VERB 05 NOUN 09 to identify which of the two alarms has

occurred. He then keys KEY REL and RSET on the DSKY to reset the alarms. A
flashing VERB 37 indicates that, as a result of the alarm, P25 has entered the

Final Automatic Request Terminate Routine (ROO).

4. 3. 4. 4 Restrictions and Limitations

P25 is called in the event of a rendezvous radar malfunction, so any degradation of

the system would, of necessity, relate to that malfunction. Range and range-rate,

angle error detection, shaft and trunnion angle error angle measurements would be

impaired. P25 will, however, continue to maintain the preferred tracking attitude

enabling CSM tracking of the LM optical beacon until.it is terminated by the crew.
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4.3.5 P27. LGC Update

The LGC Update Program is sufficiently like the CMC Update Program that a

repetition of description and procedure would be superfluous. Refer to paragraph

4.2.5 for a complete description of CMC update. To adapt this to be applicable to

the LM, the reader should note the following;

a. Change each reference to the CSM to LM, and each reference to the

CMC to LGC.

b. Rather than the UP TLM switch, the LM has an UP DATA LINK switch

which should be in DATA to accept uplinked data.

c. The LGC must be in POO for P27 to be allowed to interrupt.

d. VERB 71 can be used for any update but is usually used to perform an

LGC CSM/LM state vector update, an LGC desired REFSMMAT update,

an LGC REFSMMAT update, or an LGC Lambert target update.





SECTION 5. 0

TARGETING





5.1 INTRODUCTION TO AGC TARGETING

The onboard targeting routines are used before every mission maneuver requiring

a P40, P41, or P42 thrusting program. The following is a partial list of maneuvers

and their associated targeting programs:

Maneuvers Targeted by P30

Lunar-orbit Insertion (LOIj^) and Circularization (LOIg)

Transearth Insertion (TEI)

Descent-orbit Initiation (DOI)

Translunar and Transearth Midcourse Corrections (MCC)

Translunar and Transearth Way-Station Return-to-Earth Aborts (RTE)

Phasing Maneuvers

(rendezvous maneuvers that onboard

rendezvous programs cannot target)

Some Rendezvous Out-of-plane Maneuvers

Maneuvers Targeted by P32-P35 (the Rendezvous Sequence)

P32 Coelliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI)

P33 Constant Delta Height (CDH)

P34 Transfer Phase Initiation (TPI)

P35 Transfer Phase Midcourse (TPM)

Maneuvers Targeted. by P37

Return to Earth (RTE)

Although there is no computer requirement (i.e., there is no alarm indicating a bad

state vector) for navigation during any part of the mission, the targeting programs

are normally preceded by navigation or state-vector uplink to improve the onboard

estimate of the current vehicle state vectors. The computer targeting will miss

the desired objectives to the degree that position and velocity estimates in the APOLLO
guidance computer (AGC) are inaccurate. Further, state vector estimates degrade

with the passing of time; it follows that the closer good navigation or state vector

uplink is performed to the selection of a targeting program, the better will be the

targeting—hence, the better the maneuver.
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passive-vehicle trajectory between TPI and transfer-phase final (TPF). The

' computes the second point and the transfer time based on a stored central

e of transfer (CENTANG) and on a stored ignition time

e Lambert calculations ignore such perturbations as oblateness, however, it is

jmmended that P34 target as follows when the spacecraft are in earth orbit

. , R1 of NOUN 55 = 2) (refer to Figure 5. 1-3):

1. Passive-vehicle position vector is precision extrapolated to intercept

2. A Lambert solution (Ay at t^^) is calculated for a conic trajectory that

will obtain intercept.

3. Based on the Lambert solution, the AGC extrapolates a precision

trajectory, incorporating perturbations, through the specified transfer

3 does iterate to find t^Q^TPI),
3.

but not to target for Ay(CDH). See paragraph
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Figure 5. 1-3. An Example of Lambert Offset Targeting
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the spacecraft revolves around the central body. The +Z(LV) axis lies along the

line-of-sight (LOS) from the spacecraft to the central body. _Z(LV) defines the local

horizontal plane: any line through the spacecraft and perpendicular to_Z(LV) lies

in the horizontal plane. The unitized projection of the vehicle velocity vector into

the horizontal plane determines _X(LV). JY(LV) completes a right-handed system:

that is, it is to the right, as one faces forward along ^(LV). In other words, the

CM body axes coincide with LV axes when the vehicle is oriented heads up, wings

level, facing forward, with the Z body aixis parallel to the local vertical. In the LM
(un- docked), the body axes are rotated 90 deg, such that, for a heads-up, facing-

forward (out the window), wings-level, X-body-parallel-to-local-vertical orientation,

the correlation is as follows:

X-body = -Z(LV)

Z-body = X(LV)

Y-body = Y(LV)

Vehicle velocity is divided between the X(LV) and Z(LV) directions. For elliptic

orbits, the majority of theveloclty lies in the X(LV) direction. At apsidal crossings

(i.e., for apogee or perigee crossings), the Z(LV) component of velocity is zero. If

the vehicle is less than 180 deg before apogee, the Z(LV) component of velocity is

positive. In a circular orbit, ^(LV) is always zero. For hyperbolic orbits, the

X(LV) component of velocity approaches zero as the vehicle gets farther from the

central body, but the Z(LV) component is still zero at perigee.

Figure 5.1-4 is a diagram of an elliptic orbit that illustrates how LV coordinates

rotate, and how the vehicle velocity vector takes on various amounts of a Z(LV)

component, being zero at the apsides.

It can be seen that vehicle velocity, when expressed in LV coordinates, will always

have a zero Y(LV) component, because Xd-'V) is perpendicular to the orbital plane

of transfer. After an out-of-plane maneuver, when the Y component of the change

in velocity in LV coordinates [Av(LV)J is nonzero, the LV coordinate system rotates

such that the Y(LV) component of vehicle velocity is again zero. The following

discussion illustrates the role of LV coordinates in achieving a coplanar rendezvous

configuration.

Figure 5.1-5 shows two orbits that are out of plane with respect to each other.

Nodes denote intersection of one orbit with the plane of the other (only incidentcilly
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5.2.2 P32. Coelliptic Seqi: Initiation (CSD-CMC

P32 is part of the coelliptic sequence (P32 plus P33) of rendezvous targeting. The

coelliptic sequence is designed to result in orbits in which the difference in altitude

between the two orbits is nearly constant. Once coelliptic orbits have been achieved,

the transfer phase (P34 plus P35) follows. This phase is designed to effect an

intercept trajectory and a braking maneuver, allowing docking by the pilot of the

active vehicle. Maneuvers to correct out-of-plane conditions can be made at any

time in the rendezvous sequence. (See Figure 5. 2. 2-1.)

Two thrusting maneuvers make up the coelliptic sequence, the CSl (coelliptic sequence

initiation) maneuver and the CDH (constant delta height or altitude) maneuver. P32

computes a horizontal maneuver for CSI parallel to the plane of the passive vehicle

at the astronaut- specified t^^ (CSl).

The magnitude and direction of this maneuver depend on four factors;

a. The state vectors of the two vehicles at t^^ (CSl)

b. The astronaut- specified time for the transfer phase initiation (TPI)

c. CDH apsidal crossing (or 180-degree option)

d. The line- of- sight elevation angle (E).

5. 2. 2.1 CSl Maneuver

In the nominal case, rendezvous is initially started with a poor estimate of the LM
state vector; Rendezvous Navigation is therefore needed to improve the estimate of

that state vector. Once that is done, the CSl maneuver must be targeted via P32,

and then accomplished via P40 or P41.

AVERAGEG, which updates the state vector during powered flight, tends to degrade

the estimate of that vector so that Rendezvous Navigation is again needed to improve

the state vector. During rendezvous, the cycle repeats: navigation, targeting.

tiG (TPI) will usually occur at midpoint of darkness to allow good lighting conditions
for final rendezvous.

^’^The line-of-sight elevation angle (E) allows the pilot of the active vehicle to

boresight on the passive vehicle at tjQ (TPI). In this case, to boresight means that

the thrust vector will be nearly coincident with the SXT LOS to the LM. As a back-
up to computer failure, the astronaut may thrust while holding the CM in the SXT
LOS attitude.
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maneuver. Four targeting programs are used for coelliptic sequence rendezvous,

and each must interface with P20 and P40 or P41.

P32 is designed to run while Rendezvous Navigation (P20) is operating. Preliminary

estimates of the maneuver can be made before navigation is completed. P32 targets

an external Av maneuver for P40 or P41.

P32 contains an iteration loop, using the CSl Ay as the independent variable to obtain

the specified TPI conditions. Under nominal flight configuration, the iteration scheme

converges very quickly; the total final computation usually takes about 3 minutes.

As was mentioned above, rendezvous navigation can be carried on while P32 is

running. Automatic VHF marks can accumulate throughout the program. Optics

marks can be taken during any of the flashing displays of P32 (except alarms) until

PRO is keyed in response to VERB 16 NOUN 45, by using R21 of R23. If marks are

to be taken, the ISS must be operating and aligned. This is a requirement of P20.

P32 depends on a good knowledge of the state vectors of the two vehicles with respect

to each other. Since P32 is performed after injection or abort, a situation that

usually gives a poor initial estimate of the LM state vector, a certain minimum
number of marks should be taken before final computation in P32. This number is

mission-dependent, but usually fifteen optics and fifteen VHF marks will be sufficient.

5. 2. 2. 2 Discussion of Inputs and Outputs

Auser-oriented flowchart and two tables summarizing input and output of P32 follow.

The information below is necessary to properly interpret the flowchart. Figure

5.2. 2-2:

TRACK and UPDATE flags refer to P20. If TRACK flag is set, tracking is

allowed; if it is reset, tracking is not allowed. If UPDATE flag is set,

the state vector may be updated from marks; if reset, the state vector

may not be updated from marks.

REFSMMAT FLAG SET means IMU alignment is known. If REFSMMAT flag

is reset, IMU alignment is not known.

FINAL FLAG SET indicates the astronaut has keyed in PRO in response to

.
VERB 16 NOUN 45. FINAL FLAG RESET indicates he has not.

Table 5. 2. 2-1 lists the input displays of P32, which all come at the beginning' of

P32. Under nominal conditions, program inputs are as indicated on the voiced-up



















R2, to the value that the LM should use in a nominal TPI maneuver. (See paragraph
5.2.4.)

If output 4 is small (less than about 5 n. mi. magnitude), the astronaut should be
prepared forapossible 00611 alarm in P33 due to excessive iterations. It is possible

that varying t.|.Q(CDH) will avoid such problems; therefore, if he expects such a

problem, the astronaut should select P33 for preliminary calculations very soon

after CSI to allow time for searching for a solution. (See paragraph 5.2.3.)

The other outputs of P32 are self-explainatory. The following facts, however, should

be emphasized. The minutes part of output 5 and 6, DELTA T (CSl/CDH) and DELTA
T (CDH/ TPI), are displayed modulo 60. That is, if the minutes of either output 5

or output 6 are greater than 60, they are divided by 60 and the remainder is displayed.

Thus, it is possible to see values in outputs 5 or 6 that appear to be less than 10

minutes, even though no alarm has been called. Simply remember that output 5

plus output 6 must equal the time interval between tj-^fCSI) and t^^lTPI). If the

result appears to be an hour or two less, then the above process has occurred.

P32 calculates the CSI maneuver to be only along the X-axis of local vertical

coordinates. If a plane change is desired at t^^fCSI), the astronaut can call R36

(VERB 90 ENTR), and load the negative of the computed Y value for the CSM into

the Y component (register 2) of the DELTA V(LV). (See paragraph 9.2.4 for an

explanation of R36.)

Mission planning for the G flight specified that the CMC do P32 instead of P72 and

simply change the sign of the burn and subtract a 1-fps bias for comparison with

the LGC and chart solutions. It should be noted, however, that under such

circumstances, there is no reason to expect output 8, DELTA V(LV) (CDH), to agree

with the LGC output. Such agreement will only occur in P33, after CSI has occurred.

5. 2. 2. 3 Program Coordination

Program coordination of P32 is not very complicated because P20 is usually the

only program running along with it. This, again, is mission-dependent, but final

computations in P32 should come 9 to 12 minutes prior to t^^fCSI). A minimum of

3 minutes should be allowed for final P32 computation. Final computation time

could increase, however, with a poor orbital configuration. A poor configuration

would exist when the LM is in an off-nominal orbit (after an abort, for instance).

In such a case, a preliminary computation should be made as soon as possible to

see if more time should be allowed for final P32 computation.
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will be required. ) Increasing TPI time of ignition by one orbit, and increasing N
by 1 or 2 may also help. One last possibility is to advance TPI time in 15-minute

increments on successive cycles of P32. This violates the precondition that TPI

be in the midpoint of darkness, but it may work.

Alarm codes 00601 and 00602 will generally occur when the active vehicle is forced

to go into a lower orbit to catch up in phasing with the passive vehicle. The astronaut

can try any of the following: increase TPI time, modify N, have the other vehicle

perform the CSI maneuver, request a phasing maneuver of ground.

Alarm code 00603 can always be avoided by using the 180- degree option (input 4

nonzero).

Should alarm 00604 occur, recycle and use the 180-degree option. Should the alarm

occur again, increase the TPI time by one orbital period, retaining the 180-degree

option.

Alarm 00605 is unlikely to occur. Should it occur, however, either recycle with a

different N, usually increasing N by 1, or move the whole sequence up by one orbital

period.

Alarm code 00606 may occur if At (CSl/TPI) is too small for a given configuration.

Increasing TPI time should lower the Av.

5. 2. 2. 5 Restarts

P3 2 is restart protected
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After a response to VERB 16 NOUN 45, the CMC prevents any mark incorporation

for the duration of the succeeding calculations byresetting the UPDATE flag. These

calculations can be divided into two parts. The first involves the calculation of a

maneuver that will make the active vehicle orbit coelliptic with the passive vehicle

orbit. The second takes the resultant orbit, and attempts to find the time when the

desired E-angle exists.

The first calculation is purely analytical, and simply calculated the Ax necessary

to make the active vehicle H [velocity along the local vertical at t^^tCDH)] equal

to the passive vehicle orbital H; that is, the H on the passive vehicle orbit at the

intersection of the passive vehicle orbit and the line formed by the projection of

the active vehicle's position vector into the passive vehicle's plane.

The second calculation is the pre-TPI routine. It uses the t^^tTPI) input into P32

as an initial estimate in an iteration scheme to find the exact time when the desired

E-angle exists. If the pre-TPI routine cannot find the required- time, a VERB 05

NOUN 09 alarm is flashed; the alarm code is 00611. If no alarm occurs, or if PRO
is keyed in response to the flashing VERB 05 NOUN 09 display, P33 proceeds to

the next display (VERB 06 NOUN 75). Before flashing this display, however, P33

determines whether the astronaut has keyed PRO in response to VERB 16 NOUN
45. If the FINAL flag is set, then he has keyed PRO; if reset, he has not, and P33

allows marks to be incorporated by setting the UPDATE flag. The VERB 06 NOUN
75 display At (CDH/TPI), At (TPI/TPI)], follows immediately, and is

followed in turn by VERB 06 NOUN 81, Air(LV). If the astronaut wishes to produce

a node, 90 deg after CDH, he may overwrite the contents of R2 of the NOUN 81

display with the value of -Y(CSM) computed by R36, when T (EVENT) in NOUN 16

equals t^j^(CDH).*

The next display is VERB 16 NOUN 45. If the last computation completed was

preliminary, the CM pilot will normally wait until a few more marks are incorporated

before requesting a final computation. If the last computation completed was final,

another PRO response to VERB 16 NOUN 45 allows the program to exit via ROO.

*R36 is initiated by keying in VERB 90 ENTR; Y(CSM) is displayed in R2 of NOUN
90 in R36. -Refer to paragraph 5.2.7.
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and the astronaut will have to wade through the other outputs, uselessly, before he

can reach Routine 00.]

Output 4, is the radial distance at CDH between the active vehicle and the

passive vehicle orbit just above or below it. Output 4 is critical to recovery from

alarm conditions. (See paragraph 5. 2. 3. 4.)

Output 5 is At(CDH/TPI). In trying to determine the correct t^^lTPI), P33 first

calculates the CDH maneuver parameters, and then extrapolates the post-CDH orbit.

On the basis of that orbit, the pre-TPI routine searches for the correct t^^CTPI).

Using the computer mathematics, the post-CDH orbit can be extrapolated backwards

in time, before CDH, as well as forward. It is conceivable that the proper E- angle

might exist only before CDH, based on the post-CDH orbit. That is, if it were

possible for the active vehicle to have been on the post-CDH orbit prior to CDH,

then the proper E-angle would have existed at some time prior to CDH. Should

this be the case, the computer will not be aware of the time difference, and will

accept the indicated solution as avalid one. The astronaut can detect the occurrence

of such a situation by observing output 5.

A negative output 5 indicates that P33 calculated TPI as coming before CDH. One

of the conditions that P32 calculations must satisfy is that the time interval between

CDH and TPI [At(CDH/TPI)] be greaterthan 10 minutes to allow time for rendezvous

navigation after CDH. Output 5 of P33, however, can be negative, allowing no time

for rendezvous navigation after CDH. Further, P33 accepts a negative solution as

avalid solution. P33 also accepts an output 5 value of less than 10 minutes as a

valid solution— a situation that would not provide sufficient navigation time. These

situations might occur if CSI were poorly targeted, because of bad state vector

estimates, or poorly executed. In any case, the CM pilot should carry out the CDH
maneuver as targeted (assuming CSM-active) and select P34 with the time option

(E equals 00000), with t^^(TPI) set according to mission procedures.

The minutes part of outputs 5 and 6 [At(CDH/TPI) and At(TPl/TPI)] are displayed

modulo .60. A large At(TPl/TPI); i.e., a large difference between the input t^^tTPI)

and the calculated t^Q(TPI), usually means that Rendezvous Navigation after CSI

has considerably changed the CMC estimate of the vehicle states. This large

difference is likely to occur if CSI were poorly targeted or poorly executed.

5. 2. 3. 3 Program Coordination

Program coordination when using P33 is straightforward. A preliminary calculation

is usually made fairly soon after CSI to get some idea of the maneuver characteristics;
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a final computation ought to be made 9 to 12 minutes before t^Q(CDH), according to

mission procedures. P33 can run by itself (in which case the ISS need not be operating)

or it can run in conjunction with P20 (in which case marks can be incorporated

during any flashing display— except an alarm display—until final computation is

initiated by the astronaut by a PRO response to VERB 16 NOUN 45). The minimum
time to allow for a final computation is 3 minutes.

Optimum targeting, in P33 depends on relatively error-free estimates of the state

vectors of the two vehicles with respect to each other. Ordinarily, there is ample

time between CSI and CDH for P20 to reduce state vector errors. If SXT marks

are taken in batches, as is recommended when both the SXT and the VHF are

operating, P33- should be held at VERB 16 NOUN 45 until the end of a batch, and

then a recycle or a final computation should be performed.

5. 2.3.4 Alarms

Alarm code 00611 is the only alarm likely to occur during P33. Its occurrence

indicates to the crew that the pre-TPI routine is unable to locate the time of existence

of the proper E-angle. Figure 5. 2. 3-2 and Table 5.2.3-III summarize crew actions

in response to a 00611 alarm.

In general, the recommended procedure in response to a 00611 alarm is for the

CM pilot to attempt a correction of the alarm. The chart solutions, which depend

on the correct E- angle at t^^(TPI), will then be valid, and the rates and angles

after TPI will be more familiar to the astronaut. If time does not permit an attempt

at correction, rendezvous can be accomplished by keying PRO in response to the

flashing VERB 05 NOUN 09 alarm display. This allows the program to terminate

the current cycle without again searching for the proper t^Q(TPI). Another recycle

or final computation will presumably cause another alarm, if no inputs are changed.

The CM pilot should then perform the CDH maneuver as targeted (including any

out-of-plane correction planned), and select P34, using the time option.

The following four circumstances could give rise to the 00611 alarm:

a. Excessive iterations because of small

b. Excessive iterations because the actual t^Q(TPI) is more than about 30

minutes from the input t^Q(TPI)

c. ‘^^CDH i’^consistent with requested E

d. Active vehicle too high above the passive vehicle.
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TABLE 5,2,3-in

ALARM RECOVERY SUMMARY

•
Circumstances giving
rise to 00611 alarm Diagnostic Cause Recovery

1. Excessive
iterations

Monitor program via

VERB 16 NOUN 38

ENTR. Oscillation

occurs quickly.

AHcdh^^^ in NOUN
75) <5n.mi.

Pre CSI configuration

slightly off-nominal;

Not serious.

Record for

comparison if alarm

recurs. Attempt to

increase magnitude

of Recycle,

changing tjj
2
(CDH)

by 5 min. intervals,

according to change

2. Excessive
iterations

Monitor program via

VERB 16 NOUN 38

ENTR. Actual tj^

appears far from

input tjQ(TPB

Post-CST rendezvous

navigation has pro-

duced significant

changes in state

vector estimates.

If time permits,

change tj(.(TPI) via

VERB 06 NOUN 37

ENTR, followed by

appropriate load







If the active vehicle is too high relative to the passive vehicle, the CM pilot should

recycle and augment t^^(CDH), in an attempt to diminish If an alarm occurs

again, should be checked to see if it is smaller (in which case another

recycle and a second augmentation of t^^ (CDH) is in order), or larger (in which case

t^Q (CDH) should be diminished).

If actual t^i^CTPl) is far from input t^^fTPI), the input t^^tTPl), available in NOUN
37, should be moved in the direction of the actual tjQ(TPl)-

5. 2. 3. 5 Restarts

A restart that- occurs during the operation of P33 will only cause a time loss (the

maximum time loss is just less than the time required for final computation), not a

loss of validity in. the solution.
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5. 2. 4.1 P34 Computational Sequence

When P34 is called, it first enables tracking and mark incorporation by setting

TRACK and UPDATE flags. Then the CMC flashes VERB 06 NOUN 37, which

requests the astronaut to supply a t^^tTPI) for the program. Under most

circumstances, the time displayed will be that computed by P33. If a 00611 alarm

out of P33 was bypassed, then the time displayed will be that input by the astronaut

to P32 (unless it was subsequently changed by the astronaut). VERB 06 NOUN 55

is then displayed. NOUN 55 allows the astronaut to exercise the two choices available

in P34: the E- angle-time (in R2, E does not equal 0 or E equals 0) choice, and the

conic-precision offset targeting (in Rl, NN equals 0 or NN does not equal 0) choice.

After VERB 06 NOUN 55, P34 flashes VERB 16 NOUN 45, which allows the astronaut

to monitor the progress of Rendezvous Navigation by displaying the mark counters.

VERB 16 NOUN 4,5 also requests the astronaut to determine whether the next cycle

will be a preliminary or a final computation. The appropriate responses are, VERB
32 ENTR and PRO, respectively.

After a response to VERB 16 NOUN 45 is made, the CMC prohibits further mark

incorporation for the duration of the succeeding calculations by resetting the UPDATE
flag. These calculations can be divided into two parts. If the E -option is exercised,

by loading + xxx.xx (where xxx.xx is nonzero) into R2, the first part of P34 is the

pre-TPI routine, which determines exactly when the correct E- angle exists. If the

proper time is found, then P34 flashes VERB 06 NOUN 37. If P34 cannot find the

proper time, alarm 00611 occurs as a part of VERB 05 NOUN 09. If the time

option is exercised, by loading +00000 in R2 of NOUN 55, the first part of P34 will

take the input t^^tTPI) and . compute the E-angle existing at that time and flash the

result as part of the VERB 06 NOUN 55 display.

After either E or the proper t^^tTPI) is calculated and displayed, P34 targets an

intercept course. If the current pass is the final computation, the impulsive Ay is

displayed in local vertical coordinates, (VERB 06 NOUN 81) which allows the

astronaut to overwrite R2 with -Y(CSM), from R36, to produce a node 90-deg later.

Should R2 be written over, P34 recomputes the target vector accordingly. The Ay

is displayed in LOS coordinates (VERB 06 NOUN 59) for recycles and final

computation.

VERB 16 . NOUN 45 follows almost immediately. If the last computation was

preliminary, the CM pilot will probably wait until a few more marks are incorporated

before requesting a final computation. If the last computation was final, keying

PRO allows P34 to exit via ROO.



5. 2. 4. 2 Inputs and Outputs

A flowchart. Figure 5. 2. 4-1, and two tables. Table 5. 2. 4-1 and Table 5.2.4-II,

describing P34 input and output follow. To understand the flowchart, the following

facts must be known.

1. TRACK and UPDATE flags refer to Rendezvous Navigation. If the TRACK
flag is set, tracking is allowed. If the TRACK flag is reset, tracking is

not allowed. If the UPDATE flag is set, marks will be incorporated; if

it is reset, marks can be taken, but will not be incorporated.

2. FINAL flag set means a PRO response to a flashing VERB 16 NOUN 45

display has been received; reset, a PRO response has not been received.

Input 1, t^^lTPI), will ordinarily be retained as displayed. This value for tj^lTPI)

is usually the same as the one computed in P33. If everything has gone well, the

input t^Q(TPI) should be quite close to the time when the actual elevation angle

coincides with the desired E (input 3).

Input 2, NN, governs which method of calculation the program will use in the second

computation phase. If NN equals 00000, the program will calculate a conic

approximation of the correct TPI maneuver. In the lunar gravitational sphere, the

accuracy of this method is equivalent to target offsetting. Its advantage over the

other method, called when NN does not equal 00000, is its speed in obtaining an

answer. For earth-orbital rendezvous, NN equals 00002 is recommended for a

correct answer because of pblateness effects, in spite of the time consumed in

using it, (Refer to Table .5.,2. 4-1.)

Input 3, E, governs which method of calculation the program will use in the first

computation phase. If E equals 00000, the program will calculate a maneuver

appropriate to the input t^^lTPI). If E does not equal 00000, the program will accept

the input number as an angle, to the nearest 0.01 degree, and use the input t^^lTPI)

(input 1) as an initial estimate for the pre-TPI routine.

Input 4, CENTANG, indicates the orbital central angle through which the passive

vehicle must pass between tj^lTPI) and intercept. Implicit in CENTANG is a target

vector and a transfer time, which the Lambert targeting routine uses as input.

Table 5.2.4-II lists P34 output. Outputs 1-3 are contained in VERB 16 NOUN 45,

which is both the first and the last output display. The purpose of VERB 16 NOUN
45 is to show the status of P20 inthe CMC. R1 shows the number of marks incorporated



















LOS Coordinate System

X (LOS) = unit (rp -r^)

Y (LOS) = unit [((r^ x v^) x X (LOS) ) x X (LOS)]

Z (LOS) = unit
[
X (LOS) x Y (LOS)]

In other words, the active-passive LOS is along, the +X(LOS) axis. Y(LOS) is

perpendicular to X(LOS), in the plane formed byX(LOS)and Y(LV). Z(LOS) completes

the right-handed system.

As was mentioned above, VERB 16 NOUN 45 is flashed after final computation,

before the program terminates, and R3 equals either -00002 or the positive middle

gimbal angle at t^^^(TPI).

5. 2. 4. 3 Program Coordination

Like all the rendezvous targeting programs, P34 can be used in conjunction with

P20. Although P20 requires that the ISS be running and aligned, ?34 does not.

SXT marks can be taken via R21 during any P34 flashing display; VHF marks can

accumulate throughout the program. Marks are only incorporated, however, during

the initial NOUN 55 and NOUN 37 displays and during NOUN 45 and NOUN 59 displays

preceding the request for final computation (PRO to FL VERB 16 NOUN 45.

)

The P34/P40 or P41 interface is automatic, and need not concern the astronaut.

5. 2. 4. 4 Program Limitations

Under certain conditions, such as a small the program may not be able to

find the desired E- angle. This will cause a 00611 alarm code to be flashed as part

of a VERB 05 NOUN 09 display. If the desired E-angle cannot be found, the

procedures outlined in paragraph 5. 2. 4. 5 should be followed. The time option will

always produce a solution for rendezvous.

5. 2.4.5 Alarms

Alarm 00611 is the only alarm code likely to occur during P34. The circumstances

under which alarm 00611 might occur are described in paragraph 5. 2. 3. 4. Unless

CDH is poorly performed, this alarm should occur during P33 when the CM pilot is

likely to have more time to search for a solution. In a time- critical situation like

the period between CDH and TPI, the iteration process used to find t^^lTPI) is
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usually too lengthy to be used more than once. Therefore, if a 00611 alarm should

occur in P34, it is recommended that the CM pilot recycle (by keying in VERB 32

ENTR), use the time option (input 3, E equals 00000), and leave the other inputs

unchanged.

5. 2. 4. 6 Restarts

P34 is protected against restarts. If one should occur during P34 operation, no

loss of accuracy, but a loss of time— equal at most to the time required for a final

computation—would occur.
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E CONIC INTEGRATION AND
0 OFFSETS CALCULATE PARAMETERS

USING PRECISION INTEGRATION AND
NN OFFSETS CALCULATE PARAMETERS



TABLE 5, 2. 5-1

P35 INPUT

Identification Input Source (no inputs displayed) Coi

1 • Time of

midcourse
correction

TIG (TPM) is the time when the current
recycle or final computation was
requested, plus a pad -loaded or up-
linked delay interval. A, A is usually
about three minutes.

Given that t (TPM)
changes with each
recycle or final com-
putation (or restart

,

if one occurs between
the request for a re-
cycle or final com-
putation and the cor-
responding solution),
one can expect the
calculated maneuver
to change somewhat
with each computa-

2 Time of

intercept
Calculated by P34 from CENTANG.

3

Precision
offset target
switch, NN.

If P34 was requested to do conic
targeting (R1 of NOUN 55 = 00000), P35
will do the same. If P34 did a certain
number of precision offsets, P35 will
do the same number.
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maneuver be recalculated about 12 minutes later in th

the loss of any out-of-plane correction. A delay allows t

less than 165 deg.

5. 2.5.4 Restarts

If a restart occurs during the calculation of the TPM
to VERB 16 NOUN 45 but before the next display), PJ

VERB 16 NOUN 45 display. Since A, the time incremen

to the current time after the restart protection point in

will be targeted for a time slightly later than A plus the
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5.2.6 P37, Return-to- earth Targeting

Program P37 provides the crew with an onboard means of targeting for a Lambert-

aimpoint maneuver that will return the spacecraft to a proper earth-reentry state.

Targeting with P37 is wholly independent of earth communication and can be used

either for an SPS maneuver (P40) or an RCS maneuver (P41). The program can

be utilized toreturnfrom (a) earth orbit, (b) trajectories resulting from translunar-

injection powered-maneuver failure, (c) translunar coast (outside lunar sphere of

influence), and (d) transearth coast, including midcourse corrections (again, outside

lunar sphere of influence). (See Figures 5. 2.6-1, -2, and -3.)

5. 2. 6.1 Options and Crew Inputs

P37 has three basic options—minimum fuel, minimum time , and adjusted landing

site. For either of the three, the crew enters five inputs via the DSKY and receives

fifteen outputs. (See Table 5. 2. 6-1, and refer to program flow. Figure 5. 2. 6-4.)

The first six outputs present a relatively fast, conic- section solution; the second

six (outputs 7—12) present the precision- solution equivalent of the first six,,

recomputed to consider gravitational perturbations. After keying in VERB 37 ENTR
37 ENTR, the crew enters the first three inputs as requested by the DSKY— desired

ignition time desired velocity change (Av^^), and desired reentry angle

fy, (t
2
)£|],Whether it is to be a minimum-fuel or a minimum-time return is determined

by the input Whether it is to be an adjusted-landing- site return is determined

by crew decision to vary certain of the inputs in order to effect a desired change in

landing- site longitude.

5. 2. 6. 1.1 Minimum-fuel Option.—Fora minimum-fuel return, the crew allows zero

to remain in register 2 in response to the DSKY's flashing VERB 06 NOUN 60. A
Avp of zero signals the program to compute a trajectory requiring the minimum

possible velocity change. In addition, from certain earth-orbital conditions (see

Figure 5. 2. 6- 5), the crew can further minimize fuel consumption by selecting a

shallower entry flight-path angle than would be otherwise automatically computed

by the program. That is, in response to VERB 06 NOUN 60, the crew can leave a

See appropriate GSOP: Section 4, "GNCS Operational Modes," and Section 5

(paragraph 5.4.3), "Guidance Equations."

**See paragraph 5. 2. 6. 8 for a special application of P37 outputs to returns using
the lunar-module propulsion system.
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Figure 5. 2. 6-1,
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Figure 5. 2. 6-2. Typical Abort Trajectories for TLI +20 Hours
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Figure 5. 2. 6-3.
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TABLE 5. 2. 6-1

P37 CREW INPUTS AND PROGRAM OUTPUTS <SHEET

Identification Display Mnemonic -DSKY

Desired Ignition
Time (tj^)

TIG (GET I) FL V06N33

Desired Velocity
Change (AVj^)

VPRED FLV06N60

Desired Reentry
Angle

[7 (12 )^]

GAMMA El FL V06N60

Vehicle Mass and
Number of Jets**

Desired Propulsion SPS FLV04N06
System RCS

Landing- site
Latitude

IMPACT LAT FL V06 NCI

Landing- site

Longitude ( 0 LONG)
IMPACT LONG FL V06N61

Time of Flight DELTA T TRANS FLV06N39

Velocity at Entry
[vitg)]

VPRED FL V06N60

Entry Flight- path
Angle [y(t

2 )]

GA.MMA El FLV06N60

Impulsive Velocity
Change (Av

)

DELTA V (LV) FL V06 N81^

Outputs 1-6 recomputed, giving precision ssolution

Ignition Time (tj^)
1

TIG (GET I) |fLV06N33
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0.758.)product, range times 0.758.) A zero in P37RANGE signals P37

AUGEKUGL to compute entry range; a specific value ente

P37RANGE signals P37 to use that value as the entry range. (

5. 2. 6- 7 illustrates AUGEKUGL entry range as a function of entr

and velocity.)

The crew input most effective in varying the landing site when i

orbit is the desired ignition time (t^^),' that most effective \

translunar or transearth coast is the desired velocity change

(See Figure 5.2. 6-8.)

From earth orbit, landing- site adjustment is constrained by the mi

t2j^ required for completing pre- entry procedures. For example,

the apogee-to-perigee phase of the orbit (negative flight-path

the magnitude of is approximately 3-1/2 minutes, which is insu

for preparing the spacecraft for reentry; during the perigee-to-

phase, however, the magnitude of approximately 25 m
Therefore, we recommend that, normally, a tj^^ be selected th

occur during the perigee-to- apogee phase. Should this

impractical—because of landing site— the crew can extend tg^ soi

by selecting a shallower entry angle. (See Figure 5. 2. 6-9.)

TABLE 5.2. 6 -II

^NTRY RANGE AND OCTAL EQUIVALENT LOADED IN P37RANGE

(LOADED BY VERB 21 NOUN 01 ENTR, 3376 ENTR, xxxxx ENTR)

Octal Equivalent

1200

1250

1300

1350

1400

1450

1500

1550

1600

1650

1750

01616

01664

01732,

02000

02046

02 114

02162

02230

02276

02344

02411

02457
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Time-of-flight (tg^) relative to is illustrated for various pre-

maneuver distances in Figure 5.2.6-12. Note that for minimum-fuel

returns from the early part of an earth-outbound trajectory, the magnitude

of tgj^ may be as much as five days for a return-through- apogee solution,

but can be much less for a direct- return solution. See special case

when tjj^ may be too short when entering from earth orbit—paragraph

5.2.6.1.3(c).

For a very long tgj^, there will be a substantial difference in the conic

and precision solutions. Although rarely occurring and no cause for

alarm, a large difference in conic and precision tgj^ values does introduce

a special case when reiterating for landing- site adjustment— discussed

in paragraph 5. 2. 6. 4.

Inertial velocity at entry [v(t
2 )] is program limited within acceptable

velocities for a corresponding entry flight-path angle. As a variable,

the value of vCtg) is dependent upon the input Avj^. Should the crew

request a velocity change that will result in an entry velocity exceeding

the maximum allowable, the program will adjust the input downward

to ensure an output v(t
2

) that is within the prescribed limits. [Note

that both the input scalar Avj^ and the output scalar v(t
2

) use the VPRED
register (NOUN 60); the magnitude, can be observed, however, in

VERB 06 NOUN 56 ENTR, register 2. ]

Entry flight-path angle [^(tg)] is determined by the input i'(t
2 )j). An

input of zero will cause the program to automatically compute a Ht^)

appropriate for the computed v(t
2

). An input other than zero will cause

the program to compute a trajectory obtaining the specifically requested

entry angle. It should be noted, however, that when a Veilue other than

zero is entered, there is no assurance that the resulting trajectory will

obtain the entry corridor.

Impulsive velocity change (Av) is determined by the input Av^ and is

the last of the dependent variables, displayed both after the conic and

the precision solutions. The display is in local vertical coordinates

whose y-component is always zero. (See in-ploine-only restriction,

paragraph 5. 2. 6. 6.)
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The burn data (outputs 13-15) are displayed only after the precision solution

completed and the propulsion system has been selected: The precision time of ignith

(t^^) is presented to the nearest centisecond (ground elapsed time); time from ignith

(TFT) is presented in minutes and seconds (maximum reading of ±59 min 59 sec

and the middle-gimbal angle (Sj^q) at ignition is presented to the nearest 0.01 de

Note that the output t^^ will not be exactly the same as the input tjQ since tl

output value is adjusted for a finite thrusting duration calculated on the basis of ti

propulsion system selected and the mass of the vehicle. Note also that, althouj

TFt overflow is 59 min 59 sec, this in itself implies no limitation on how long

advance of the desired manuever time P37 can be called up. The actual TFT ma
in fact, be considerably longer than the maximum indication. The limiting facte

in this regard is the requirement that the state vector still be valid. (This requiremei

applies equally to the question of how many revolutions forward while in earth orb

the program can target an entry: subject to a valid state vector at t^Q, the ere

can expect the targeting solutiqn to be valid if P37 has proceeded to its conclusic

without an alarm.) Finally, the crew should expect the sign value of the middle -gimbal-

angle display to always be positive unless the IMU has not been aligned (REFSMMAT
flag not set). If the IMU has not been aligned and . (or MGA) cannot be compute ’

the value displayed will be -00002.

5. 2. 6. 3. 2 Computation Sequence. —Computation begins after the first three cr(

inputs into the DSKY. (Refer to Table 5. 2. 6-1 and Figure 5. 2. 6-4.) Depressing t

PRO key on the DSKY then signals the program to proceed with the computation

a conic- section solution, yielding the first six program outputs. By keying in VEI

16 NOUN 38, the crew has the option of monitoring the state-vector time as

extrapolates to t^^^. When the state vector reaches t^^, the conic solution will folh

within seconds. If NOUN 38 is being monitored, the DSKY will flash KEY REL.

c solution h



many as seven times as the program converges to a solution. Should the state-vector

time advance significantly beyond or snap back to a time earlier than t^^, the

crew should suspect that the solution is not converging and that it will be necessary

to change t^^ and reenter the program. (See "Additional Restrictions," paragraph

5.2. 6. 6.)

The crew must enter the mass data and select the number of RCS jets (input A) by

executing R03 anytime before proceeding beyond the selection of the desired

propulsion system (input After the conic and precision solutions have been

computed, displayed, and approved, the DSKY will display (VERB 04 NOUN 06) the

option code for the service propulsion system (00001 inR2), which is the CMC -assumed

option. Should the crew wish to select the reaction- control- system (RCS) option,

the operator would key in VERB 22 ENTR and load (in R2) option code 00002.

Before depressing,the PRO key, signaling the program to proceed with the computation

of t^Q (output i2.) is the last instance when valid mass data can be entered. This

information, however, will not be specifically requested by the program, which will

assume as valid the last data entered. Therefore, unless R03 had been executed

earlier— and the data were still valid—the crew would now key in VERB 48 ENTR,
complete R03, and then continue P37 (by depressing the PRO key). Receiving a

PRO signal from the crew, the program will either compute the middle -gimbal angle

at ignition (REFSMMAT flag set, IMU aligned) or indicate (-00002 in register 3) to

the crew that cannot be computed (REFSMMAT flag not set). If computed, the

middle- gimbal angle at ignition will itself be displayed in R3, and the time from

ignition displayed in R2. The crew's depressing the PRO key signals P37 to proceed

to completion.

5. 2. 6. 4 Procedure for Adjusting Landing Site During Cislunar Coast

For an adjusted- landing- site return from translunar coast , the crew would initially

enter the maximum available with the fuel onboard— the same as for a

minimum-time return. Should the resulting landing site be unacceptable, the crew

would recycle the program, adjusting Av^^ input downward, until an acceptable landing

site was obtained. To assist in determining the sensitivity of landing-site longitude

to variations in Av^^, the following procedure is recommended— refer to Figures

5.2.6-13 and -14:

1.
.
Reiterate (using Figure 5.2.6-13) the conic solution until it obtains a

landing-site longitude (^lONG^^ )
within 15 deg of desired (SlonGj^^-
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2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

Record and the last Avj^ input (Avj^ ).

Proceed through to a precision solution.

Record the precision longitude (^LONGp

Add ±10 fps to (to get Avp^). and re-run the conic.

Record the Avp and the resulting A^qj^q
2 C 2

Obtain value "K" by dividing by ±10 (viz., Avp^ -Avp^) the difference

in ©LONGc^ ^LONGq^’

Use "K" to get from Figure 5.2.6-14 the value (Avi-, ) that must be
^ADD

added to Avp^ in order to obtain the required (viz., ^lqNGj)
- ® LONGp^)-

Use Av^ (i.e., Av„ ± Av,^ ) to re-run both conic and the precision
°1 °ADD

solution. (Adding moves the landing site eastward; adding

-Avt-. moves the landing site westward.)
i^ADD ^

For an adjusted-landing- site return from transearth coast , the crew would initially

enter a Avj^ input of zero—the same as for a minimum-fuel return. Recording the

conic- solution longitude and the scalar Av (VERB 06 NOUN 40), the crew would

then allow the precision solution to complete. Should the precision- solution landing

site be imacceptable, the crew would use the plus or minus of the Av value observed

in NOUN 40— rather than the zero Avj^ input—when adding ±10 fps to obtain Avpg*

(See step ^ of reiteration procedure used for translunar coast.) For example, if

the initial AVj^ input yielded an unacceptable landing site, and the value observed in

NOUN 40 (R2) were 400 fps, the crew would add (step ±10 fps to ±400 fps, yielding

±410 fps for an eastward adjustment, or would add -10 fps to -400 fps, yielding

-410 fps for a westward adjustment. Steps 6,7,8, and 9 are performed the same as

for translunar coast.

Near the upper limits of Av or near the minimum-fuel Av, adding or subtracting
10 fps toAV]-)j can result in a Avd„ that is outside the program- constrained limits.
To detect this, the crew should monitor VERB 06 NOUN 40 (register 2) immediately
after the display of the vector Av (output 6). NOUN 40 will display the scalar value
of Av, which will be exactly equal to Avj^g unless Avj^o is outside the limits. Should
the latter occur, the scalar Av observed in NOUN 40 will be the program-limited
value. The program should be allowed to complete the precision solution in order
to discover whether the desired landing site is achievable with the limited Av; if

so, reiteration can be continued by adding a value less than ±10 fps to Avqj^, i.e., a
value that will not exceed the Av limits.
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loop. Should an alarm 00605 occur during the conic computation, the recommended

corrective action would be, first, to reiterate using a specified i.e., other

than zero; if the alarm still occurs, to reiterate using a different t^^. Should an

alarm 00605 occur during the precision computation, the recommended corrective

action would be to reiterate with an increased ^Vj^; the resulting decrease in transit

time should require fewer iterations to converge on a solution. Again, the second

thing to try would be to change the tj^^.

Although it would require lengthy explanation, we have become convinced since the

original design of P37 that a condition triggering alarm code 00613 will never occur.

Nevertheless, should by some remote and unforeseen circumstance the desired entry

flight path not be obtainable, a possible corrective action would be either to increase

the Avj^ or to adjust the Ktg)^.

P37 cannot be used for targeting trajectories begun below 400,000 ft above the Fischer

ellipsoid. Accordingly, the DSKY will flash VERB 37, for an alarm code 20610,

should a t^^ be inadvertently entered that would occur below the earth-entry interface.

The recommended corrective action would be to decrease t^^ such that it occur

above 400,000 ft.

The recommended action for alarm 20607 is to check for valid inputs.

For an alarm 20430 during the conic phase, the crew would select an earlier t^^;

an alarm 20430 during the precision phase is rare and would be corrected by

increasing ^Vj^ or adjusting t^^^ in order to reduce trajectory perturbations caused

by the lunar gravitational field.

5. 2. 6. 6 Additional Restrictions

In addition to its being restricted from transfer trajectories begun within the lunar

sphere of influence, the limitations of P37 are (1) it does not target trajectories

begun from certain positions in the vicinity of the moon (Figure 5.2.6-15), though

not within its sphere of influence, and (2) it does not target out-of-plane maneuvers.

Regarding trajectories targeted from the vicinity of the moon, the number of variables

precludes our defining an exact envelope of no solution . Therefore, for a return

from any area approximating that shown in Figure 5.2.6-15, 'we recommend that

VERB 16 NOUN 38 be used to monitor the program as it attempts to converge to a

precision solution. Monitoring the state-vector time (as described in paragraph

5. 2. 6. 3. 2) is necessary in this instance because, though t^^ fall outside the LSI, the

post-ignition trajectory would, if the solution converged, pass within the sphere of
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influence. The solution does not converge, however, nor is there an alarm; the

only indication is (monitoring NOUN 38) the abnormal behavior of state-vector time.

The corrective action would be to terminate integration (VERB 96 ENTR) and to

reenter the program with an earlier t^^, an increased Avj^, or both.

The reason that P37 is designed to provide only in-plane solutions is to minimize

fuel expenditure and program complexity. The ond exception to the in-plane-only

solutions is when the spacecraft is in the vicinity of the moon (though outside its

sphere of influence) and there is a near collinearity of the r-vector and v-vector,

viz., within 1-1/2 deg. In this situation, when the actual plane cannot be determined,

an arbitrary plane is defined having the minimum possible inclination, i.e., such

that the inclination of the post-maneuver orbit is equal to the angle formed by the

pre-maneuver position vector and the earth's equatorial plane. Again, this occurs

only when r and v.are nearly collinear.

Also inthe category of program limitations are the constraints regarding landing-site

adjustment. The in-plane-only limitation is, itself, one constraint on landing site;

consequently, the crew has very little control over the landing latitude. The second

constraint is related to the discontinuity that exists regarding velocity change and

transit time. For some outbound pre-abort trajectories (see Figures 5.2.6-8d and

-16), the solution of the return-trajectory problem is multivalued for a given Avj^;

consequently, a small change in Avj^ may result in a change from a direct- return

to a return-through- apogee solution. (See Figure 5. 2. 6- 2.) In iterating for

landing- site selection, the crew may observe, for a small change in Avj^, a very

large change in tg^ and, of course, in landing site. As evidenced by Figure 5.2.6-16,

the area in which the discontinuity can occur is quite small; encountering it, the

crew has the option of iterating either for a suitable landing site within the realm

of direct- return solutions or for one within the realm of return-through- apogee

solutions. To more precisely locate the discontinuity, the crew can reiterate for a

solution using one-half the difference in the two preceding Avj^s. The procedure

can be repeated, with progressively smaller differences in Avj^, until the desired

result is obtained.

5. 2.6.7 Program Coordination

Although the execution of P37 requires only an operational command-module computer

(CMC) and does not require the inertial subsystem (ISS) to be on, timing considerations

will usually best be served if the ISS is operating and the IMU is aligned before

P37 is entered. Considering (1) that the ISS is required to be on for at least 15

minutes before the execution of thethrusting program (P40 or P41), (2) thatnormally
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#

imporxanxxnax as iiixie rtc-s luei as possiDie oeusea in aligning xne iiviu. ±'.

when RCS fuel supply is critical, the crew should avoid, if possible, th

of entering P52. One means of avoiding the need for realigning the IMU ii

orient the spacecraft during P51, such that the spacecraft y-axis v

proximately normal to the y, r plane, and then to coarse align the IB

gimbal angles. P51 can then be completed and the IMU left stabilized atari

that should ensure a "final desired middle gimbal angle" of less than

any trajectory targeted by P37, which computes only in-plane soli

local-vertical thrust-vector component y = 0. Again, however, to avoid

IMU Realignment (P52), P51 must be completed within 1 to 3 hours of t^

5. 2. 6. 8 Returns Using Lunar-module Descent Propulsion System (LM D

Should, for some reason, the crew wish to use the LM DPS for the retu

maneuver, the t^Q and Av precision outputs of P37 can be used as tl

entered inputs for targeting an External- Av burn with P30. There is, h<

important exception: in the vicinity of the moon, when r and y may be v

deg collinearity it may be necessary for P37 to compute an arbitrary retu

plane (paragraph 5. 2. 6. 6); the Av output, in that case, would not be Vc

with P30. (Use P21 to determine flight-path angle (^) at desired t^^^; if

1-1/2 deg of +90 or -90 deg, the P37 Av cannot be used with P30.)
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SUBSECTION 5. 3

LGC TARGETING PROGRAMS





n is essentially the same as the CSM P30, in which

accepts targeting parameters, obtained from sources

omputation of required variables for the execution of

dly, P30 displays to the crew and the ground those

to the maneuver for astronaut and ground approval.

ire as follows:

iters, t^Q (time of ignition) and (impulsive Ay.

rtical axes) may have been uplinked during a prior

3C Update Program (P27).

to the thrusting programs, by setting a flag during

; external Ay steering is to be used,

be running or aligned for P30 to run to completion,

3 desired. If so, the ISS and radar should be turned

should be locked on the CSM by the Rendezvous

m (P20). In the LM-active case, radar sighting

ide automatically at intervals of approximately one

acking and updating programs are enabled.

rew procedures relating to P30 during its operation

ram is made by DSKY entry of VERB 37 ENTR 30

) NOUN 33 flashes, with t^^ exhibited in registers 1

and seconds)— indicating that the crew is to run a

yed time. The criterion determining the correctness

it with values uplinked from the MSFN.

esired time, a new time is reloaded, using VERB 25

registers 1 through 3. Another comparison is made

When the displayed t^^ is acceptable, keying PRO
the program. The program then flashes VERB 06

ton of the impulsive Ay components exhibited in the

VERB 25r ENTR;
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components continues until the satisfactory components are exhibited. At this

time, PRO should be keyed. Any PRO response indicates to the program accept-

ance of the components and leads to the execution of certain internal program

functions.

The height of the vehicle at apogee and perigee and the impulsive Av at t^^ are the

next parameters to be exhibited. Consultation with MSFN is made; if the parameters

are not acceptable and the LGC Update, Program (P27) is needed, the astronaut

keys VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR followed by VERB 71 ENTR and the program exits

to P27. If another program is desired at this point, provision is made for the

keying of VERB 37 ENTR xx ENTR, and P30 exits to program number xx. Should

it be desirable to recycle through the whole of P30, the crew member should key

VERB 37 ENTR 30 ENTR. If the parameters are acceptable, a PRO response calls

up the next display.

The last display in P30 is a flashing VERB 16 NOUN 45 with the value of the mark
counter in Rl, time from ignition in R2, and the middle gimbal angle in R3. A PRO
response is the next action, and it terminates P30.

5. 3. 1.2 Computational Sequence and Inputs and Outputs

An event flow diagram of the P30 computational sequence is given in Figure 5.3,1 -1.

Summaries of the input and output parameters are provided in Tables 5.3.1 -I and

5. 3.1 -II, respectively.

In the LM- active situation, all LGC inputs are uplinked to the CMC for state-ve.ctor

confirmation. The CMC has the t^^ and A^j^y components, which have been confirmed

by the ground computer. If a disagreement should exist among the three, the burn

should be postponed until new parameters can be uplinked, or any computer

malfunction is diagnosed and corrected. P30 outputs, if satisfactory, are accepted

as valid by keying PRO, which loads them into the computer.

The input parameters for P30 are the time of ignition, in hours, minutes and seconds,

and the impulsive A^j^y, with the components displayed for confirmation in the

registers. Rendezvous radar marks are relevant only if P30 is used during a

rendezvous sequence with the standard targeting program exit display VERB 16

NOUN 45. Onboard out-of-plane corrections to the inputs can be loaded with

corrections when these parameters are exhibited. A change is entered for each

and a PRO response made. Care should be taken not to let any zero vector get into

the system; other programs trying torunitize a zero vector run into alarm conditions.

Out-ofrplane maneuvers must have the following characteristics:

f
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V37E30E

SET EXTERNAL, DELTA^V EEAd

COMPUtE'lMU GIMBAL ANGLE
AT IGNITION FOR THRUST

: ALONG LM +x AXIS.

IN ROUTINE ROD SELECT

A PROPULSION SYSTEM;

1. DPS: P40

OR 2. RCS: P41

OR 3. APS: P42

Figure 5.3. 1-1. 'External Ay Program (P30)
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TABLE 5. 3. 1- I

EXTERNAL Av INPUTS (P30)

Input Identification
Display

Mnemonic DSKY Register Comments

1. Time of ignition,

*IG-
*

TIG FL V06 N33 R1 ooxxx.
hr

R2 oooxx.

R3 oxx™ X

If the burn is uplinked,
these registers will
display the uplinked
t . If an onboard

-

IG
calculated out-of-
plane maneuver is

being targeted then
T(EVENT) must be
loaded.

2. Impulsive
velocity change
vector,

^^LV

DELTA V(LV) FL V06 N81 R1 xxxx. X
X

R2 xxxx. X
Y

R3 xxxx. X
Z

If the burn is uplinked,
these registers will
display the uplinked
Av (LV). If an
onboard- calculated
out-of-plane maneuver
is being targeted,
then(0, -Y (LM), 0)

must be loaded.

* tiG (TIG) is equivalent to the GET I given in the flowchart.



TABLE 5. 3. l-II



a. T{EVENT) from R36 must equal

b. Rl, R3 must equal 00000.

c. R2 must equal -Y(LM).

If an excessive MGA, perhaps greater than 70 deg, occurs in R3 of flashing VERB
16 NOUN 45 (output 6), the astronaut should perform a realignment. If the ISS is

not running, or if its alignment is unknown (output 6 will have -00002 in R3), it

must be powered up and aligned before the burn. All operations that do not call for

any corrective measures before the burn will be executed by depressing the PRO
key on the DSKY until the program exits through routine ROO and flashes VERB 37

for another crew action.

5. 3. 1.3 Exceptions and Restrictions

In the LM- active program, the time for execution of these operations is longer

than it is in the CSM- active program, due to the necessity of the LGC voice-link

confirmation with the CMC.

If either P40, P41, or P42 is keyed in between two P30 targeting operations for the

same burn, the Avj^y should be reloaded with the original value since the thrusting

program will rotate this vector through a central angle. The thrusting program

then stores this reloaded value in the original location, eliminating the unrotated

vector.

For maneuvers of long duration, the apogee and perigee of an orbit based on a P30

impulsive Av will most likely be wrong since the program adds the impulsive Av

without taking into account accrued orbital degradations. The ground computer,

however, does take these degradations into account. Therefore, the LGC - orbit

configuration must be periodically updated by the ground. This is especially true

after a burn because P30 orbit-change calculations assume an instantaneous Av

while the actual burn is of finite duration.

The problem arises as a result of the immediate approximation of an impulsive

addition to the burn, as opposed to sampled data updating of the changed velocity.

This impulsive Avj^y is input to the computer for display before the burn. The

addition of impulsive A v-^iot computed by AVERAGEG— can cause a "lunar impact"

display in the LGC and the CMC first lunar orbit insertion burn parameters. The

LGC orbit configuration, therefore, must be periodically updated by the ground.

5.3.1. 4 Restarts and Alarms

P30 is restart protected. There are no alarm conditions.
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SECTION 6. 0

POWERED FLIGHT





6.1 INTRODUCTION TO POWERED FLIGHT

Seven programs constitute the powered-flight major modes for the command and

service module (CSM) and the lunar module (LM). Two of the seven are monitor

programs; three use input data from the targeting programs (refer to section 5.0)

to control thrust direction and velocity-to-be-gained during automatic thrusting

maneuvers; the remaining two use input data from the targeting programs to

coordinate short, manually controlled maneuvers. AJl provide DSKY displays for

the crew to monitor the maneuver's progress.

The command-module computer (CMC) powered-flight programs are as follows:

P40. the Service Propulsion System (SPS) Maneuver Program—paragraph

6.2.1

P41, the Reaction Control system (RCS) Maneuver Program—paragraph 6.2.2

P47, the Thrust Monitor Program—paragraph 6.2.3.

The lunar-module guidance computer (LGC) powered-flight programs are as follows:

P40. the Descent Propulsion System (DPS) Maneuver Program—paragraph

6.3.1

P41, the Reaction Control System (RCS) Maneuver Program—paragraph 6.3.2

P42, the Ascent Propulsion System (APS) Maneuver Program—paragraph

6.3.3

P47, the Thrust Monitor Program—paragraph 6.3.4.

The calculations for steering the spacecraft are done in the cross-product steering

loop. The name "cross-product" comes from the steering commands that are

generated by taking the cross-product of two vectors. The term "steering loop"

indicates that the steering computations are done repetitively in a predetermined

cycle, using performance feedback and new guidance input to update output values.

Refer to Figure 6.1-1, below.

Within the steering loop is a digital autopilot (DAP) loop for controlling the spacecraft

attitude during powered flight; the DAP cycles between 10 and 25 times each second.

Because DAP performance is different for the different vehicles, the DAP loop

In the LM, there other powered flight progi for ascent and descent.





Key V37E4 x E

R02 Checks IMU

I
Start AVERAGEG
Start Vq updating

'!

Thrusting
maneuver

Maneuver to right
attitude for thrust
(GSM P40, P41
LM P40, P41, P42)

Integrate state
vector

(GSM P40, P41
LM P40. P41.
P42)

Monitored by
DSKY displays;
steering commands
to DAP (GSM P40,
LM P40, LM P42)

Engine -off

1
Key V37E xx E

to terminate AVERAGEG

Figure 6. 1-2. Powered Flight Logic
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In a 2- second computation cycle, the AVERAGEG Routine uses input position, velocity,

and gravity acceleration vectors, as well as the velocity change measured by the

PIPAs, to compute updated position and current gravity acceleration vectors. Updated

velocity is then computed using (1) an average of current and past sample gravitational

acceleration and (2) applied Av. These outputs are used as inputs in the next

AVERAGEG cycle.

The velocity change measured by the PIPAs is stored in the computer, from which

it is read by the AVERAGEG routine. (See above.) But the PIPAs have an inherent

bias error. During thrusting, the bias error is small in proportion to the movement

measured by the PIPAs. When thrusting terminates, however, the PIPAs continue

to measure movement, and the uncompensated bias error becomes large in proportion

to the movement measured. Thus, to avoid disproportionate accumulations of bias

errors, AVERAGEG should be terminated as soon as possible after thrusting

terminates.

The earth-gravity-subroutine computation includes a single oblateness term; the

lunar computation includes none. Section 5, GSOP, paragraph 5.3.2 gives details of

the computation.

6.1.2 Cross-product Steering Subroutine

The cross-product steering subroutine extrapolates v^^ for VQ-updating, generates

steering commands to the DAP, computes time from cutoff, and issues engine-off

commands. Cross-product steering nulls the input Vq by controlling the thrust

direction: the combination of properly oriented thrust acceleration and inherent

gravitational acceleration eventually nulls the guidance Vq. Thrust is terminated

when the desired velocity increment has been achieved. It is the function of guidance

to ensure that nulling the will achieve the desired y.

The general objective of cross-product steering is to align (a.p - cb) with v^^, where:

jTq = Yj^ ~ X - required velocity - actual

velocity

= thrust acceleration





Module







A switch is set in the Lambert targeting programs (P34 and P35) to indicate whether

Xrp is within a specified cone angle, e, measured from the 180-deg transfer angle

condition. If within this cone angle, _Erp is rotated into the active vehicle orbital

plane, so that excessive plane change and Av are avoided. In the intercept targeting

programs (P34 and P35) the cone angle e is set at 15 deg, and active vehicle transfer

angles between 165 deg and 195 deg are normally avoided in the targeting procedure.

If a transfer angle condition falling within this 180 ±15-deg sector is either

intentionally selected, during the TPI targeting (P34), or is the result of a rendezvous

midcourse correction maneuver (P35) during an intercept trajectory targeted for

more than 180 deg, the Lambert Routine increases the cone angle € to 45 deg so

that the active vehicle transfer angle will not change from inside, to outside, the

cone angle during the powered maneuver. Such a condition is undesirable since the

intercept trajectory would be retargeted during the powered maneuver. Likewise,

if the initial transfer angle falls outside the 15-deg cone angle of P34 and P35, e is

decreased to 10 deg to reduce the possibility of the transfer angle changing from

outside to inside the cone angle during a powered maneuver.

Figure 6. 1.2-1 shows how the Lambert mode fits into the Cross-product Steering

Routine. When no new Lambert solution is available, v^ is extrapolated from the

current When a new Lambert solution is available, the computed value of Vq

is corrected by adding the incremental difference between the calculated, expected

change in v and the PIPA-measured Ay. A new Lambert computation is scheduled

to begin at the end of the cross-product steering calculations, the corrected Lambert

is then used as input to the extrapolation of y^.

ASTEER is an LGC modification of the Lambert steering concept. It can be used

because of the characteristics of lunar orbit rendezvous maneuvers (i.e., for small

powered flight maneuvers, variation in the semimajor axis (a) of thedesired Lambert

soltuion is negligible). ASTEER guidance is like Lambert guidance, except (1)

v^-bounce is eliminated and (2) computation load is reduced (since ^ does not have

to be recalculated).
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6.2 CMC POWERED FLIGHT PROGRAMS

The Command Module Computer (CMC) has a thrust monitor program (P47) and

two thrust control programs—P40 for Service Propulsion System (SPS) maneuvers

and P41 for Reaction Control System (RCS) maneuvers. The cross-product steering

cycle, which generates steering commands in P40, has been discussed in paragraph

6.1. The digital autopilot (DAP) implements these commands.

During powered flight, the thrust vector control (TVC) DAP controls the spacecraft

attitude in accord with steering commands from the cross-product steering

computations. Pitch and yaw control of the vehicle is achieved through the deflection

of the single gimbaled SPS engine mounted on the service module, while attitude

control about the roll axis is provided by the TVC ROLL DAP using the RCS jets.

The TVC DAP computes gimbal- servo commands in response to computed errors

between commanded and measured attitudes. The operation takes place as follows:

a. The CMC steering loop computations generate incremental attitude

commands in inertial coordinates and transform them into body

coordinates.

b. A coupling data unit (CDU) measures the gimbal angles of the inertial

measurement unit (IMU) and generates pulses representing small, fixed

increments in these angles. These pulses are transmitted to the CMC
where they are summed and held in a CDU register.

c. The CDU register is sampled regularly by the DAP program, which

back-differences the CDU angles to obtain the incremental variations

over each sampling interval.

d. The CDU increments over each sampling interval are then transformed

into body coordinates and subtracted from the commanded increments

generated by the steering program.

e. The resulting differences represent attitude-error increments, which

are then summed to form attitude errors in body coordinates. Small

initial attitude errors resulting from an ullage maneuver (RCS thrusting

to settle the SPS propellant) prior to SPS thrusting are neglected in the

CSM/LM dap, which zeros the error registers at ignition. This is

done to avoid exciting the bending modes by the effects of initial errors.

In the CSM, where bending is less of a problem, the errors are correctly

initialized.











a. Gravity—by averaging the gravitational acceleration vector over 2- sec

increments of time

b. Thrusting—by discrete velocity increments as measured by the PIPAs.

The state vector is updated by AVERAGEG every 2 seconds, AVERAGEG is used
during burns because of its speed in updating. It should be terminated as soon as

possible after the burn, however, to avoid accumulation of PIPA bias errors. Refer

to subsection 6.1 fpr a more detailed discussion of AVERAGEG.

6. 2. 1.2 Cross-Product Steering (External Av and Lambert Aim point)

Cross-product steering is used to guide the thrust direction. The two modes. External

Av and Lambert aimpoint, use the cross-product steering concept to control the

thrust direction along the velocity-to-be-gained (y^) vector and to terminate thrust

when the desired velocity increment has been achieved. The two modes differ in

method of computing v^. External Ay is characterized by a non-rotating burn and

therefore uses a single initial value of y^ in its computations. Lambert aimpoint

periodically recomputes
y^^

(required velocity) to achieve an intercept with the

specified target vector at the specified time.

In External Ay, since the change of velocity cannot be made instantaneously, the

routine uses a compensated inplane velocity to compute y^ rather than the actual

desii ed-velocity-change vector.

The 2- second cycles of the cross-product steering functions often do not allow enough

time to complete a Lambert computation in each cycle. Consequently, values from

the lafit complete Lambert computation are used to determine y^ by extrapolating

current values until new data are available from a complete Lambert computation.

Fora detailed explanation of External Ay and Lambert aimpoint, refer to subsection

6 , 1 .

6. 2. 1.3 P40 Procedures

Tables 6. 2.1-1 and -II show P40 displays and extended verbs, respectively. Figure

6. 2, 1-1 is the program flowchart. Before entering P40, the Autopilot Data Load

Routine (R03) and a prethrust program (P3x) must be performed. In addition, the

IMU must be powered up and aligned.

The crew selects P40 (via the DSKY) at a time, specified by crew procedures, to

allow sufficient time before ignition for prethrust activities, such as arming the
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TABLE 6. 2. l-I

DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED WITH P40 (SHEET 1 OF 2)

DSKY
Initiated

By Purpose Condition Register

> N09E Astronaut Verify PROG
alarm

.00205 bad PIPA reading
detected

00210 ISS not on
00220 IMU orientation

unknown
01301 arc-sine or arc-

cosine argument
too large

01407 velocity-to-be-
gained increasing

01703 time of ignition
slipped

R1 xxxxx*
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx

, V50 N18 R60 Display required
gimbal angles

OGA-roll
IGA - pitch
MGA - yaw

R1 XXX. x>

R2 XXX. x>

R3 XXX. xj

B N18 R60 Display of final

gimbal angles
OGA
IGA
MGA

R1 XXX. xj
R2 XXX. xs
R3 XXX. xs

, V50 N25 P40 Please perform
SPS gimbal test
drive option

00204 gimbal drive test
option

R1 00204

6 N40 P40 Display Time from tjQ
Velocity to-be-gained
Sum of acquired velocity

R1 xxBxx
R2 xxxx.

s

R3 xxxx.

s

, V99 N40 P40 Request SPS engine

-

on enable
— ...

V97 N40 R40 Low thrust
detected

...

VI 6 N40 P40 Burn complete Time from cutoff
Remaining v^
Sum of velocify acquired

R1 xxBxx

I

R2 xxxx.

s

R3 xxxx.

X

VI 6 N85 P40 Display remaining Components of R1 xxxx.

X



TABLE

DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED

DSKY Initiated by Purpose r
i’L VI 6 N44 R30 Display orbital h

parameters (R30)

'L VI 6 N54 R31 Display h
3

TABLE 6. 2. 1

EXTENDED VERBS FC

VERB Identification

2 ENTR Do R30

ENTR Do R31

Purpose

Compute an
play relevar
parameters

D:' splay ren



SPS Me (P40) (She«





IF CROSS PRODUCT
STEERING DETECTS
VG INCREASING
PROG LT—ON.
FOR DISPLAY OF
ALARM CODE 1407
KEY V5N9E.

Figure 6. 2. 1-1. SPS Maneuver Program (P40) (Sheet 3 of
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on, and the crew will feel an acceleration
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of approximately 0.2 to 1.0 g. If the crew fails to key PRO before tj^, it may still

PRO and the engine will light instantly.

During the burn, the astronaut should avoid using extended verbs since a VERB 97

display (low thrust) could be masked (i.e. , not displayed on DSKY). In the Lambert
mode, the computer may not have enough VAC area to perform both the Lambert
computations and the extended verb. R1 displays time from engine cutoff. If R2 is

increasing or if the PROG light goes on and alarm code 01407 occurs, there was
probably an error in the initial attitude maneuver.

The crew can monitor the pitch and yaw attitude errors, as determined by the TVC
autopilot, on the FDAI needles.

During the burn, if the system should detect a bad PIPA reading, the program will

store an alarm code of 00205. The astronaut should switch to SCS control. If low

thrust is detected by the computer, the program enters the Thrust Fail Routine

{R40). The DSKY displays flashing VERB 97 NOUN 40 requesting action on thrust

failure. (R40 is discussed in detail in paragraph 6. 2. 1.5.1.)

At cutoff time fhe program shuts off the SPS engine and the SPS THRUST
light goes out. The DSKY displays a flashing VERB 16 NOUN 40 to indicate

completion of the SPS burn; the crew replies by keying PRO. After 2 seconds, the

DSKY displays a flashing VERB 16 NOUN 85 (the three components of the remaining

Vq, in control coordinates). The crew should use the RHC and THC to null the

remaining Vq to a value specified in the checklist. The crew keys PRO to get to

the flashing VERB 37.

The crew may desire to review the post-burn orbital parameters (R30), or it may

desire to review the range and range rate to the LM (R31/R34).

AVERAGEG will continue running until a new major mode is selected; therefore

this selection must be made immediately to avoid accumulation of PIPA bias errors.

6, 2. 1.4 Time Lines

Figure 6. 2. 1-2 relates the P40 flowchart to crew observance and response.
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logical flow of R40. A flashing VERB 97 NOUN
t fail. If the engine comes back on at full strength

luethe burn. To perform a manual thrust, the brew
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Figure 6. 2.1-3. SPS Thrust Fail Routine (R40)
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6. 2. 2-1 is a flowchart of P4

Before entering P41, the Aul

(P3x) must be performed.

When the crew selects P41,

tine (R02) and illuminates tl

the IMU orientation is not k

initial thrust direction and 1

At the completion of R02, t

flashes VERB 50 NOUN If





TABLE

EXTENDED VERBS

VERB Identification Purpose Remarks

82 ENTR Do R30 Compute and display-

relevant orbital
parameters

DSKY displays apogee,
perigee; and time of free
fall

83 ENTR Do R31 Display rendezvous
parameters

DSKY displays range,
range rate and theta, the
angle between local hori-
zontal and the space-
craft X-axis
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the maneuver is performed by the autopilot, the crew places the SC CONT switch

in CMC. the CMC MODE switch in AUTO, and then keys PRO to VERB 50 NOUN
18, signaling the RCS DAP to begin the maneuver via R60.

During the maneuver, anon-flashing VERB 06 NOUN 18 displays the final gimbal

angles, and the crew monitors the maneuver on the FDAl ball and needles. If gimbal

lock is approached, or if the entire maneuver is done manually, the crew uses the

RHC to complete the maneuver. (Once the RHC is removed from detent, the automatic

maneuvering routine ceases and can be reinitiated only by keying PRO in response

to the flashing VERB 50 NOUN 18.) A VERB 50 NOUN 18 display occurs upon

completion of the R60 maneuver. To exit from R60, the crew keys ENTR in response

to VERB 50 NOUN 18.

Upon completion .(or termination) of R60, the DSKY displays (and repeats every

second) VERB 06 NOUN 85; the three registers contain the three components of

Vq, in control coordinates. The total velocity to be acquired during the maneuver

is displayed and decreases when the maneuver begins. Nominally, the crew places

SC CONT in CMC and CMC MODE in AUTO or HOLD.

The program at this time enters the State Vector Integration Routine (R41) which

integrates the CSM state vector ahead to t^^-SO seconds. If R41 cannot be completed

before t^Q-42.5, a program alarm (code 01703) is generated and the time of ignition

is slipped. R41 is explained in more detail in paragraph 6. 2. 1.5. 2.

At t^Q-35, the DSKY is blanked for 5 seconds, then the VERB 16 NOUN 85 display

will start to monitor the same register data. If updating is being executed in

the External Ay mode, a change of more than 0.4 ft/ sec in any component during

the period t^^-SO to t^^ indicates excessive PIPA bias.

At t^Q, the program flashes VERB 16 NOUN 85. The crew, using the RHC and

THC, should null the veloclty-to-be-gained to a value specified in the checklist.

Upon completion of thrusting, the crew keys PRO to end major mode P41.

The crew may select the Orbital Parameters Display (VERB 82 ENTR) to check

apogee altitude, perigee altitude, and time of free-fall. If R2— showing perigee

altitude— is greater than 49.4 n. mi. (near earth) or 5.8 n. mi. (near the moon),

R3— showing time of free-fall— should read minus 59 minutes 59 seconds. The

crew key PRO to return to the flashing VERB 3 7 display.
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The crew can key VERB 83 ENTR to monitor the range, range rate, and the angle

between local horizontal and the spacecraft X-axis.

AVERAGEG will continue running until a new major mode is selected. Therefore,

immediate new-mode selection is imperative to avoid accumulation of PIPA bias

errors.

6. 2. 2. 2 Time Lines

The time lines shown in Figure 6. 2. 2-2 relate the program flowchart to crew

observance and response.

6. 2. 2. 3 Alarms

The alarm codes which may occur in P41 are listed below and a detailed explanation

of each follows;

a. Alarm code 00205 occurs when a bad PIPA reading is detected.

b. Alarm code 00210 occurs if the ISS is not on.

c. Alarm code 00220 occurs if the IMU orientation is not known.

d. Alarm code 01301 occurs if the arc-sine or arc-cosine argument is too

large.

e. Alarm code 01703 occurs if the time of ignition is slipped.

Alarm code 00205 may occur during the thrusting maneuver. The maneuver should

then probably be terminated since the display and AVERAGEG state vector

maintenance will no longer be valid.

Alarm code 01301 may occur during R60. After verifying the alarm (i.e., keying in

VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR) the crew should select P52 to realign the IMU. Then

P41 may be reselected.

For a detailed explanation of the occurrence of alarm codes 00210 and 00220 and

01703, refer to paragraph 6. 2. 1.6.

6. 2. 2. 4 Restarts

Should a restart occur during P41, the RESTART light on the DSKY will be illuminated.

No other effects will be noticed by the crew.
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6.2.3 P47, Thi Monitor Program—CMC

P47, the powered flight monitor program, maintains the CSM state vector during a

,
thrusting maneuver not controlled by the GNCS and provides a monitor of the

maneuver's progress for the crew. For example, the trans-lunar insertion (TLl)

maneuver is done using the SIVB; the final docking maneuver in rendezvous is done

using THC manual control; in case of an SPS engine failure during the second lunar

orbit insertion (L012) maneuver, or late in the first lunar orbit insertion (LOIl)

maneuver (when enough fuel has been used to make a sufficiently light vehicle), the

LM DPS or APS engine can be used to initiate a return to earth.

The program uses the AVERAGEG routine for state vector updating. (For an

explanation of AVERAGEG use, refer to subsection 6.1.)

6. 2. 3.1 P47 Procedures

Tables 6. 2. 3-1 and -II present the displays and extended verbs associated with P47.

Figure 6. 2. 3-1 is the program flowchart. Before entering P47, the CMC and the

IMU must be on and aligned.

Upon selection of P47, shortly before t^^, the program performs the IMU Status

Check Routine (R02) and illuminates the PROG light if the ISS is off (i.e., alarm

code is 00210) or the IMU orientation is unknown (alarm code is 00220).

At the completion of R02, the program enters the State Vector Integration Routine

(R41), which integrates the CSM state vector ahead to a specified number of seconds

(c). In e s^coJMis, the AVERAGEG cycle begins. (Refer to paragraph 6. 2. 1. 5. 2

for a description of' R41. )

The DSKY displays a flashing VERB 16 NOUN 83 with the three components of

acquired Ay, in control coordinates. The registers contain zeros initially; the contents

are updated every 2 seconds.

While the thrusting maneuver is performed, the crew must monitor the FDAI ball

to avoid gimbal lock. If the PROG light goes on during the maneuver, the occurrence

of an alarm code 00205 indicates the detection of a bad PIPA reading. If the crew

wishes to recycle the display (zeroing the registers), VERB 32 ENTR can be keyed.

To terminate major mode P47, the crew keys PRO. The DSKY then flashes VERB
37, requesting the selection of a new major mode. It is important to respond to



TABLE 6. 2. 3-1

DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED WITH P47

DSKY Initiated by Purpose Condition Register

V05 N09E Astronaut Verify PROG
alarm

00205 Bad PIPA reading
detected

00210 ISS not on
00220 IMU orientation

unknown

R1 xxxxx
R2 xxxxx
R3 xxxxx*

FL VI 6 N83 P47 Display Av
acquired

Three components in

control coordinates
R1 xxxx.x ft/sec
R2 xxxx.x ft/ sec
R3 xxxx.x ft/ sec

FL V16 N44 R30 Display
orbital
parameters

Apogee altitude

Perigee altitude

Time of free fall

R1 xxxx.x n. mi.
R2 xxxx.x n. mi.
R3 xxBxxinin»sec

FL VI 6 N54 R31 Display

Theta

R1 XXX. XX n. mi.
R2 xxxx.x ft/ sec
R3 XXX. XX deg

FL VI 6 N53 R34 Display
Range rate
Phi

R1 XXX. XX n.mi.
R2 xxxx.x ft/ sec
R3 XXX. XX deg

V16 N62 Astronaut Display Velocity
Rate of altitude change
Altitude

R1 xxxxx. ft/ sec
R2 xxxxx. ft/ sec
R3 xxxx.x n.mi.

The alarm codes are displayed as follows:

R1 = First alarm following error reset
R2 = Second alarm following error reset
R3 = Most recent alarm
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P40 uses the AVERAGEG routine for state vector updating and cross-product steering

for guiding the thrust direction. AVERAGEG and cross-product steering are

discussed in subsection 6.1.

6. 3. 1.1 P40 Procedures

Tables 6. 3.1-1 and -II show P40 displays and extended verbs, respectively. Figure

6.3. 1-1 is the program flowchart. Before entering P40, the following must be

performed:

a. LGC turned on

b. R03, Autopilot Data Load Routine

c. P3x, a prethrust program

d. ISS on for at least 1 5 minutes

e. IMU at a known orientation.

Crew procedures specify how long before DPS ignition the crew must select P40,

via the DSKY, to allow sufficient time for performing the necessary routines before

ignition. P40 first checks for the presence of the DPS. If the DPS has bee*- staged,

the DSKY will flash VERB 05 NOUN 09 and display alarm code 01706. The crew

can respond by keying in VERB 34 ENTR to terminate P40.

The program next enters the IMU Status Check Routine (R02), as in the CSM P40.

Upon completion of R02, the program computes the initial thrust direction of y^,
and the preferred IMU orientation, and then enters the Attitude Maneuver Routine

(R60). This routine is similar to the CSM R60 (refer to paragraph 6, 2. 1.3) except

that the PGNS MODE CONTROL switch (on the STAB/CONT panel) is in the AUTO
position for an automatic maneuver and that the NOUN 18 display shows FDAI angles

rather than gimbal angles. There is apossibility of a01301 alarm during the maneuver

if the arc- sine or arc-cosine argument is too large. Alarm 00401 indicates that

the final gimbal angles would be in gimbal lock.

Upon completion (or termination) of R60, the program checks whether the GUID
CONT switch has been set to PGNS, the PGNS MODE CONTROL switch to AUTO
and the THR CONT switch to AUTO. If these settings (i.e., modes) have not been

selected, the DSKY flashes VERB 50 NOUN 25 with R1 containing 00203. If the

crew prefer not to select these modes during the thrusting maneuver, they can key

ENTR. Otherwise, the crew can place the GUID CONT switch in the PGNS position,

the PGNS MODE CONTROL switch to AUTO, the THR CONT switch to AUTO, and

key PRO.
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ahead to the time that the AVERAGEG routine will be turned on by the thrusting

program. R41 allows 20 seconds in the LM for completion of integration as opposed

to 12.5 seconds in the CSM. If the state vector integration cannot be completed

before the specified time, a program alarm occurs (alarm code 01703) and the tj^

is slipped. P47 enters R41 at B and omits any specification of the time.

6. 3. 1.3 Alarms

A list of alarm codes that may occur in P40 follows, with a detailed description for

remedying the alarms:

a. Alarm code 00210 occurs if the IMU is not operating.

b. Alarm code 00220 occurs if the IMU orientation is unknown.

c. Alarm code 00401 occurs if the desired gimbal angles would yield gimbal

lock.

d. Alarm code 01301 occurs if an arc- sine or arc- cosine argument is too

large.

e. Alarm code 01407 occurs if the velocity-to-be-gained is increasing.

f. Alarm code 01703 occurs if the t^^ is slipped.

g. Alarm code 01 706 occurs if P40 is selected, but the DPS has been staged.

Alarm codes 00210 and 00220 may occur immediately after P40 calls the IMU Status

Check Routine; they appear as PROG alarms on the DSKY. The crew must key

VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR to identify the abnormality, depress KEY RED and RSET
when the alarm is identified, and respond to flashing VERB 37.

Alarm code 00401 may occur during R60 if the computed desired gimbal angles

would produce gimbal lock (i.e., MGA s 70 deg). The crew can maneuver if the

maximum middle gimbal angle is less than 85 degrees, or the crew can realign the

IMU.

Alarm code 01301 may also occur during R60. It is intended fortesting and debugging

and is not likely to occur in flight.

Alarm code 01407 may occur during thrusting. The crew should terminate thrusting

and check orbital parameters.

Alarm code 01703 may occur during R41. After the COMP ACTY light goes out,

the crew will note a discontinuity in the contents of DSKY R1 (i.e., time from t^^^).
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6.3.2 P41, Reaction Control System Maneuver Program —LGC

P41, one of the powered flight guidance programs, can be used to coordinate the

timing of short, manually controlled Reaction Control System (RCS) burns whenever

a change-of-orbit maneuver is required. During these burns, P41 maintains the

L.M state vector and provides the crew with a monitor of the maneuver's progress.

A prethrust program, P3x. establishes the parameters needed for thrust control.

P41 uses the AVERAGEG routine for state-vector updating and the_^ updating cycles

to compute DSKY displays. (Refer to subsection 6.1.)

6. 3. 2.1 P41 Procedures

Tables 6.3.2-T;and -H show P41 displays and extended verbs, respectively. Figure

6. 3. 2-1 is a flowchart of P41.

Before entering P41, the following must be performed;

a. LGC turned on

b. R03, Autopilot Data Load routine

c. P3x, a prethrust program

d. ISS on for at least 15 minutes

e. IMU at a known orientation.

When the crew select P41, the program performs the IMU Status Check Routine

(R02) and illuminates the PROG light if the IMU is not operating (alarm code 00210)

or if the IMU orientation is not known (alarm code 00220). At the completion of

R02, the program computes the initial thrust direction of v^ and the preferred IMU

orientation and then enters the Attitude Maneuver Routine (R60). R60 is similar to

the CSM R60 except that the PGNS MODE CONTROL switch (on the STAB/CONT
panel) is in the AUTO position for an automatic maneuver, and the NOUN 18 display

shows FDAI angles rather than gimbal angles. There is a possibility of a 00401

alarm, indicating that the final gimbal angles would produce gimbal lock. A 01301

alarm would indicate an arc- sine or arc -cosine argument that is too large.

Upon completion (or termination) of R60, the DSKY displays (and updates every 1

second) VERB 16 NOUN 85; the three registers contain the three components of^
in LM body axes.
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TABLE 6. 3. 2-1

DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED WITH

Code

00210

00220

IMU
IMU

00401

FDAIX - roll

FDAIY - pitch

FDAIZ - yaw

FDAIX - roll

FDAIY - pitch

FDAIZ - yaw

Display Components c

LM body axes

rhe alai :odes are displayed as follows:



TABLE 6. 3. 2-II

EXTENDED VERBS FOR USE WITH P41

VERB Identification Purpose Remarks

32 ENTR Do R30 Compute and display

relevant orbital

parameters (apogee,

perigee, time of free

fall)

FL V16 N44

R1 = xxxx. X n. mi.

R2 = xxxx. X n. mi.

R3 = xxBxx min, sec

83 ENTR Do R31 Display rendezvous

parameters (range;

range rate; theta, the

angle between local

horizontal and the

LM-tZ-axis)

FL V16 N54

R1 = XXX. XX n. mi.

R2 - xxxx. X ft /sec

R3 = XXX. XX deg
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The program next enters the State Vector Integration Routine, which integrates the

LM state vector ahead to t^^ -30 seconds. (Refer to paragraph 6. 3. 1.2. 2.) Other

than the COMP ACTY light, the only visible sign that the routine is being performed

would be the possible occurrence of alarm 01703 indicating, tj^, has been slipped to

allow sufficient time to complete integration. The new t^^ will be used for the

time-of-ignition displayed in R1 of VERB 06 NOUN 40 after integration has been

completed.

At t^Q -35 seconds, the DSKY will be blanked for 5 seconds, after which time the

DSKY displays return, indicating the start of AVERAGEG and the v^ updating cycles.

At t^Q, the DSKY will flash VERB 16 NOUN 85 to request response. The crew

should null the residual _Vj^ by using the manual controls. Upon completion of

thrusting, the crew key PRO to end major mode P41.

The crew can select the Orbital Parameters Display (VERB 82 ENTR) to check for

reasonable pericenter. The crew key PRO to return to the flashing VERB 37 display.

AVERAGEG will continue running until a new major mode is selected. Therefore,

immediate new-mode selection is imperative to avoid accumulation of PIPA bias

6. 3. 2. 2 Alarms

The alarm codes that may occur in P41 are listed below; a detailed explanation of

each is given in paragraph 6. 3. 1.3:

a. Alarm code 00210 occurs if the IMU is not on.

b. Alarm code 00220 occurs if the IMU orientation is unknown.

c. Alarm code 00401 occurs if the desired gimbal , angles would yield gimbal

lock.

d. Alarm code 01301 occurs if an arc- sine or arc-cosine argument is too

large.

e. Alarm code 01703 occurs if the time-of-ignition is slipped.

6. 3. 2. 3 Restarts

Should a restart occur during P41, the RESTART light on the DSKY would be

illuminated. A restart will terminate automatic attitude maneuvers (R60). The

crew can recover by keying PRO in response to the flashing VERB 50 NOUN 18

that returns to the DSKY after the restart.
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6.3.3 1 is the program flowchart. Before entering P42, the following must be

performed:

a. LGC turned on

b. R03, Autopilot Data Load Routine

c. P3x, a prethrust program

d. ISS on for at least 15 minutes

e. IMU at a known orientation.

Crew procedures specify how long before APS ignition the crew must select P42 to

allow sufficient time for performing the necessary routines. The program first

checks for the. presence of the DPS. If the DPS has not been staged, the DSKY will

flash VERB 05 NOUN 09 and display alarm code 01706. The crew have two choices:

they can terminate P42 by keying VERB 34 ENTR, or they can key PRO and stage the

DPS in the time interval between t^^ -30 seconds and t^^. The DPS is staged by

depressing either the STAGE or the ABORT STAGE pushbuttons.

The program next enters the IMU Status Check Routine (R02) as in the CSM P40.

Upon completion of R02, the program computes the initial thrust direction of jjTq

and the preferred IMU orientation and then enters the Attitude Maneuver Routine

(R60). This routine is similar to the CSM R60 except that the PGNS MODE CONTROL
switch (on the STAB/CONT panel) is in the AUTO position for an automatic maneuver

and that the NOUN 18 display shows FDAI angles rather than gimbal angles. There

is a possibility of a 00401 alarm, indicating that the final or initial gimbal angles

would yield gimbal lock. A 01301 alarm would indicate' an arc-sine or arc-

cosine argument is too large.

Upon completion (or termination) of R60, the program checks whether PGNS CONT
and AUTO ATT CONT modes have been selected (and whether THR CONT is in

AUTO if the DPS has not been staged). If they have not been selected, the DSKY

flashes VERB 50 NOUN 25 with R1 containing 00203. If the crew prefer not to

select these modes during the thrusting maneuver, they can key ENTR. Otherwise they

would place the GUID CONT switch in the PGNS position and the PGNS MODE
CONTROL switch in the AUTO position (the THR CONT in AUTO if the DPS has not

been staged) and key PRO.

Next the program commands the APS off and displays VERB 06 NOUN 40, with the

registers containing the following:
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R1 = time from

R2 = magnitude of velocity-to-be-gained

R3 = magnitude of Ay

The program next enters the State Vector Integration Routine (refer to paragraph
6. 3. 1.2. 2). which integrates the LM state vector ahead to t^^ -30 seconds. Although

this routine differs slightly from its CSM counterpart, the crew would be unaware
of any differences. Other than the COMP ACTY light, the only visible sign that

R41 is running is the possible occurrence of an alarm (alarm code 01703), indicating

tfo has been slipped to allow sufficient time to complete integration. The new t^^

will be used for the time-to-ignition displayed in R1 of VERB 06 NOUN 40 after

integration has been completed.

At t^Q -35 seconds, the DSKY will be blank for 5 seconds. At t^^^ -29 (R1 = -00B29).

the VERB 06 NOUN 40 display will return, indicating the start of AVERAGEG and

cross-product steering cycles. For the next 15 seconds, the crew should watch R3
to see that it does not exceed 0.5 ft/ sec, which would indicate excessive PIPA bias

errors. If excessive PIPA bias errors are so detected, the crew should go to backup

procedures.

If the DPS has not been staged, the crew must stage it between t^^^ -30 seconds and

^IG-

At t^Q -5, the program flashes VERB 99 NOUN 40 to request "please perform

engine-on enable." At t^^^ -3.5 seconds, ullage begins. After sufficient ullage, as

indicated by an increase in R3, the crew permit APS ignition by keying PRO.

Should the crew choose not to permit ignition, they may avoid the burn altogether by

keying VERB 34 ENTR or complete the maneuver with the RCS jets by keying ENTR.

If the astronaut has chosen to permit ignition, the VERB 06 NOUN 40 display returns

until t^Q. After ignition, R1 will contain time from cutoff (TFC), which is initially

calculated and displayed. This display will count down with elapsed time until TVC
steering is initiated, when TFC is recalculated every 2 seconds by the guidance

equations. The display of TFC is updated every 1 second. If the burn is to be

impulsive (i. e. , TFC < 6 sec), it will be done with no steering.

The crew can identify early, normal, or late engine cutoff from assessment of DSKY
displays. If engine cutoff is late, the crew can depress the engine STOP pushbutton

and go to backup procedures. An early cutoff would be detected by the program,

which would then transfer control to R40, the Thrust Fail Routine (paragraph

6. 3. 1.2.1). After normal cutoff, the crew disarm the APS.

t
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The DSKY flashes VERB 16 NOUN 40 to request proceed. The crew can record the

register values as desired and key PRO.

The DSKY flashes VERB 16 NOUN 85, to request response, and displays the

components of the current velocity-to-be-gained resolved along the LM axes. The

Vq vector will be updated by the cross-product steering computations every 2-second

cycle. The crew can null the components using manual controls if they

choose. At this point, the Orbital Parameters Display Routine (R30) can be selected

(VERB 82 ENTR) to check for reasonable pericenter. To exit P42, the crew key

PRO in response to the flashing VERB 16 NOUN 85.

AVERAGEG will continue running until a new major mode is selected. Therefore,

Immediate new-mode selection is imperative to avoid accumulation of PIPA bias

errors.

6. 3.3. 2 Alarms

A list of alarm codes that may occur in P42 follows; a detailed description is given

in paragraph 6. 3. 1.3:

a. Alarm code 00210 occurs if the IMU is not operating.

b. Alarm code 00220 occurs if the IMU orientation is unknown.

c. Alarm code 00401 occurs if the desired gimbal angles would yield gimbal

lock.

d. Alarm code 01301 occurs if an arc-sine or arc-cosine argument is too large.

e. Alarm code 01407 occurs if the velocity-to-be-gained is increasing.

f. Alarm code 01703 occurs if t^^ is slipped.

g. Alarm code 01706 occurs if P42 is selected but the DPS has not been

staged. The crew may choose to continue P42, staging the DPS between

tfG
" 30 seconds and t^^, by responding to the flashing display with

PRO.

6. 3. 3. 3 Restarts

Should a restart occur, the RESTART light on the DSKY would be illuminated. A
restart will terminate automatic attitude maneuvers (R60). The crew can recover
by keying PRO in response to the flashing VERB 50 NOUN 18 that returns to the

DSKY after the restart.
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6.3.4 P47, Thi Monitor Program—LGC

P47, the powered flight monitor program, maintains the LM state vector during a

thrusting maneuver not controlled by the GNCS and provides a monitor of the

maneuver's progress for the crew. The program uses the AVERAGEG routine for

state vector updating. (For an explanation of AVERAGEG use, refer to subsection

6.1.) There is no important difference between the thrust monitor programs for

the CSM and the LM.

6. 3. 4.1 P47 Procedures

Tables 6. 3. 4-1 and -II present the displays and extended verbs associated with P47.

Figure 6. 3. 4-1 is the program flowchart. Before entering P47, the LGC and the

ISS must be on—the latter for at least 15 minutes.

Upon selection of P47, shortly before t^^^, the program performs the IMU Status

Check Routine (R02) and illuminates the PROG light if the ISS is off (i.e., alarm

code 00210) or the IMU orientation is unknown (alarm code 00220).

At the completion of R02, the program enters the State Vector Integration Routine

(R41), which integrates the LM state vector ahead to 20 seconds from the start of

last time step. The AVERAGEG cycle begins at that time. (Refer to paragraph

6. 3. 1. 2. 2 for a description of R41. )

The DSKY displays a flashing. VERB 16 NOUN 83 with the three components of

acquired A3^ in control coordinates. The registers contain zeros initially; the contents

are updated every 2 seconds.

While the thrusting maneuver is performed, the crew must monitor the FDAI ball

to avoid gimbal lock. At the end of the maneuver, the crew can recycle the display

(zeroing the registers), by keying in VERB 32 ENTR.

To terminate major mode P47, the crew key PRO. The DSKY then flashes VERB
37, requesting the selection of a new major mode. It is important to respond to

this immediately to terminate AVERAGEG and thus to avoid accumulation of PIPA
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7.2.1 P51, IMU Orientation Determination Program—CMC

The IMU Orientation Determination Program (P51) is used during free fall to

determine the present stable member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference

Coordinate System and the associated REFSMM AT. This is accomplished by sighting

on two navigation stars, or known celestial bodies, with the scanning telescope (SCT)

or the sextant (SXT). [Only the star line of sight (SLOS) is used when the crew

performs celestial body sightings and marking using the SXT.] Determining the stable

member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate system requires

the transformation matrix REFSMMAT.

where HySM’ -ZSM
define the orientations of the stable

member axes with respect to the

Basic Reference Coordinate System

.

The crew acquire the desired celestial bodies by maneuvering the spacecraft and

the optics until the bodies are visible in the optical devices. Upon acquiring the

celestial bodies, the crew perform the sighting by centering the SCT or SXT SLOS

on the celestial body, and then depressing the MARK pushbutton. Taking the mark

causes the measurement time, the optics CDU angles, and the inertial CDU angles

to be recorded in the command module computer (CMC). The LOS vector in IMU

stable member coordinates is also computed.

When the sighting, marking, and computations have been accomplished on two

bodies, the CMC comnutes the anvle between the two vectors. This anvl

REFSMMAT =

celestial



TABLE 7. 2. l-I

PROGRAM DISPLAY (P51)

DSKY
Initiated

by Purpose Condition Register(s)

FL V06 N88 R53 Display Planet
Position Vector

XPL
YPL
ZPL

R 1 .xxxxx
R2 .xxxxx
R3 .xxxxx

FL VOl N71 R53 Display Celestial
Body Code

00 (any planet)
01/45 star (from
celestial body code list)

46 sun
47 earth
50 moon

Rl oooxx
octal

R2 Blank
R3 Blank

FL V50 N25 P51 Request Please
Perform

00015 R 1 oooxx
R2 Blank

R53 1 Celestial body
Acquisition

2 Terminate Mark
Sequences

00016 R3 Blank

FL V51 N R53 Request Please Rl Blank
blank Mark R2 Blank

R3 Blank

V41 N22 P51 Display Coarse
align
Verb/ICDU angles

All zeros for coarse Rl 00000
R2 00000
R3 00000

FL V06 NOS R54 Display Sighting
Angle Difference

Difference between actual
and measured star angles

Rl XXX. XX
R2 Blank
R3 Blank



The Sighting Mark Routine (R53) is called automatically by P51 and is used to request

and process marks (using the SCT and SXT) on the celestial bodies determined by

the crew. The routine causes five angles (three inertial and two optical) and the

mark time to be stored. The routine also determines LOS vectors to the celestial

body if the celestial body is the sim, earth, or moon (code 46, 47, or 50 respectively).

R53 also obtains stored information from the star ephemeris and allows the crew

to load planet position vectors by putting up a flasfiing VERB 06 NOUN 88 display.

The Sighting Data Display Routine (R54) compares and displays the difference angle

between the actual (stored data) and measured (derived from mark angles) lines of

sight.

7. 2. 1.2 Options

To complete P51, the crew have the option of using either the SCT or the SXT in

determining the orientation. The procedure is the same for both, although using

the SXT, which has anarrower field of view (1.8 degrees as compared to 60 degrees

for the SCT), makes it more difficult to acquire celestial bodies. The normal

procedure would be to acquire the star, planet, or other celestial body using the

SCT; then to use the SXT SLOS for marking, because it provides greater accuracy

(within 10 sec) and a narrower field of view.

7. 2. 1.3 Logical Flow Description

P51 is selected by the crew by keying in VERB 37 ENTR 51 ENTR. (See Figure

7. 2. 1-1.) The crew should then monitor the DSKY to ensure that the program was

properly entered. If the program was initialized without the Inertial Subsystem

(ISS) being on, the PROG alarm light comes on. (See paragraph 7. 2. 1.4, alarm

code 00210.) With the ISS on, the first display the crew see is a flashing VERB 50

NOUN 25 with a 00015 code in register Rl. (See Table 7. 2.1-1.) This display requests

the crew to "please perform celestial body acquisition." The crew must decide

which two celestial bodies they will acquire, and either maneuver the CSM such

that the bodies are visible in the SCT field of view or maneuver the CSM to position

the inner gimbal axis in the preferred direction (Xgjyj axis in the thrust direction).

While maneuvering the CSM, however, the crew must ensure that gimbal lock is

not impending by monitoring the Flight Director Attitude Indicator (FDAI) ball.

Gimbal lock occurs when the middle gimbal angle exceeds ±85 degrees from zero.

The gimbal lock warning light, however, is illuminated when the angle exceeds 70

degrees from zero. If 85 degrees is exceeded, the CMC automatically commands a
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less than the mark index (set to 1 by P51 before entering R53). If it is less than the

index, the program recycles to take an additional mark. If the mark counter is not

less than the mark index, a flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25 comes up (see Table

,
7. 2. l-I) with a 00016 option code in Rl, indicating the request to "Please termin-

ate mark sequence. "

Keying PRO causes the mark counter to be checked to ensure that it is not zero. If

it is zero, the VERB 51 continues to flash and a mark must be taken. If it is not

zero, the program resets the MARK flag, checks to determine that the calling program
was not P22 or P23, and then puts up a flashing VERB 01 NOUN 71. (See Table

7. 2. 1-1.) This is the same sequence of events that occurs if the crew— determining
that the mark was satisfactory-key in PRO on the flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25 display

(terminate mark sequence) above. If the crew determine that the mark was

unsatisfactory,' the MARK REJECT pushbutton should be depressed. Depressing

the MARK REJECT pushbutton causes the last set of mark data to be erased, the

MARK flag to be reset, and the flashing VERB 51 to be put up again to inform the

crew that a new mark must be taken.

When a satisfactory mark has been taken, the flashing VERB 01 NOUN 71 display

comes up, indicating the code for the celestial body just marked on. If the code is

incorrect, the crew should key in VERB 21 ENTR and load the proper celestial

body code in Rl. The program then checks the code to determine if: (a) it is a

star, (b) a planet, or (c) if it is the sun, moon or earth.

If the code is a star (01/45 octal), the vector data are obtained from the ephemeris

stored in the CMC. If the code is the sun, earth, or moon, 46, 47, or 50 respectively,

the CMC computes the vector to the celestial body. If the code is 00, a flashing

VERB 06 NOUN 88 (see Table 7. 2.1-1) requests the crew to load the data for the

X-, y-, and z-unit position vectors for the planet. In this case, the crew can key in

VERB 25 ENTR and load the proper x-, y-, and z-unit position vectors.

In all three cases, (star, planet, or sun, moon, or earth) the routine is exited and

control is returned to the calling program (P51).

Using the data computed from the marking sequence and the stored or known data,

the CMC computes the measured vector to the celestial body with respect to present

orientation of the IMU. This whole process is repeated for a second celestial body.

Then the two vectors are tested by calling the Sighting Data Display Routine (R54).
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The Sighting Data Display Routine (see Figure 7. 2. 1-3) calculates the angular

difference between the actual (stored data) and the measured (derived from mark

angles) LOS vectors and displays this difference angle via a flashing VERB 06 NOUN
05. If the angle difference is within acceptable limits (less than 0.05 degree), the

crew should key in PRO; the calling program, P51, calculates the IMU inertial

orientation with respect to the celestial body coordinates defined by the two celestial

bodies used for marking. These data are stored as the present platform orientation

(REFSMMAT). If. the angular difference, is not within acceptable limits, the crew

should key in VERB 32 ENTR (recycle) and return to the flashing VERB 50 NOUN
25 display at the start of P51, requesting celestial body acquisition (option code

00015), and the orientation determination is performed again.

7. 2. 1.4 Program Alarms

In addition to the anticipated outputs, the program displays a PROG alarm light and

stores an alarm code for display to the crew. Keying in VERB 05 NOUN 09 allows

the program to display an alarm code in Rl, R2, and R3. (R1 displays the first

alarm code to occur after the last RSET, R2 the second, and R3 the last. ) Key-

ing in RSET turns off the PROG alarm light on the DSKY if the condition causing

the alarm has been corrected. After correcting the alarm condition and keying in

RSET, keying in KEY REL allows the program to pick up from the point of inter-

ruption. The alarm codes and conditions causing them are as follows:

a. Alarm 00110 is displayed if a mark reject has been attempted with no

marks to reject.

b. Alarm code 00112 is displayed if a mark reject is not being accepted.

c. Alarm codes 00114 or 00122 are displayed if a mark has been made but

not requested by the CMC.
d. Alarm code 00210 is displayed if the IMU is not operating when P51 is

entered.

e. Alarm codes 00211 and 00217 are displayed if, at the end of coarse

align ISS mode, the gimbals are not within 2 deg of the desired values.

f. Alarm code 31207 is displayed if no vector accumulator (VAC) areas

are available for processing of mark data.

g. Alarm code 31211 is displayed when there is an illegal interrupt of an

extended verb.

The inertial subsystem (ISS) must be on, and may be either at a known or unknown
orientation in order to perform the IMU Orientation Determination Program (P51).
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During P52. the crew sees displays of the gimbal angles, which are calculated

corresponding to the alignment desired. If these angles indicate the risk that the

stable member will be positioned into gimbal lock (middle gimbal angle of 85 deg

or more), the crew can maneuver the spacecraft and recycle within the program to

calculate the gimbal angles based on a new spacecraft attitude. (Refer to paragraph

7. 2. 2.3. 2 below.)

In the event that the sextant (SXT), scanning telescope (SCT), or MARK button is

not usable, the crew has recourse to the Backup IMU Realignment Program, P54

(paragraph 7.2.4), which operates in conjunction with the crew optical alignment

sight (COAS).

7. 2. 2.1 Related Routines

Six routines are related to the IMU Realignment Program; five of these are called

automatically by P5 2 at various stages of the realignment. The routines are as

follows:

a. IMU Status Check Routine (R02)

b. Coarse Align Routine (R50)

c. Automatic Optics Positioning Routine (R52)

d. Sighting Mark Routine (R53) (called by R52 when crew places Optics

Mode switch in MAN)

e. Sighting Data Display Routine (R54)

f. Gyro Torquing Routine (R55).

The IMU Status Check Routine (R02) (Figure 7. 2. 2-2) informs the crew if the IMU

is powered down, or if there is no valid REFSMMAT in the CMC. The Coarse

Align Routine (R50) (Figure 7.2. 2-3) calculates the present CSM inertial orientation,

the required IMU gimbal angles at the proposed orientation option, and proceeds to

coarse align the IMU to within about one deg of the exact orientation desired, if the

required gimbal angle changes are greater than one deg. The Auto Optics Positioning

Routine (R52) (Figure 7. 2. 2-4) obtains the vector for the designated celestial body

in Basic Reference Coordinates and calculates the required SXT shaft and trunnion

angles to bring the body into the SXT field-of-view. It then drives the shaft and

trunnion CDUs to enable the crew to see the celestial body desired. When the crew

places the Optics Mode switch from CMC to MAN, R52 calls the Sighting Mark

Routine (R53) (Figure 7. 2. 2-5). R53 stores the ICDU angles, the OCDU angles, and

the time of mark when the crew presses the MARK button on the optics control

panel. The Sighting Data Display Routine (R54) (Figure 7. 2. 2-6) calculates the actual
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Figure 7. 2. 2-3. Coarse Align Routine (R50)
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Figure 7. 2. 2-4. Automatic Optics Positioning Routine (R52) (Sheet 1 of 2)
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not be the actual orientation desired, since the computer cannot keep track of the

inertial orientation of the spacecraft while the gyro stabilization loops are opened.

The accuracy of the normal method of coarse alignment is thus dependent on the

spacecraft attitude changes, if any, during coarse alignment, and, at best, is limited

to about one deg. Alignment to any gimbal angle with this method takes about 15

sec. Oncenormal coarse alignment has taken place, the crew will have to accurately

determine the new stable member orientation with respect to the desired orientation

by P52's celestial body sights. The SXT can determine star directions to within

about 0.01 deg; the SCT has an accuracy of about 0.05 deg.

Gyro torquing coarse alignment is an alternate astronaut response to Checklist code

00013 of flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25 above. The fine align ISS mode can be used to

bring the stable member into more precise alignment with the orientation desired

than is available with the coarse align ISS mode. The fine align ISS mode allows

the computer to position the stable member to a predetermined gimbal angle within

about 40 arc-sec. During pulse torquing, the ISS gyro stabilization loops remain

closed, allowing the IMU to remain sensitive to the spacecraft inertial attitude changes

at all times during the process of stable member repositioning.

The disadvantage of the fine align ISS models that it is slow. The larger the gimbal

angle changes, the longer it takes to bring the stable member into the desired

orientation (about 2 sec per deg of torquing, one axis at a time).

7. 2. 2.3 P52 Computational Sequence

The following paragraphs discuss the calculations and crew procedures that take

place during the progress of P52 (Figure 7. 2. 2-1). Table 7. 2. 2-1 lists the P52

displays.

7. 2. 2. 3.1 Program Initiation.—The CSM crew initiates P52 by keying VERB 37 ENTR
52 ENTR into the DSKY. P5 2 then calls the IMU Status Check Routine, R02 (Figure

7. 2. 2-2), which checks to see if the REFSMMAT flag is set. If the REFSMMAT
flag is cleared or if the IMU is powered down, R02 illuminates the PROG alarm

light; this alarm is verified by keying VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR. The DSKY displays

alarm 00210 if the IMU is not on, or 00220 if the IMU isnotaligned (no REFSMMAT).
P52 is then terminated automatically.

If the IMU is powered up, P52 checks to determine if a preferred orientation has

been stored (PREFERRED flag set). The first display the crew sees in P52 is a

flashing VERB 04 NOUN 06, with 00001 inRl (please specify IMU orientation option);
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of accuracy. A pair of celestial body sightings are now needed to eliminate any

small errors in alignment.

7. 2. 2.3.3. Celestial Body Acquisition.—Unless the stable member has been pulse

torqued and R50 was not used, all program options have arrived at a common point

and now display a flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25. with R1 containing 00015 (please

perform celestial body acquisitions). The astronaut must decide whether to have

the CMC pick a pair of stars for sightings or to find two targets himself.

A PRO response to VERB 50 NOUN 25 instructs the CMC to find two stars from its

stored catalog that are available to the optics at the present CSM attitude, and to

select these stars for use by the Auto Optics Positioning Routine. R52. If two catalog

stars are not available for sightings, P52 displays program alarm 00405. Torespond

to this alarm, the crew can manually maneuver the CSM and recycle to VERB 50

NOUN 25, by keying VERB 32 ENTR, or acquire a celestial body manually and key

PRO. If the celestial body is acquired manually, its identification code must be

supplied by the astronaut after P52 flashes VERB 01 NOUN 70, as discussed below.

After flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25, P52 flashes VERB 01 NOUN 70, with a celestial

body code displayed in Rl. The crew can now correct the contents of R1 by keying

VERB 21 ENTR followed by the desired code. If the planet code (00000) has been

loaded, a PRO response to VERB 01 NOUN 70 is followed by a flashing VERB 06

NOUN 88, with Rl, R2,and R3 containing, respectively, thex-, y-,and z-components

of the planet unit position vector in Basic Reference coordinates. The crew can

change these values by keying in VERB 25 ENTR followed by the desired vector

components.

If the target is a star or planet, P52 now has its Basic Reference System coordinates

in storage. Otherwise, if the celestial body code selected above indicates the sun,

earth, or moon, the CMC must now calculate the Basic Reference System vector

needed by the Auto Optics Positioning Routine, R5 2, to bring the target into the

SXT star line-of- sight.

7. 2. 2. 3. 4 Auto Optics Routine.—P5 2 calls R52 (Figure 7. 2. 2-4). R52 resets the

TERMINATE flag to recognize that the Sighting Mark Routine (R53) has not yet

taken a mark. (R52 later tests this flag to see whether marks have been taken.)

R52 then reads the CSM attitude from the present gimbal angles, obtains the

The CMC searches for stars only; the crew can use stars or planets.
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REFSMMAT and celestial body Basic Reference coordinates from storage, and

computes the Navigation Base coordinates of the celestial body. Using these computed
coordinates, R52 calculates the optics shaft and trunnion angles required to point

the SXT star line-of- sight toward the target.

If the required trunnion angle is greater than 90 deg, R52 illuminates the PROG
light and flashes VERB 05 NOUN 09 to accompa:ny alarm code 00404 (target not

within hemisphere of optics visibility). The crew can respond to this display by

terminating P52 via VERB 34 ENTR, or by maneuvering the CSM until the target

can be acquired and then recycling the optics pointing by keying PRO.

If the required trunnion angle is less than 90 deg but greater than 50 deg, no alarm

is displayed. Instead, the trunnion will be driven to 50 deg in the direction of the

line of sight desired, and the crew must maneuver the CSM to acquire the target.

For trunnion angles less than 90 deg, R52 displays VERB 06 NOUN 92, with R1

containing the desired shaft angle and R2 containing the desired trunnion angle.

(This is an information display only; no crew response is required.) The shaft and

trunnion CDUs are now driven to the angles displayed, and, when the crew places

the Optics Mode switch in MAN, R52 calls the Sighting Mark Routine, R53.

7. 2. 2.3.5 Sighting Mark Routine (R53).—The Sighting Mark Routine (Figure 7. 2. 2-5)

first flashes VERB 51 (please mark on celestial body). The crew now centers the

target on the SXT or SCT reticle and depresses the MARK button, instructing the

CMC to record the time of mark, the gimbal angles, and the optics angles. The

MARK REJECT button is used to reject the sighting and to try again. When the

mark is taken, R53 flashes VERB 50 NOUN 25, with R1 containing 00016 (please

terminate mark sequence by keying PRO). A PRO response indicates to the CMC
that marking is terminated on this target.

R53 now flashes VERB 01 NOUN 71, with the celestial body code stored by the

CMC displayed in Rl. If the astronaut marked on a different target than the one

designated by P52, he has to load the correct target identification code now, by

keying VERB 21 ENTR and the code. If this code is 00000 and the crew keys PRO,

R53 displays flashing VERB 06 NOUN 88 with the planet vector Basic Reference

components in Rl, R2, and R3. These components can be corrected via VERB 25

In R53, if the astronaut switches from MAN to CMC, the program remains in

R53, but the optics is automatically pointed at the target.
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ENTR or approved via a PRO, R53 now sets the TERMINATE flag and calls a

routine which calculates and stores a target line-of-sight vector in stable member

coordinates using the optics and gimbal mark data. R53 then returns control to

R52. Since the TERMINATE flag has been set by R53, R52 returns control, in

turn, to P5 2, (The Optics Mode switch should now be returned to CMC, to enable

the computer to position the optics for the second celestial body to be marked.)

P5 2 now selects the second star of the pair it obtained for auto optics positioning

and recycles to the flashing VERB 01 NOUN 70 above. The procedures of crew

celestial body selection, auto optics positioning (R52), sighting mark, and celestial

body vector calculation (R53) are repeated for the second target.

7. 2. 2. 3. 6 Sighting Data Display Routine (R54) .—After two celestial bodies have been

marked, P52 calls the Sighting Data Display Routine, R54 (Figure 7. 2. 2-6). This

routine first calculates the observed angle between the two celestial body vectors

as measured in stable member coordinates. It then calculates this angle using the

CMC stored Basic Reference vectors for the targets selected, and finds the difference

between these two angles. This difference between the stored and measured star

angles is displayed in R1 via flashing VERB 06 NOUN 05.

If this angle difference is unacceptably large, the crew can key in VERB 32 ENTR.

This will return control to P52, which will flash VERB 50 NOUN 25 00014 (please

perform fine align check). The stable member will not be pulse torqued into alignment

(Figure 7. 2. 2-1, sheet 4).

If the sighting data of VERB 06 NOUN 05 is satisfactory, the crew will instruct the

CMC to torque the gyros by keying PRO. CMC control is then transferred to the

Gyro Torquing Routine,

7. 2. 2. 3. 7 Gyro Torquing Routine (R55).—During this routine (Figure 7. 2. 2-7), the

CMC reads the desired stable member orientation (now stored as REFSMMAT) and

the actual stable member orientation (calculated from celestial body sights), and

calculates the difference between the two. The computer then calculates the gyro

torquing angles required to reduce this stable member alignment error to zero.

The crew now sees a flashing VERB 06 NOUN 93, which is a display of the angles

through which the stable member must be pulse torqued to complete the fine alignment

to the orientation specified in REFSMMAT, The outer, inner, and middle gimbal-

torquing angles are displayed in registers Rl, R2, and R3, respectively.
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arge (possibly from a faulty sighting) or represent a potential

lay bypass gyro-torquing. A VERB 32 ENTR here will return

will generate flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25, 00014, (please

:k). The astronaut responds by terminating P52 (ENTR) or

iginning of celestial body acquisition (PRO).

ng angles are satisfactory, a PRO response to the VERB 06

struct the CMC to torque the stable member into the correct

heck,—When torquing is accomplished, the PREFERRED flag

is reset. Any succeeding programs that test the PREFERRED flag (such as

succeeding P5 2's) will now be informed that a preferred attitude is not stored.

P5 2 next flashes VERB 50 NOUN 25, with R1 containing Checklist code 00014 (please

perform fine align check). The astronaut can now, if desired, test the accuracy of

the stable member realignment by having the computer point the optics at a star.

Keying PRO returns P5 2 to flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25, Checklist code 00015 (please

perform celestial body acquisition). Another PRO will command the CMC to search

its catalog for a usable pair of stars, as before (paragraph 7. 2. 2. 3. 3) and to flash

VERB 01 NOUN 70. A third PRO will cause a star to appear in the SXT. The

astronaut might want to take marks now, if he has executed pulse torque coarse

alignment. He should follow the marking and fine align pulse torquing procedures

detailed above (starting with paragraph 7. 2. 2. 3. 4).

An ENTR response to "please perform fine, align check" terminates P52. The IMU

realignment is accomplished.

I light on the DSKY, the crew keys VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR

f the alarm code— if the code has not already been displayed

he astronaut has taken corrective action, he should depress

PROG light and alarm and continue with the program selected,

he crew is likely to encounter in P52 are listed below and in



b. Alarm 00112 indicates MARK REJECT was pressed while the CMC was

not requesting marks (not flashing VERB 51). Key RSET and continue

normal operation.

c. Alarm 00114 indicates that more marks were made than desired. Key

RSET and continue normal operation.

d. Alarm 00115 indicates VERB 41 NOUN 91 attempted to drive the optics

while the Optics Mode switch was not in CMC. Set the Optics Mode

switch to CMC. the Optics Zero switch to ZERO, and key RSET.

e. Alarm 00116 indicates the optics were switched to OFF from ZERO

before the 15 sec optics zeroing time had elapsed. Set the Optics Zero

switch to ZERO, key RSET. wait 15 sec and continue normal operation.

f. Alarm 00117 indicates Coarse Align OSS extended verb (VERB 41 NOUN

91) cannot be performed at this time. The CMC has reserved the OCDUs

for other use. Key RSET and do not execute VERB 41 NOUN 91.

g. Alarm 00120 indicates optics not zeroed at the time of an optics torque

request. Set Optics Zero switch to OFF. then to ZERO. Key RSET and

wait 15 sec before continuing normal operation.

h. Alarm 00121 indicates a mark was made at the time of a CDU switching

transient or vehicle rotation rate too high. Key RSET and repeat mark.

i. Alarm 00122 indicates a mark was made while the CMC was not in a

mark routine (R53). Key RSET and continue normal operation.

j. Alarm 00206 indicates that zeroing the ICDUs by VERB 40 NOUN 20

was attempted by the astronaut but not allowed during gimbal lock.

When the IMU is in coarse align mode with gimbal lock, zero CDU encoding

can only be done by first commanding coarse alignment to zero as follows:

key RSET; key VERB 41 NOUN 20 ENTR and load 00000 ENTR. 00000

ENTR. 00000 ENTR; then key VERB 40 NOUN 20 ENTR.

k. Alarm 00207 indicates ISS turn-on not present for 90 sec. Key RSET
and reinitiate ISS turn-on sequence.

l. Alarm 00210 indicates IMU not operating. It should be turned on and

the stable member orientation determined before entering P5 2.

m. Alarm 00211 indicates gimbal angles are not within two degrees of

commanded position at time of coarse alignment. To determine magnitude

of error, key VERB 06 NOUN 20 ENTR for display of gimbal angles.

Continue the alignment and record the gyro torquing angles. Then do

the fine align check (paragraph 7. 2. 2. 3. 8). If performing VERB 41 NOUN
20. terminate VERB 41 and align with an alignment program.
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of opportunity, and then reload the target identification code after the computer

flashes VERB 01 NOUN 71.

As an example of the celestial bodies available for sightings at a particular time

during the mission of APOLLO 12, Figure 7. 2. 2-9 illustrates the view through the

SCT during revolution 10 of the CSM lunar parking orbit. The circle represents

the SCT field of view at zero trunnion angle—here containing three stars useful for

alignment measurements. The SCT cone of coverage is large enough to allow the

astronaut to also view Dnoces, Regulus, and Alphecca, without changing the CSM
attitude from that described in the figure.

When the astronaut is sighting through the optics, stray light scattered from the

SCT or SXT optical elements can interfere with the target. The SCT, because it

has a wide field of view, is especially susceptible. The sun is the major source of

unwanted light that eventually finds its way into the eyepiece; a general guideline is

to keep the sun at least 60 deg from the SCT shaft axis, and at least 15 deg from

the SXT lines-of- sight. The ablative cover which surrounds the optics can also be

an occasional source of reflected sunlight that could obscure potential targets.

With LM attached, accuracy is greatest when the shaft angle is between 100 deg

and 270 deg, and the trunnion angle is less than 45 deg.

The optics CDU has an inherent limit on the SXT positioning accuracy (CDU bit

size) of 40 arc-sec about the shaft axis and 10 arc-sec about the trunnion axis.

The astronaut can position the SXT to greater accuracy than 40 arc-sec, however.

The SCT has a star sighting accuracy of about 0.05 deg.

As discussed earlier, the Sighting Data Display Routine (R54) displays the difference

between the actual and measured angles between the celestial bodies used in marking

(Section 7. 2. 2. 3. 6). The crew must decide whether to accept (PRO) or reject (VERB

32 ENTR) the data. A star angle difference greater than 0.05 deg is considered

unacceptable. In this case, the celestial body marking process should be repeated.

As an example of the expected size of the star angle differences, the APOLLO 12

R54 sighting data is as follows: three displays of 0.00 deg; eight displays of 0.01

deg; three displays of 0.02 deg; and one display of 0.03 deg.

During the pulse-torquing operations in R55, VERB 16 NOUN 93 (monitor all

components of delta-gyro angles) has been used to monitor the remaining angle

through which the stable member is to be torqued. In this display, the amount of

gyro-torquing to be completed is displayed in a separate register for each gimbal
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To set or clear (reset) the REFSMMAT flag, the following procedure is executed;

a. Key VERB 25 NOUN 07 ENTR. This prepares the computer to accept

the REFSMMAT flag word address.

b. The CMC flashes VERB 21 NOUN 07 (please load flag word address

into Rl). The astronaut now keys 77 ENTR.

c. The CMC flashes VERB 22 NOUN 07 (please load code for flag bit to be

changed). The astronaut keys. 10 000 ENTR corresponding to bit 13 of

flagword 3.

d. The CMC flashes VERB 23 NOUN 07 [please set or reset (clear) the

flag bit to be changed]. To set the bit, the astronaut keys 1 ENTR; to

clear the bit, he keys 0 ENTR.

To verify that the REFSMMAT flag is set or reset the astronaut should key VERB
01 NOUN 01 ENTR 77 ENTR. The CMC will then display VERB 01 NOUN 01, with

Rl containing the flag word (ABODE) and R3 containing the flag word address (77).

Digit A in Rl will be odd if the REFSMMAT flag is set; if the REFSMMAT flag is

reset, A will be even.

The automatic optics positioning capability of P5 2 is used to calibrate the Crew

Optical Alignment Sight (COAS) by the following procedure;

a. Set the SC Cont switch to SCS, the Optics Mode Switch to CMC, and the

Optics Zero switch to ZERO.

b. Key VERB 37 ENTR 52 ENTR, and when the CMC flashes VERB 04

NOUN 06 ("please select alignment option"), select the REFSMMAT
alignment option.

c. When the CMC flashes VERB 50 NOUN 25 checklist code 00015 ("please

perform celestial body acquisition"), key ENTR. This indicates to the

computer that the astronaut will acquire a star himself.

d. The CMC will now flash VERB 01 NOUN 70. The astronaut must now

load into DSKY register Rl the identification code for the star which he

has chosen to center in the COAS reticle. The Optics Zero switch should

now be turned off.

e. Key PRO. This instructs the computer to point the optics at the chosen
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f. Key VERB 16 NOUN 92 (display new OCDU angles) and center the star

in the COAS by maneuvering the spacecraft. When the star is centered,

hit the VERB key to freeze the displayed OCDU angles. To again monitor

the new OCDU angles for another mark, hit KEY RLSE. When marking

is completed and shaft and trunnion angles recorded, set the Optics Zero

switch to ZERO and select another program.

This procedure determines the shaft and trunnion angles which would be required

to orient the SXT line of sight parallel to the COAS line of sight. When the backup

alignment programs (P53 and P54) are used, the astronaut must supply these angles

to the computer.

7. 2. 2. 6 Restarts

P52 is restart protected. Should a hardware restart occur, the program will, in

general, return to the flashing display preceding the point of restart. If a restart

occurs during pulse torquing, the stable member will be left at an unknown orientation,

and the REFSMMAT flag will be left reset. It will then be necessary to execute

P51 to redetermine the stable member inertial orientation,

7. 2. 2. 7 Extended Verbs

The extended verbs discussed here are not automatically called by P52, nor are

they initiated by the CSM crew as a part of the IMU Realign Program. They are

separate, individual routines, designed to accomplish relatively simple tasks, i.e.,

to control the alignment of the stable member and optics. Table 7.2.2-II lists the

extended verbs' DSKY activity.

The coarse align ISS extended verb (VERB 41 NOUN 20) is used to coarse align the

gimbal angles to values specified by the astronaut (Figure 7.2.2-10). This verb is

not called by P5 2 but can be used to align the gimbals to zero (or any other value)

when the ISS is in the coarse align mode with a gimbal lock. The astronaut calls

VERB 41 NOUN 20, loads the angles desired, and the computer coarse aligns the

stable member. The specified gimbal angles may be displayed by keying VERB 16

NOUN 22 ENTR; the current gimbal angles may be monitored by keying VERB 16

NOUN 20 ENTR. The NO ATT light remains illuminated after VERB 41 NOUN 20

is completed. This extended verb should never be used during a process which

requires the stable member to be at a constant inertial orientation, because inertial

reference is not maintained during coarse alignment or after VERB 41 NOUN 20 is

completed.
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Figure 7. 2. 2-12. Fine Align ISS (Extended Verb V42)
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7.3.1 P51. TMU Orientation Determination Progi l-LGC

The IMU Orientation Determination Program (P51) is used during free fall to

determine the present IMU stable member orientation with respect to the Basic

Reference Coordinate System and the associated REFSMMAT. This is accomplished

by sighting on two navigation stars, or known celestial bodies, with the Alignment

Optical Telescope (AOT) or the Crew Optical Alignment Sight (COAS). Determining

the stable member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System

requires the transformation matrix REFSMMAT.

REFSMMAT =

where H^sM’ —YSM' -ZSM orientations

of the stable member axes with respect to the Basic

Reference Coordinate System.

The crew acquire the desired celestial bodies by maneuvering the LM until the

bodies are visible in the optical sighting devices. The crew identify the two celestial

bodies and takes up to five pair (X and Y) of marks on each. After the optical

sightings have been made on both celestial bodies, the LM Cuidance Computer (LCC)

has the unit line of sight (LOS) vectors for the two bodies, in IMU stable member
coordinates. These vectors are compared with the stored vectors in the Basic

Reference Coordinate System, and the angle difference is displayed to the crew to

either accept or reject and repeat the sightings.

In addition to IMU orientation determination information, the outputs of P51 also

include the following;

a. Optical azimuth and elevation angles

b. Difference angle between the actual and measured lines of sight.

The displays during the IMU orientation determination program are listed in Table

7. 3.1-1.

7. 3. 1.1 Related Routines

P51 the following four related routines:







a. AOT Mark Routine (R53)

b. Sighting Data Display Routine (R54)

c. Markrupt Routine (R57)

d. Celestial Body Definition Routine (R58).

The AOT Mark Routine (R53) is called automatically by P51 and is used to request

and process sighting marks (using the AOT or COAS) on the celestial bodies

determined by the crew. R53, by requesting the mark (i.e., the depressing of the

MARK X, MARK Y, or MARK REJECT pushbutton), calls the Markrupt Routine (R57)

to accept and process the crew inputs associated with the orientation determination

process. This routine is automatically called when either of the three above-

mentioned pushbuttons is depressed. With the processed information from R53 and

R57, the Celestial Body Definition Routine (R58) establishes the planet position

vectors to be used for the IMU orientation. The Sighting Data Display Routine (R54)

then calculates the difference between the actual and measured sighting angles and

displays this information to the crew. The crew then decide whether or not to

continue with the orientation determination or to take new sightings and start the

process again.

7. 3. 1.2 Options

To complete P51 the crew have the option of using either the AOT or the COAS in

determining the IMU orientation. The operation of the COAS within the program is

described in paragraph 7. 3. 1.3.

7. 3. 1.3 Logical Flow Description

The crew enter the IMU Orientation Determination Program by keying VERB 37

ENTR 51 ENTR into the DSKY. (See Figure 7. 3. 1-1.) They should immediately

ensure that the AOT lamp circuit breaker is closed so that the reticle is properly

illuminated. The program immediately checks to determine whether the inertial

subsystem (ISS) is on. If the ISS is not on, the PROG alarm light comes on and the

LGC exits P51. (See paragraph 7. 3. 1.4, alarm code 00210.) In order to reenter

P51, the program has to be reinitiated as described above. If the ISS is on, the

DSKY displays a flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25, requesting a"please perform celestial

body acquisition”- indicated by 00015 in Rl. (See Table 7. 3.1-1.)

At this point, the crew must decide whether they will maneuver the LM such that

the inner-gimbal axis is in the preferred direction (Xgj^ axis in the thrust direction)

or such that there are two celestial bodies visible in the optical system (AOT or
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count the mark pairs. While in free fall, marks are taken in pairs by depressing

the MARK X, then the M.i\RK Y (or vice-versa) pushbuttons. Before taking any

marks, the crew must adjust the AOT reticle to zero. A mark is then made by (1)

maneuvering the LM such that the target body crosses the X or Y reticle line, and

(2) depressing the appropriate mark pushbutton. The sequence of these marks, as

stated before, can be X then Y, or Y then X. By depressing the MARX X, M.MIX Y,

or MARK REJECT pushbutton, the crew call the Markrupt Routine (R5 7) and a flashing

VERB XX NOUN 71 display comes up. (See Figure 7. 3. 1-3.) The xx could be 54,

53, or 52, depending on whether a pair of marks is required, a Y mark is required,

or an X mark is required, respectively, before the program returns to R53. For

instance, if the method of entering R57 was by depressing the MARK X pushbutton,

then most likely the display that comes up will be VERB 53 NOUN 71, indicating

that a mark on the Y reticle line is required. If entry was by depressing the MARK
REJECT button following either an X or Y mark, the chances are that the display

would be VERB 54 NOUN 71, indicating that both an X and Y mark are required. If

entry was via the MARK REJECT pushbutton and no marks are there to reject,

then the PROG alarm light will come on. (See paragraph 7. 3. 1.4, alarm code 00115.)

If the crew wish to erase all the marks taken and start over, they key ENTR on

the VERB xx NOUN 71 display. Keying in PRO on this display allows the LGC
to calculate the LOS vector to the celestial body, starting with the most recern,

pair of X and Y mark data and averaging them with the previously computed

LOS vector to the body.

After each pair of marks, the crew have the following options: (1) to terminate the

marking by keying in PRO; (2) to continue marking on the same celestial body (if

less than five pairs are already stored in the LGC) by using the appropriate mark

buttons; (3) to discard all data on the present celestial body by keying in ENTR,

select anew celestial body and continue marking on the new body; or (4) to terminate

the whole alignment by keying in VERB 34 ENTR (terminate).

This marking procedure must be accomplished on two celestial bodies. Their LOS

vectors are then computed in stable member coordinates. The measured angle be-

tween these vectors is compared, using the Sighting Data Display Routine (R54)

(Figure 7. 3. 1-4), with the actual vector angle obtained either from the LGC star catalog,

loaded by the crew, or computed from ephemeris data. Ephemeris data are computed

using the Celestial Body Definition Routine (R58) (Figure 7. 3. 1-5). The comparison

is between the actual or stored ephemeris data and the vectors derived from the

mark data. Note that R58 is called after taking up to five pair of marks on each

celestial body. R54 is called following R58 for the second celestial body.
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Figure 7. 3. 1-3. Markrupt Routine (R57) (Sheet 1 of 4)
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Figure 7. 3. 1-3. Markrupt Routine (R57) (Sheet 2 of 4)
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Y pushbuttons. If, for any reason, there is not a complete pair of marks (X and Y)

when PRO is keyed in on NOUN 71, the PROG alarm light will come on. Keying

in VERB 05 NOUN 09 allows alarm code 00111 to come up.

The above situation may be remedied by taking another pair of marks (X and Y) or

by depressing the MARK REJECT pushbutton and taking additional marks, and then

keying in PRO. After each mark, the crew can terminate marking by keying in

PRO; continue marking on the same celestial body (if less than five pairs of marks

are already stored in the LGC); discard all data, select anew celestial body and

continue marking by keying ENTR; or terminate the whole alignment by keying

in VERB 34 ENTR (terminate).

The mark counter in the LGC keeps track of the number of mark pairs taken on a

particular celestial body. If the number of mark pairs registered by the counter

exceeds five, the PROG alarm light comes on. The crew, by keying in VERB 05

NOUN 09, may determine that the alarm code is 00107, indicating that more than

five marks have been taken on that particular celestial body.

When either the MARK X, MARK Y, or REJECT pushbuttons on the alignment optical

telescope has been depressed and R53 has selected the Markrupt Routine vR57),

four alarms could occur. The first, alarm code 00113, occurs when there are no

in bits in channel 16, although R57 was called. This could be either a hardware or

software failure, and backup procedures are required to remedy the situation. The

next alarm the crew might encounter is alarm code 00112. This alarm may occur

when no more marks are being accepted. (The mark status register in the LGC

indicates that R53 is not accepting any marks at this time due to processing previous

mark data.) The third alarm, alarm code 00114, may occur if the crew make either

two consecutive X marks or two consecutive Y marks within the same required

mark pair. Should this alarm occur, the crew should monitor the DSKY mark request

and make the proper mark. The fourth alarm, alarm code 00115, is a mark reject

when there are no marks to reject. In this case also, the DSKY should be monitored

and the proper action taken. All four of these alarms return the prograim to the

point where R.53 called R57.

7. 3. 1.5 Restrictions and Limitations

The only real restriction in P51 is in the area of proper selection of celestial bodies.

For more accurate results in determining the IMU orientation, celestial bodies should

be chosen that are at an angle greater than 50 degrees from each other.
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d. Auto Optics Positioning Routine (R52)

e. AOT Mark Routine (R53)

f. Sighting Data Display Routine (R54)

g. Gyro Torquing Routine (R55)

h. Markrupt Routine (R57)

i. Celestial Body Definition Routine (R58)

j. Attitude Maneuver Routine (R60)

The first routine called by P5 2 is the IMU Status Check Routine (R02) which informs

the crew if the IMU power is off or if there is no valid REFSMMAT in the LGC.

The Coarse Align Routine (R50), also called by P52, calculates the present DM
inertial orientation and the gimbal angle changes required to move the stable member
into its desired inertial orientation. R50 then positions the stable member to within

about 1 deg of the desired orientation.

Next, P52 calls the Inflight Fine Align Routine (R51), which assists the astronaut in

selecting two stars suitable for AOT sightings and, in turn, calls several other

routines that perform the following:

a. Auto optics positioning (R5 2)

b. Calculation of observed line-of- sight vectors to a celestial body using
AOT mark data (R53 and R57)

c. Retrieval of the corresponding celestial body vector from storage (R58)

d. Display of the difference between stored and measured celestial body
angles (R54)

e. Torquing of the gyros into fine alignment with the desired inertial

orientation (R55).

Once the stable member has been realigned, R51 offers theastronaut the opportunity

to select two more stars and try the marking sequence again. P52 is completed

when R51 is completed.

7.3. 2.3 LM P52 Flow Description

The following paragraphs discuss the calculation and DSKY activities that occur

during P52 (Figure 7. 3. 2-2); Table 7. 3. 2-1 lists the displays.

7. 3. 2. 3.1 Program Initiation.—The DM crew initiates P52 by keying VERB 37 ENTR
52 ENTR on the DSKY. P52 then calls the IMU Status Check Routine (R02) (Figure

7. 3. 2-3). R02 tests the REFSMMAT flag; if theflagis set, there is a valid REFSMMAT
in storage and R02 returns control to P52. If the REFSMMAT flag is reset (cleared).
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R02 illuminates the PROG light. The alarm is verified by keying VERB 05 NOUN
09; alarm code 00210 indicates the ISS is not on. Alarm 00220 indicates the ISS is

on, but there is no valid REFSMMAT. (If alarms occur here, P52 is automatically

terminated. The IMU should be powered up and P51 executed.)

If all is well with the ISS and REFSMMAT, P5 2 tests the PREFERRED ATTITUDE-
COMPUTED flag. If the flag is set, the Preferred alignm ent option code (00001) is

displayed in register R2 as discussed below; if the flag is cleared, the REFSMMAT
option code (00003) is displayed.

The first display the astronaut sees in P52 is a flashing VERB 04 NOUN 06, with

R1 containing 00001 ("Please specify IMU orientation option") and R2 containing

the alignment option code assumed by the LGC. The astronaut can key VERB 22

ENTR to reload the desired code in R2, or can approve the option displayed by

keying PRO. (The four option codes are: 00001—preferred; 00002—nominal;

00003-REFSMMAT; 00004-landing site.)

P52 now proceeds to one of three activities, depending on the alignm ent option chosen:

(a) if the REFSMMAT option was chosen, coarse alignment is bypassed and P52

calls the Fine Align Routine, R51 (see paragraph 7. 3. 2. 3. 4); (b) if the preferred

option was chosen, P52 now carries out the coarse align gimbal angle computations

of paragraph 7. 3. 2. 3. 2; (c) if the nominal or landing site option was chosen, P52

needs more information before it can coarse align the gimbals and requests it by

the displays described below.

In the nominal or landing site option, the astronaut sees a flashing VERB 06 NOUN
34, with the time of alignment displayed in hours, minutes, and seconds (GET). If

the nominal option was chosen, the display is all zeros, indicating the computer

chose the present time as the time of alignment. If the landing site option was

chosen, the DSKY registers show the time of lunar landing as the selected time of

alignment. The astronaut can correct the time by keying VERB 25 ENTR and loading

the desired time or can proceed with the time displayed by keying PRO.

The stored landing site coordinates can be modified only by prelaunch erasable
load, P27, P57, or P68. If the crew corrects VERB 06 NOUN 89 in P52, the newly
defined landing site will be effective only to define an orientation for the stable
member.
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containing checklist code 00014 ("Please perform fine align"). If theastronaut wants

to carryout AOT sightings, he keys PRO. P52 then calls R51. the Inflight Fine

Align Routine (paragraph 7. 3, 2, 3. 4). IfnoAOT sightings are desired and theastronaut

keys ENTR, P52 is terminated.

The alternate crew response to "Please perform normal or gyro torque coarse

align" is to key PRO. P52 will then call the Coarse Align Routine (R50) (paragraph

7, 3.2. 3. 3). After calling R50, P52 calls R51, the Inflight Fine Align Routine.

7.3. 2. 3. 3 Coarse Align Routine.—When the Coarse Align Routine (R50) (Figure

7.3. 2-4) is called, it computes the gimbal angles at the desired stable member
orientation and present LM attitude. If no required gimbal angle change is greater

than one deg, the desired stable member orientation is put into REFSMMAT, and

R50 returns control to P52. For larger required gimbal angle changes, the L,GC

commands the ISS to the coarse align mode, turns on the NO ATT light, disables

the DAP, and repositions the stable member. (Alarm codes 00211 and 00217 will

be stored at this time if there is a 2-deg error between the actual and commanded
gimbal angles.) The LGC then terminates the coarse align ISS mode and enables

the DAP to resume EM attitude hold. The NO ATT light is then turned off by the

EGC. R50 then defines REFSMMAT to be the desired stable member orientation.

When R50 is completed, it returns control to P52, which sets the REFSMMAT flag

and resets the PREFERRED ATTITUDE-COMPUTED flag, informing other programs

that there is a valid REFSMMAT but no preferred attitude in storage. P52 then

calls R51. the Inflight Fine Align Routine (Figure 7. 3. 2-5), tomanage celestial body

acquisition, AOT marktaking, and pulse torque fine alignment.

7.3. 2. 3. 4 Inflight Fine Align Routine.

-

R51 flashes VERB 50 NOUN 25. with checklist

code 00015 in R1 ("Please perform celestial body acquisition"). If the astronaut

wants the computer to pick a pair of stars, he keys PRO. The computer then searches

its star catalog to find a usable pair of stars. The LGC considers only the forward

center detent and tests for two stars that meet the following criteria:

a. Both stars are within 50 deg of the center of the field of view.

b. The angle of separation of the pair is at least 50 deg.

c. The stars are not obscured by the sun, earth, or moon.

If there is more than one pair that is satisfactory, the pair with the largest separation

is automatically chosen for sightings. If a pair is not available at the present LM
attitude, the LGC displays alarm code 00405. The astronaut can either (1) reorient
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the LM and recycle (by VERB 32 ENTR) to the beginning of R51. or (2) maneuver
until he acquires a suitable celestial body himself and then key PRO, calling the

Auto Optics Positioning Routine. R52 (paragraph 7. 3. 2.3. 5). If the computer was
successful in finding a pair of stars for sightings, it selects one star from the pair

as a target for the Auto Optics Positioning Routine.

If the astronaut wants to find a pair of celestial bodies without the aid of the computer,

he keys ENTR when the computer requests "Please perform celestial body

acquisition." R51 then immediately calls the Auto Optics Positioning Routine, R52

(Figure 7.3. 2-6).

7.3. 2. 3. 5 Auto Optics Positioning Routine.—The purpose of R52 is to point the line

of sight (EOS) of any AOT detent at a specified celestial body by maneuvering the

EM. R52 flashes VERB 01 NOUN 70 and displays the AOT detentand target celestial

body codes in Rl. (See Table 7. 3. 2-1.) If the astronaut wants to change these numbers,

he can do so now by keying VERB 21 ENTR and loading the desired codes. When

the codes are correct and the astronaut wants to go ahead with auto optics positioning,

he keys PRO. (A VERB 34 ENTR terminates P52.) R52 then resets the 3-AXIS

flag, which is tested later by the Attitude Maneuver Routine, R60. If the astronaut

has approved anAOT detent code of 0 or 7 (COAS/EPD calibration or COAS sighting,

respectively), he sees flashing VERB 06 NOUN 87 with the azimuth and elevation of

the present optics EOS displayed in Rl and R2. VERB 24 ENTR is used to correct

these numbers, if desired; PRO is used to approve the displayed values.

For any AOT detent code, the EGC now computes the EOS vector as specified by

the preceding displays and calls the Celestial Body Definition Routine (R58) for the

intended target. If the target is a star, R58 obtains its Basic Reference vector

from the computer's stored ephemeris; if the target is the sun, earth, or moon,

R58 calculates the celestial body vector. If the celestial body code of VERB 01

NOUN 70 above was zero (planet or other target), R58 flashes VERB 06 NOUN 88,

with the X, Y, and Z components of the planet half-unit position vector. If these

numbers are correct, the astronaut keys PRO; he can change them by keying VERB
25 ENTR followed by the correct components. R58 then returns control to R52.

At this time, R52 defines the EOS to the target celestial body as the direction in

which the Attitude Maneuver Routine, R60 (Figure 7. 3. 2-7), will point the previously

selected optics EOS. R5 2 then calls R60.

7. 3. 2. 3. 6 Attitude Maneuver Routine.—The purpose of R60 is to maneuver the EM
to point a specific body-fixed vector, such as the center of the AOT field of view



AUTOMATICALLY

CALLED FROM R51
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for a specified detent, along a specified direction in space. This direction is calculated

and stored by the calling program. R60 tests the 3-AXIS flag at this time. Since it

has been reset by R5 2, R60 calculates the final LM attitude and gimbal angles required

to meet the L,OS specifications in such a way as to conserve RCS fuel and not constrain

any unspecified degree of freedom. (The alternative for R60, if the 3-AXIS flag is

set, is to orient all three LiM body axes in specified directions.)

The Attitude Maneuver Routine then flashes VERB 50 NOUN 18 ("Please perform

auto maneuver") with the FDAI angles resulting from the proposed maneuver displayed

in Rl, R2, and R3 as roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively. There are three responses

to this display:

a. Auto maneuver—the astronaut sets the PGNS Mode Control switch to
AUTO and keys PRO. The LGC then calculates the required final vehicle
attitude (using the routine VECPOINT) and displays VERB 06 NOUN 18
with the final FDAI angles. During this display, the RCS jets are fired
to attain the required attitude. If the PGNS Mode switch is set out of
AUTO, the maneuver will be terminated immediately. Following astronaut
or EGC termination of the maneuver, the computer again flashes VERB
50 NOUN 18 and the desired FDAI angles. The astronaut can now perform
another auto maneuver, manual maneuver, or bypass the maneuver.

b. Manual maneuver—the astronaut sets the PGNS Mode Control swi+ch to
ATT HOLD and acquires the target using the ACA and FDAI. When the
target is acquired, he keys PRO and again sees flashing VERB 50 NOUN
18 and the desired FDAI angles.

c. Bypass the requested maneuver—the astronaut keys ENTR when the DSKY
flashes VERB 50 NOUN 18 and the desired ball angles after a successful
auto or manual star acquisition maneuver.

At this point, R52 tests the AOT detent code selected earlier. If it is zero (COAS/LPD

calibration), R52 again flashes VERB 01 NOUN 70 and displays the AOT detent and

celestial body codes. (Refer to paragraph 7. 3. 2. 3.5.) A VERB 34 ENTR response

to VERB 01 NOUN 70 terminates R52 and P52. If the AOT detent code is not zero,

R52 is terminated and control returns to R51. (By now, the astronaut should have

acquired the celestial body in the AOT, and the next step is to take marks.)

7. 3. 2. 3. 7 AOT Mark Routine.—R51 now calls the AOT Mark Routine, R53 (Figure

7. 3. 2-8). R53 requests and processes sighting marks on the two targets. When

R53 is initiated, the possible program alarms that may occur are 20105 (R53 already

in progress); 31211 (no marks allowed); or 31207 (no LGC VAC area available for

computations) (Table 7. 3, 2-1). If no alarms occur, R53 sets the MARK INPUT INHIBIT

flag and flashes VERB 01 NOUN 71, with the AOT detent and star codes displayed

in Rl. VERB 21 ENTR followed by the desired code corrects the values displayed;

PRO indicates the astronaut accepts the code values displayed. If the detent code
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is seven (COAS sighting), R53 flashes VERB 06 NOUN 87, with the stored values

for the azimuth and elevation of the backup optics EOS displayed in R1 and R2.

These values can be approved by keying PRO or reloaded after keying VERB 24

ENTR. The LGC is then able to calculate the backup optics LOS vector in Navigation

Base coordinates. For either AOT or backup optics sightings, R53 computes the

orientation of the planes defined by the X- and Y-reticle lines and the optic axis

vector. The Sighting Mark Routine then flashes VERB 54 NOUN 71 ("Please mark
X- or Y-reticle line-star intersection"). R1 again contains the AOT detent and

star codes.

When the astronaut prepares to take a sighting, he should be sure that the AOT
reticle rotation angle is set to zero to ensure that the X- and Y-reticle lines define

the proper planes for the LGC LOS vector computations. (The greatest accuracy

will result if the marks are taken with the star as close as possible to the field-of-view

center.)

When the target body crosses the X- or Y-reticle mark line, the astronaut takes a

mark by depressing the MARK X or MARK Y pushbutton. Either mark of the pair

can be taken first. The computer accepts five mark pairs or less; when the astronaut

is finished marking, he keys PRO. The MARK REJECT pushbutton is used to throw

away one or both members of the most recent pair of marks taken. When one of

the MARK pushbuttons is depressed, R53 calls the Markrupt Routine, R57 (Figure

7. 3. 2-9).

7. 3. 2. 3, 8 Markrupt Routine.—When the Markrupt Routine is called, it stores the

current X, Y, and Z gimbal angle values and the time for use by the Sighting Mark

Routine. R57 then determines which one of the MARK X, MARK Y, and MARK
REJECT pushbuttons was depressed. The DSKY then flashes VERB xx NOUN 71.

where xx can have the following values: 52— "Please mark X-reticle line/star

crossing"; 53— "Please mark Y-reticle line/star crossing"; 54—"Please mark X-

or Y-reticle line/ star crossing." R1 contains the AOT detent and celestial body

codes. The astronaut must then depress the other mark pushbutton to complete the

X-Y mark pair. He can then continue to take mark pairs by additional X or Y
marks (as many as five mark pairs can be taken). If he wants to throw away all

the marks he has taken, he keys ENTR. The program then returns to the flashing

VERB 01 NOUN 71 of R53 (paragraph 7.3. 2.3.7) to redefine the celestial .body and

start marking over again.

When the astronaut is satisfied with the number and quality of marks he has taken,

he keys PRO. This returns program control to R53, which sets the MARK INPUT
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INHIBIT flag to prevent additional marks from being incorporated. R53 then

calculates the measured BOS vector to the target using the averaged X and Y mark

data and returns control to R51. the Inflight Fine Align Routine.,

7.3. 2.3.9 Celestial Body Definition Routine.—R51 now calls the Celestial Body

Definition Routine, R58 (Figure 7.3.2-10). The purpose of R58 is to obtain, either

from storage, calculation, or crew input, the actual (not AOT-measured) celestial

body vector in Basic Reference Coordinates. (The actual and measured vectors

are compared later in the Sighting Data Display Routine.) R58 first checks the

value of the stored target identification code as follows:

a. If the code is zero (planet or other celestial body), the crew sees a
flashing VERB 06 NOUN 88 with the LGC assumed planet position vector
components displayed in Rl, R2, and R3. Corrected components can be
loaded via VERB 25 ENTR or approved by keying PRO. Control is then
returned to R51.

b. If the target identification code is 46 (sun), 47 (earth), or 50 (moon),
R58 calculates the appropriate celestial body vector based on the LGC's
stored ephemerides and returns to R51.

c. If the target is a star, the celestial body vector is obtained directly
from storage. R58 is then completed and R51 again takes over.

R51 now calls the Auto Optics Positioning Routine (R52) for the second time and

displays the BGC assumed detent and celestial body codes under flashing VERB 01

NOUN 70. These are approved or corrected as before (paragraph 7. 3. 2. 3. 5) and

the astronaut repeats the procedures of auto optics positioning, marking, and celestial

body definition for the second target. R51 then calls the Sighting Data Display Routine,

R54 (Figure 7.3.2-11).

7.3.2.3.10 Sighting Data Display Routine.—This routine first calculates the actual

angle between the two celestial bodies using the vectors obtained by the Celestial

Body Definition Routine. R51 then calculates the measured angle between the two

bodies using theAOT mark data and displays the difference between these two angles

under flashing VERB 06 NOUN 05. Rl contains the sighting angle difference, to

0.01 deg. (The maximum acceptable value is 0.05 deg.) If the astronaut wants to

try marking on a target pair again, he keys VERB 32 ENTR to recycle to R51,

which requests "Please perform fine align" (paragraph 7.3.2.3.12). Any previously

stored mark data will be lost.

When the astronaut is satisfied with the VERB 06 NOUN 05 sighting data, he keys

PRO. R51 then calls the Gyro Torquing Routine, R55 (Figure 7.3.2-12).
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Alarm 00111 occurs if the astronaut keyed PRO when no complete pair
of marks was stored in the LGC. The computer flashes VERB 54 NOUN
71, requesting marks. Key RSET and perform normal marking.

Alarm 00112 indicates a mark or mark reject was attempted while the
LGC was not accepting these inputs. Control is automatically returned
to the interrupted job. Key RSET and continue.

Alarm 00113 indicates a hardware or software failure called R57
unnecessarily. Control is automatically returned to the interrupted job.
Key RSET, continue operations, and refer to backup procedures for partial
computer failure.

Alarm 00114 indicates a duplicate mark has been taken (X after X or Y
after Y). Key RSET, monitor the DSKY mark request verb, and make
the correct mark.

Alarm 00115 indicates a mark reject was attempted with no marks to
reject. Key RSET and monitor DSKY mark request.

Alarm 00206 indicates zeroing the ICDUs by VERB 40 NOUN 20 was
attempted by the astronaut but not allowed during gimbal lock. With
the IMU in coarse align mode and gimbal lock, zero CDU encoding is

accomplished by first commanding coarse alignment to zero as follows:
key RSET; key VERB 41 NOUN 20 ENTR and load ENTR, ENTR, ENTR;
key VERB 40 NOUN 20 ENTR.

Alarm 00207 indicates ISS turn-on not present for 90 sec. Key RSET
and reinitiate ISS turn-on sequence.

Alarm 00210 indicates the IMU is not on. P52 is automatically terminated.
Initiate the ISS turn-on sequence and, when the NO ATT light is

extinguished, execute P51 to determine the stable member orientation
and REFSMMAT.

Alarm 00211 indicates gimbal angles are not within 2 deg of commanded
position after coarse alignment. To determine size of error, key VERB
06 NOUN 20 ENTR for display of present gimbal angles and VERB 06
NOUN 22 ENTR for desired gimbal angles. Continue the alignment and
record thetorquing angles. Then perform the third star alignment check
(paragraph 7.3.2.3.12). If performing VERB 41 NOUN 20, try again.

Alarm 00217 can accompany alarm 00211 and indicates a bad return from
ISS mode switching. Control is returned to P52 as usual. The bad return
could also be due to a power failure during coarse or fine alignment. Key
RSET and perform 00211 recovery procedures.

Alarm 00220 indicates IMU alignmentnot known (REFSMMAT flag reset).
Perform P51or,if the IMU alignment is known (for example, after docked
alignment), set the REFSMMAT flag. To set this flag, key VERB 25
NOUN 07 ENTR. Then key 77 ENTR, 10000 ENTR, and 1 ENTR.

Alarm 00405 indicates the computer could not find two stars in the forward
AOT detent at the present LM attitude. The astronaut can maneuver
the LM and key VERB 32 ENTR to have the LGC try again, or he can
key PRO when he acquires a star or planet himself. When he keys
PRO, the computer flashes VERB 01 NOUN 70 and displays the detent
and star code assumed by the computer.
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n. Alarm 20105 indicates the AOT mark system is already in use and no
marks are being accepted by the LGC. P52 is automatically terminated.
Key RSET and reselect the desired program.

o. Alarm 31207 indicates no VAC areas are available for storing mark
data. The LGC executes a software restart to the flashing VERB 01
NOUN 70 of the Auto Optics Positioning Routine, R5 2.

p. Alarm 31211 indicates an illegal interrupt of an extended verb in progress.
The LGC executes a software restart to flashing VERB 01 NOUN 70,
R52.

7.3. 2. 5 Program Coordination and Procedures

The following paragraphs discuss theuseof P52 during amission and miscellaneous

procedures relevant to IMU realignment.

7. 3. 2. 5.1 P52 Activities.—When the LM and CSM are docked and the LM ISS is

first powered up, the LM stable member requires alignment to the landing site

orientation. This can be accomplished without AOT sightings, and the CSM and LM
given the same REFSMMAT, by following the procedure discussed in paragraph

7. 3. 2. 5. 2 below. P27 is used to uplink REFSMMAT to the LM after docked alignment.

After CSM/LM separation in lunar orbit, the CSM and LM stable members are

each realigned to option 00003, REFSMMAT. When the LM stable member fine

alignment is accomplished, the third star alignment check procedure in P52 can be

used to calibrate the landing point designator (LPD) located in the LM left front

window. The position of the LPD is keyed in as a COAS sighting (detent code 0

under flashing VERB 01 NOUN 70, R5 2). Zero deg azimuth and -40 deg elevation

are keyed in when the LGC flashes VERB 06 NOUN 87. The calibration star should

appear in the LPD when R60, the auto maneuver star acquisition routine, is performed.

If the preflight calibration values, as determined by the ground from crew

observations, disagree with the actual situation by more than 2 deg in azimuth or

0.5 deg in elevation, the ground updates the LPD calibration values stored in the

LGC.

About one and a half hours before Powered Descent Initiation (PDI), P52, option

00003, is again executed. The gyro torquing angles are used to assess the amount

of drift since the previous alignment. Before lunar liftoff, the EM stable membej-

will be realigned by P57 to the landing site orientation at liftoff. After liftoff, P52

option 00003 is executed to realign to this orientation prior to targeting for CSI

(P32).



The preferred option of theLM IMU Realignment Program can be used in coordination

with prethrust and thrusting programs to move the stable member into an optimum

orientation for an upcoming propulsion system burn. (Refer to paragraph 7. 2. 2. 2.1.)

A typical program sequence follows:

a. The astronaut keys in one of the P30's (prethrust targeting programs,
subsection 5.3). This determines the time of ignitionand velocity change.

b. The astronaut keys in a thrusting program: P40, P41,or P42 (subsection
6.3). The thrusting program computes a preferred IMU orientation and
vehicle attitude and sets the PREFERRED ATTITUDE-COMPUTED flag.
The astronaut then sees a flashing VERB 50 NOUN 18 ("Please perform
maneuver to displayed FDAI angles").

c. If the astronaut wants to realign the stable member, he does not perform
the auto maneuver. Instead, he terminates thrusting program at the
flashing VERB 50 NOUN 18 and keys in P52. Since the PREFERRED
ATTITUDE-COMPUTED flag is set, P52 automatically chooses and
displays the preferred option code (00001) for crew approval. The as-
tronaut can then realign the stable member to this option.

d. The astronaut then returns to the beginning of the thrusting program
and executes the entire program.

7.3. 2. 5. 2 Miscellaneous Procedures.—The docked alignment procedure is discussed

a. The CSM IMU is aligned to the landing site orientation and the LM crew
notes the docking ring angle during inter-vehicle transfer.

b. CSM attitude is held at minimum deadband and the LM stable member
is coarse aligned (VERB 41 NOUN 20) to angles in degrees as follows:
outer gimbal angle (LM) = 300 + docking ring number

-outer gimbal angle (CSM);
inner gimbal angle (LM) = inner gimbal angle (CSM) + 180;
middle gimbal angle (LM) = -middle gimbal angle (CSM).

c. LM CDUs are zeroed (VERB 40 NOUN 20), and CSM attitude hold can
now be terminated.

d. The REFSMMAT flag is set as follows: VERB 25 NOUN 07 ENTR; 77
ENTR; 10000 ENTR; 1 ENTR. Bit 13 is confirmed to be set if VERB
01 NOUN 01 ENTR 77 ENTR produces 1, 3, 5, or 7 in the first digit of
Rl.

e. The DRIFT (gyro compensation available) flag is now set as follows:

VERB 37 ENTR 51 ENTR; PRO; VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR.

f. The CM and LM pilots both key VERB 06 NOUN 20 and on the LM pilot's

"Mark," they key ENTR to display the present gimbal angles.

g. The gimbal angles and time are voiced to the ground where the torquing
angles are calculated for fine alignment. The desired torquing angles
are then voiced to the LM.
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h. The LM crew should verify that the minimum impulse mode has been
commanded and then key VERB 42 ENTR.

i. When the LGC flashes VERB 21 NOUN 93, the gyro torquing angles are
loaded. NOUN 20 can be used to monitor the current gimbal angles.
Alignment is complete.

While the spacecraft are docked before PDI, an IMU drift check is performed. The

ground notes any changes in the difference between the CSM and L,M gimbal angles.

If any gyro drift exceeds 1.5 deg per hour, either the CSM or LM IMU has failed.

Since the CSM IMU has been powered up since launch, with several realignment

and drift checks, it is more probable that the EM IMU has failed if the change in

the difference between the LM and CSM gimbal angles becomes too large.

If the AGS has a good alignment, it can be used to rapidly realign the LM IMU by

the following procedure;

a. Maneuver the LM to (0,0,0) on the AGS FDAI ball.

b. Key VERB 41 NOUN 20 ENTR, ENTR, ENTR, ENTR. This coarse aligns
the IMU to (0,0,0) gimbal angles.

c. Key VERB 40 NOUN 20, verify that the FDAI is at (0,0,0), and key ENTR.
This zeros the ICDUs and recovers stable member inertial reference
capability.

d. After 15 sec, key VERB 37 ENTR 51 ENTR and PRO on the first display.
This sets the DRIFT flag. Then key VERB 37 ENTR 00 ENTR.

e. To set the REFSMMAT flag, key VERB 25 NOUN 07 ENTR, 77 ENTR,
10000 ENTR, 1 ENTR.

f. If the LGC has auto optics positioning capability, perform P5 2,

REFSMMAT option.

7.3. 2. 6 Extended Verbs

The extended verbs discussed below are not executed during P52. They do, how-

ever, allow the crew to control the normal and gyro torque repositioning of the

stable member. Table 7. 3. 2-II lists the extended verbs DSKY activity.

Refer to paragraph 7. 2. 2. 5 for: . discussion of the gyro drift; equations.
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7. 3. 3 P57, Lunar Surface Alignment Progi

P57 provides the crew with the capability to align or realign the IMU while the LM
, is on the lunar surface, using one of three types of orientation: (1) preferred (2)

landing site (3) REFSMMAT. Within each of these types of orientation are four

techniques available to the crew for completing the IMU alignment. The techniques

are identified as 0 through 3 and are described below. If the alignment technique

selected is other than 0, the program is designed to perform an initial alignment

using the vectors of technique 0. After this initial alignment is completed, the

program automatically recycles to perform the IMU realignment using the technique

specified by the crew. Information obtained from the alignment is displayed via

the DSKY to the crew and includes such data as the following:

a. Type of alignment

b. Time of alignment

c. Lunar gravity vector error angle

d. Position, including detent, azimuth, and elevation of the Alignment

Optical Telescope when sighting celestial bodies

e. Gyro and gimbal angles

f. Landing site coordinates.

The displays associated with P57 are shown in Table 7. 3. 3-1.

7. 3. 3.1 Related Routines

Three routines are directly related to the Lunar Surface Alignment Program and

are all called automatically by the program. One of the directly related routines

calls an additional routine; this routine in turn calls another routine. Thus, P57

actually has the following five related routines:

a. AOT Mark Routine (R53)

b. Sighting Data Display Routine (R54)

c. Markrupt Routine (R57)

d. Celestial Body Definition Routine (R58)

e. Lunar Surface Sighting Mark Routine (R59).

When using P57 techniques 2 or 3 (refer to paragraph 7. 3. 3. 3), optical sightings on

a celestial body (navigation star, planet, or sun) are required. The Lunar Surface

Sighting Mark Routine (R59) performs AOT sightings on these celestial bodies.

R59 then automatically calls the AOT Mark Routine (R53) to process the sighting



’LAYS (SHEET 1 OF 2)

Condition Registe:

Option code ID (Rl)
Option code (R2)
X = 1 = Preferred

2 = Nominal
3 = REFSMMAT

Rl 00001
R2 oooox
R3 Blank

4 = Landing site

T (Align) Rl ooxxx
R2 oooxx
R3 oxx. XX

Option code ID(Rl)
Option code (R2)
Stored data code (R3)

Rl 00010
R2 oooox
R3 OOCDO

C = 1 REFSMMAT
defined

C = 0 No REFSMMAT
defined

D = 1 LM attitude
available

D = 0 LM attitude not
available

ngle GRAY ERR ANGLE
(difference between
present and previously
defined error angle. )

Rl XXX. XX
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

AOT detent/star code Rl ABCDE
A. B = 00 (Octal)



TABLE 7. 3. 3-1

PROGRAM DISPLAYS (SHEET 2 OF 2)

DSKY
Initiated

By Purpose Condition Register

FLV06N79 R59 Cursor and spiral
angle, and AOT
position code

Cursor angle
Spiral angle
Position code
1, 2, 3 = forward

positions
4. 5. 6 = rear

positions

R1 XXX. XX deg
R2 XXX. XX deg
R3 xxxxx.

FL V01N71 R53 AOT detent/ star AOT detent and star
code (same as N70
above)

R1 ABCDE
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

FLV06N87 R53 Back-up optical
system azimuth
and elevation LOS

Optical azimuth
Optical elevation

R1 XXX. XX deg
R2 XXX. XX deg
R3 Blank

FL V54N71 R53 Mark X or Y
reticle line/ star
intersection

Mark X and/or Y
reticle/ star inter-
section (same as N71
above)

R1 ABCDE
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

FL V06N88 R58 Assumed planet
position

XPL 1/2 unit
YPL Position vector
ZPL Components

R1 .xxxxx
R2 . xxxxx
R3 . xxxxx

FLV06N05 R54 Sighting angle
difference

Sighting angle
difference = measured
minus catalog values

R1 XXX. XX deg
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

FL V06N93 P57 Gyro torquing
angles

X Gyro angle
Y Gyro angle
Z Gyro angle

R1 XX. XXX deg
R2 XX. XXX deg
R3 XX. XXX deg

FLV06N22 P57 Resulting ICDU
gimbal angles

OG
IG
MG

R1 XXX. XX deg
R2 XXX. XX deg
R3 XXX. XX deg

FLV50N25 P57 Please perform
fine align

Option code
00014 = fine align

R1 00014
R2 Blank
R3 Blank

FL V06N89 P57 Landing site
coordinates LONG/

2

ALT

R1 XX. XXX deg
R2 XX. XXX deg
R3 XXX. XX n. mi.



marks taken by the crew. However, in order for the crew to load the spiral and

cursor angles while taking marks, R53 calls a portion of the Markrupt Routine (R57).

With the processed information from R53, the Celestial Body Definition Routine

(R58) then establishes the planet position vectors for the celestial body being used

forthelMU alignment. P57 then transforms the LOS vectors in reference coordinates

into desired TMU coordinates, calls the Sighting Data Display Routine (R54) that

calculates the difference between the actual (stored) and the indicated (measured)

sighting angles, and displays this information to the crew. The crew then decides

whether to continue with the alignment using the available information or to take

new sighting information and start the alignment process again.

7, 3. 3. 2 Coordinate Systems

7. 3. 3. 2. 1 Basic Reference Coordinate System .—The Basic Coordinate System is an

orthogonal inertial coordinate system whose origin is located at either the moon's or

earth's center of mass; its orientation is defined as the line of intersection of the

mean earth equatorial plane and the plane defined by the mean orbit of the earth

(ecliptic) at a specified time. The X-axis is along this line of intersection with the

positive sense in the direction of the ascending node of the ecliptic at the equator;

the Z-axis is along the mean earth North pole; and the Y-axis completes the right -

hand triad.

This coordinate system becomes moon-centered when the estimated vehicle distance

from the moon first falls below approximately 38000 miles. This coordinate system

again becomes earth- centered when the distance to the moon first exceeds this

value. All navigation stars and lunar-solar ephemerides are referenced to this

coordinate system, as are all state vectors and stable member orientations.

7. 3. 3. 2. 2 IMU Stable Member Coordinate System . — The IMU stable member
coordinate system depends on the current IMU alignment. The origin of the IMU

stable member coordinate system is the center of the IMU stable member. The

primary alignment orientations used in P57 are as follows:

a. Preferred Alignment

-XSM -TD

-YSM
"" UNIT X r) If r not parallel to u.^^^

or = UNIT (UxsM x v) If r parallel to

-ZSM "" -XSM ^ -YSM

r = position vector at ignition

V = velocity vector at ignition



Local Vertical

HxSM 's’ "“align

HySM ™IT (Y X r)

-ZSM ^ -XSM ^ - YSM
where r and v represent the vehicle state at alignment time

c. Lunar Landing

HxsM = UNIT (r^g) at t^

-ZSM UNIT [(r^^ x x u^g^J

-YSM -ZSM ^ -XSM
where r

j^g
= lunar landing site vector at predicted landing time r ^

and are CSM position and velocity vectors as maintained by the LGC.

d. Lunar Launch Time

Same as c except r^^g is the launch site vector at launch time (tj^).

7. 3. 3.

3

Techniques

7. 3. 3. 3.1 Technique 0.— This technique is a quick means for alignment in case of

emergency launch. The TMU is driven to the desired orientation using the present

LM attitude. Either the ATTITUDE flag or REFSMMAT flag, or both, must be set.

A 00701 alarm occurs if neither is set.

7. 3. 3. 3. 2 Technique 1.— This technique is selected by the astronaut whenever a

complete alignment or realignment is to be made by using the computed lunar gravity

vector and the present LM attitude data. A 00701 alarm occurs if neither ATTITUDE

flag nor REFSMMAT flag is set. Both flags may be set.

7. 3. 3. 3. 3 Technique 2.— This technique is selected by the astronaut whenever a

complete alignment or realignment is to be made by sighting on two celestial bodies

(usually stars) with the AOT. It is not necessary for either the ATTITUDE flag or

REFSMMAT flag to be set.

7. 3. 3. 3. 4 Technique 3.— This technique is selected when a complete alignment or

realignment is to be made by determining the lunar gravity vector with the IMU

accelerometers and sighting on one celestial body with the AOT. It is not necessary

for either the ATTITUDE flag or the REFSMMAT fl^g to be set.
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7. 3. 3. 4 P57 Logical Flow Description

Several techniques are available to the crew for completing the alignment of the

TMU based either on landing site orientation, preferred orientation, or REFSMMAT
as described in paragraph 7. 3. 3. 3. The resultant accuracy of the IMU to the specified

orientation depends on the technique that the crew selects. This selection is dictated

by the circumstances at the time of alignment. The program description that follows

is based on these techniques, 0 through 3, respectively.

The crew selects P57 by keying VERB 37 ENTR 57 ENTR into the DSKY. (See

Figure 7. 3. 3-1.) The program immediately checks to determine if the inertial

subsystem (TSS) is on. If the ISS is not on, the PROG alarm light goes on. By
keying VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR into the DSKY, the crew may determine a 00210

alarm code indication. (Refer to paragraph 7. 3. 3. 5.) If the ISS is on and operational,

the crew sees a flashing VERB 04 NOUN 06 on the DSKY with registers 1 (Rl) and

2 (R2) reading 00001 and 00003, respectively. The 00001 in Rl indicates that R2

specifies the assumed IMU orientation option. The 00003 in R2 indicates that the

assumed option is REFSMMAT. If this option is not the one desired by the crew,

VERB 22 ENTR may be keyed into the DSKY and another option selected. (See

Table 7. 3. 3-1.) The nominal option (00002) is not allowed in P57.

Tf the orientation option is preferred (00001), REFSMMAT (00003), or landing site

(00004), the technique of alignment must be determined. If the orientation option is

00004, however, the time of alignment must also be determined prior to

determination of technique of alignment; is equal to the ascent time of ignition,

tiG(As)- three registers contain zeros when is displayed, the landing

site orientation will be defined for a automatically selected by the LGC as

being the present time. Regardless of the value of ii is used to compute

the landing site orientation. Upon completion of this computation and storage of its

value, the previously- stored preferred orientation is lost.

The next display that the crew sees is a flashing VERB 05 NOUN 06, which displays

the assumed alignment technique, the assumed alignment technique option code, and

a data code in registers Rl, R2, and R3, respectively. (See Table 7. 3. 3-1.) This

display requires that the crew either key in PRO or key in the desired alignment

technique by keying in VERB 22 ENTR and loading the desired code in R2.

7. 3. 3. 4.1 Technique 0 . — As stated in paragraph 7. 3. 3. 3, if technique 0 alignment is

desired, either the REFSMMAT flag or the ATTITUDE flag or, both, must be set.

If just the REFSMMAT flag is set, the LM attitude in moon-fixed coordinates is
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computed and stored by using REFSMMAT. Then the ATTITUDE flag is set. If

just the ATTITUDE flag is set, it is not necessary to compute the LM attitude in

moon-fixed coordinates. This sequence is common to all four alignment techniques.

If the technique is other than 0, however, the INITIAL ALIGN flag is reset. After

setting the ATTITUDE flag, the INITIAL ALIGN flag is set, and the unit LOS vectors

are defined. (Refer to Table 7.3.3-II for source of vectors used in technique 0.)

The four IMU alignment vectors (S^, Sg, S'^, S'g), are obtained as follows. The

stored LM attitude vectors (Y and Z) are transformed from the moon-fixed coordinate

system (MFCS) to basic reference coordinates and are defined as S'^, S'g,

respectively. The Y and Z navigation base unit vectors define the orientation of

the Y and Z LM axes with respect to the IMU stable member coordinate system

and are denoted as S^ and Sg, respectively. Vectors S'^and S'g are then transformed

from reference coordinates to desired IMU coordinates. The desired gyro-torquing

angles are computed, and a check is made to determine if any of these angles are

greater than 5 degrees. If not, the gyros are pulsed through the desired angles to

align the IMU, and the REFSMMAT is defined to be the desired IMU orientation. A
flashing VERB 50 NOUN 25 display then requests the performance of a fine alignment

(code 00014). If the crew does not wish to fine align, the program may be terminated

by keying in ENTR or VERB 34 ENTR, the normal exit from technique 0.

7. 3. 3. 4. 2 Technique 1.—The IMU is aligned to the desired orientation defined by

the previous display using the present REFSMMAT (ora stored LM attitude

with respect to the lunar surface) and determination of the lunar gravity vector.

The LM attitude is computed and stored in moon-fixed coordinates as in technique

0. The gravity vector is then determined in the following way. The desired gimbal

angles are set to +42 degrees, -42 degrees, and +35.25 degrees (OG, IG, and MG
respectively), and the inertial subsystem is coarse aligned. The NO ATT light will

be on indicating that the IMU is in the coarse align mode. The TRACK flag, DRIFT

flag, and REFSMMAT flag are all reset. At the completion of the coarse alignment,

if the gimbals are not within 2 degrees of the desired values, the PROG alarm light

will come on. (Refer to paragraph 7. 3. 3. 5, alarms 00211 and 00217.) If the system

did coarse align correctly, the NO ATT light will go off indicating that the ISS is

now inertial. The accelerometer outputs are monitored for approximately 40 seconds

giving a gravity vector in stable member coordinates. These are unitized and

transformed into navigation base coordinates, and a 1/ 2-unit gravity vector is stored.

The gimbal angles to rotate the stable member 180 degrees are calculated, the ISS

coarse aligned to these angles, and the 1/ 2-unit gravity vector is determined and

stored as above. A flashing VERB 06 NOUN 04 will display the error between the
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previously determined gravity vector and the unitized sum of the two 1/ 2-unit gravity

vectors just determined. Until P57 is performed for the first time, the LGC assumes

that the lunar gravity vector is parallel to the LM X-axis if the Landing Confirmation

Program (P68) has been completed. If P68 has not been completed, the VERB 06

NOUN 04 display is meaningless on the first pass through the program. If a remeasure

of the lunar gravity vector is desired, the crew must key in VERB 32 ENTR (recycle).

If a completion of alignment is desired, the crew must key in PRO. This will complete

the alignment as in technique 0 starting with the unit LOS vectors definition. (See

Table 7.3.3-II.)

Upon completion of pulsing the gyros through the desired angles to align the IMU, a

check is made to determine whether or not the alignment technique is 0. If it is

not 0, the INITIAL ALIGN flag is reset and the angle between the actual and indicated

alignment vectors is computed and displayed to the crew via a flashing VERB 06

NOUN 05 display in the Sighting Data Display Routine (R54). (See Figure 7, 3. 3- 2.)

If the angle is within acceptable limits, the crew keys PRO. P57 will compute the

desired gyro torquing angles and display them in a flashing VERB 06 NOUN 93. If

these angles are less than 5 degrees, the alignment will be continued as in technique

0 except that the LM attitude will be computed and stored in moon-fixed coordinates.

If the angle determined in R54 is out of limits, the crew can key in recycle (VERB

32 ENTR) and start the final alignment procedure.

7. 3. 3. 4. 3 Technique 2.—Whenever a complete alignment or realignment is to be

performed on the lunar surface using sightings on two celestial bodies, technique 2

must be used. When this technique is used, it is not necessary for either the

REFSMMAT flag or the ATTITUDE flag to be set; the initial alignment (technique

0) is bypassed and the Lunar Surface Sighting Mark Routine (R59) is called

immediately. If either flag is set, however, technique 0 alignment is completed.

P57 then calls R59. (See Figure 7. 3. 3-3.) R59 is used to perform AOT sightings

on celestial bodies while the LM is on the lunar surface. When the computer first

enters R59, it determines whether or not the REFSMMAT flag is set. If it is not

set, the computations are immediately transferred to the AOT Mark Routine (R53)

which will be described later. For the present, it is assumed that the REFSMMAT
flag is set. Thus, the crew sees a flashing VERB 01 NOUN 70 display indicating

the AOT detent position and the star code. (See Table 7. 3. 3-1.) The crew can then

key in the star code for the celestial body on which it desired to sight. When the

proper information is displayed to the crew, it can key in PRO. If the crew has

selected a star for its sightings, the computer will calculate, in navigation base

coordinates, the star LOS from the star data and the optical axis for the presently

defined AOT position code.
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Tf the angle between the star LOS and the optical axis is greater than 30 degrees,

the position code will be incremented by 1 each time it is checked until the angle is

less than 30 degrees. If the AOT position code is incremented through the six AOT
positions and the angle between the star LOS and the optical axis is still greater

than 30 degrees, a flashing VERB 05 NOUN 09 display will indicate an alarm code

00404 (see paragraph 7. 3. 3. 5), allowing the crew to select another star and repeat

the process, or to proceed to R53 without LGC supplied data.

If the angle between the star LOS and optical axis is less than 30 degrees, the

cursor and spiral angles are calculated and displayed along with the position code

via a flashing VERB 06 NOUN 79. (See Table 7. 3. 3-1.) The AOT position code is

converted to the correct AOT detent code and R53 is called.

The AOT Mark Routine, R53, (see Figure 7. 3. 3-4) will process the sighting marks

on the celestial bodies. While the LM is on the lunar surface, only the AOT may
be used for sighting on celestial bodies. Upon initial entry into R53, several checks

are made to determine if it is possible to use the routine. (See paragraph 7. 3. 3. 5,

alarm codes 20105, 31211, and 31207.) The first display the crew will see in this

routine is a flashing VERB 01 NOUN 71 indicating the AOT detent code and star

code. (See Table 7. 3. 3-1.)

Tf the codes are not those determined previously in R59, the crew may key in VERB
21 ENTR, load the desired codes, and PRO. The next display the crew will see is

flashing VERB 54 NOUN 71 requesting a please perform mark X or mark Y reticle

line/ star intersection. While the LM is on the lunar surface, marks are taken

singly by pushing either the MARK X or the MARK Y pushbutton. This is usually

accomplished between the measurement and the recording of the angle at the point

where the cursor and the star are aligned, and the angle where the spiral and the

star are aligned. (See Figure 7. 3. 3- 5.)

By depressing either the MARK X or MARK Y pushbutton, the VERB 06 NOUN 79

display in the Markrupt Routine, R57 (see Figure 7. 3. 3-6), comes up allowing the

crew to load the angles just recorded into registers R1 and R2 by keying in VERB
24 ENTR and then loading the angles. Up to five marks may be taken on a particular

celestial bod> by keying in VERB 32 ENTR after each cursor and spiral angle load.

If more than five marks are taken, the PROG alarm light will come on. (See paragraph

7. 3. 3. 5, alarm code 00107.) The LGC will average all the LOS to define a final

LOS on a particular celestial body.

After each mark, the crew has the option to terminate marking by keying PRO;

continue marking on the same celestial body (with the restriction noted above) by
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keying in VERB 32 ENTR (recycle); discard all data on the present celestial body

and select a new one by keying in ENTR on the VERB 54 NOUN 71 display, defining

the new body, and starting marking; or terminate the entire alignment by keying in

VERB 34 ENTR (terminate).

This marking procedure must be performed on two celestial bodies. Their L,OS

vectors must then be computed with respect to the present stable member to desired

IMU coordinates. Once these LOS vectors, together with others obtained from the

LGC star catalog or loaded by the crew, or computed from ephemeris data using

the Celestial Body Definition Routine. R58 (see Table 7. 3. 3-1 and Figure 7. 3. 3-7),

have been determined, the remaining steps of the alignment process are the same

as technique 0.

7. 3. 3. 4. 4 Technique 3. —This technique is selected when the complete IMU alignment

is to be made by determining the lunar gravity vector, as in technique 1, and sighting

one celestial body, as in technique 2.

When using any of these techniques, a request to perform a fine align (VERB 50

NOUN 25 code 00014) is accomplished by keying a PRO from this display. When

the crew has keyed in PRO from the VERB 50 NOUN 25 display, the initial align

flag has been reset (except in technique 0). The IMU alignment vectors are obtained

for the technique being used to align the IMU, as described above, and a realignment

is accomplished.

7. 3. 3. 5 Program Alarms

Viewing a PROG alarm light on the DSKY, the crew keys VERB 05 NOUN 09 ENTR
for a display of the alarm code— if the code has not already been displayed by the

CMC. After taking corrective action, the crew keys RSET to turn off the PROG
light and alarm and continues with the program. Possible alarms encountered dur-

ing P57 are as follows:

a. Alarm 00210 is displayed if the IMU is not operating when P57 is first

entered.

b. Alarms 00211 and 00217 are displayed, if at the end of a coarse alignment

the gimbals are not within 2 degrees of the desired values.

c. Alarm 00701 is displayed if neither the present REFSMMAT nor a stored

LM attitude is available.

d. Alarm 31211 is displayed when there is an illegal interrupt by an extended

verb.

e. Alarm 00404 is displayed if in technique 2, two stars are not available

in any detent position of the AOT.
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f. Alarm 20105 is displayed if, when the crew wants to start processing

marks, the mark register indicates that the AOT mark system is in

g. Alarm 31207 is displayed if there are no VAC areas available for the

computation and processing of the marks.

h. Alarm 00111 is displayed on PROCEED from the NOUN 71 display if

there is not enough data (Mark counter = 0) to cornpute a star vector.

i. Alarm 00107 is displayed if more than five marks have been taken on a

single celestial body.

The ISS must be on and at either a known or an unknown orientation in order to

align the IMU using P57. If the ISS is not on, alarm code 00210 will alert the crew

to press the IMU OPERATE circuit breaker and allow 15 minutes for warm-up

before re- initializing P57.

When using alignment techniques 1 or 3 and prior to the start of coarse alignment

of the ISS, the outer gimbal, inner gimbal, and middle gimbal are set to +42 degrees,

-42 degrees and +35.25 degrees, respectively. Upon completion of the coarse align,

if the gimbals are not within 2 degrees of these values, alarm codes 00211 and

00217 will alert the crew and a realignment may be accomplished. Following the

NOUN 04 display, a VERB 34 ENTR may be keyed in to terminate the current

calculation, and P57 entered again by keying in VERB 37 ENTR 57 ENTR and selecting

technique 1 or 3 again. Or VERB 32 ENTR (recycle) may be keyed in to recycle to

the point where the expected gimbal angles are set. When using this method, the

gravity vector that has been previously calculated and stored is then compared to

the recalculation rather than to the originally defined gravity vector.

In NOUN 70 when a star code is selected, the AOT is set to 1 and the angle between

the star LOS and the optical axis is calculated. If the difference is greater than 30

degrees, the AOT position is incremented by 1. If upon searching all 7 positions

the difference is still greater than 30 degrees, a flashing VERB 05 NOUN 09 is

displayed automatically with alarm code 00404. The crew may key in VERB 32

ENTR and recycle to a point from which to select a different star and determine

the angle between that star and the AOT optical axis, or may key in PRO and start

taking marks via the AOT Mark Routine (R53).

When the alignment telescope marking system is in use and the crew desires to

start processing additional marks, the PROG alarm light may go on, indicating that

it is impossible at this time to process additional marks. Alarm code 20105 will

be displayed by keying in VERB 05 NOUN 09. If this alarm does occur, the program
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will automatically go to ROO and the whole marking process will have to be re-initiated

via the calling program. The alarm code displayed could also be 31207 indicating

that no VAC areas were available for storing parameters for computations of mark

information. If this alarm occurs, the computer does an automatic restart, releasing

all the VAC areas, and recycles to the beginning of R53.

Register 1 of the NOUN 71 display shows the AOT detent and star codes. Marks on

the indicated star are made singly by depressing either the MARK X pushbutton, or

the MARK Y pushbutton. If for any reason the mark counter equals 0 when PRO is

keyed, on NOUN 71, the PROG alarm light will come on. Upon keying VERB 05

NOUN 09, an alarm code 00111 will come up. This situation may be remedied by

taking a mark, keying in the NOUN 79 data, and then keying PRO. After each mark,

the crew may either terminate marking by keying in PRO; continue marking on the

same celestiaTbody (if less than five marks are already stored in the LGC); discard

all data, select a new celestial body and continue marking by keying in ENTR; or

terminate the whole alignment by keying in VERB 34 ENTR (terminate).

The mark counter in the LGC keeps track of the number of marks taken on a particular

celestial body. If, while the LM is on the lunar surface, the number of marks

registered by the counter exceeds five, the PROG alarm light will come on. The

crew, by keying in VERB 05 NOUN 09, may determine that the alarm code is 00107,

indicating that more than five marks have been taken on that particular celestial

7. 3. 3. 6 Restart

P57 is restart protected. Should a restart occur, the program will return to one of

several predetermined points, depending on where in the program the restart

occurred. The program will then continue to completion.
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9.2.1 R03. Digital Autopilot (DAP) Data Load—CMC

R03 allows the crew to load and verify CMC DAP data and provides the crew with

the means for selecting appropriate coast autopilots. The computer logic is so

arranged that, after selecting R03 and entering or verifying data, a single extended

verb will allow the appropriate DAP to become active.

To function properly, autopilots in the CMC need the following types of information:

1. Mass of the vehicle and approximate location of the center of gravity

(eg)

2. Configuration of the vehicle (for example, SIVB, CSM alone)

3. Quad information (for example, which quads are enabled in general, which

are to be used for X-translation and roll)

4. Deadband width, maneuver rate.

Good knowlege of vehicle eg is important during maneuvers in order to eliminate

or minimize transients resulting from poor knowlege of the location of the center

of gravity. Accurate knowlege of the vehicle mass and configuration minimizes

fuel expenditure during RCS DAP operation.

Vehicle mass and center of gravity are updated by the TVC DAP during SPS

maneuvers. RCS maneuvers and the coast autopilots, however, do not update such

information. Further, when the vehicle changes configuration, there is no onboard

program that automatically calculates the new mass and center of gravity. Therefore,

R03 must be used after a change in vehicle configuration, and is usually checked

before each thrusting maneuver.

9. 2. 1.1 Computational Sequence

The computational sequence of R03 is shown in Figure 9. 2. 1-1. After VERB 48

ENTR is received from the DSKY, R03 checks to determine whether the TVC DAP.

or any extended verb is active. If so, R03 illuminates the OPR ERR light and

terminates. If not. VERB 04 NOUN 46 is flashed for astronaut approval or

change. NOUN 46 contains the DAP data code. Every octal digit assumes individual

importance, and is, therefore, treated separately as an alphameric letter in Table

9. 2.1-1. Each octal digit (i.e., each letter in the table) pertains to a different aspect

of the DAP. A flashing VERB 06 NOUN 47 follows, showing the CSM and LM weights

for approval or change. Usually, the ground voices up such information. After

PRO is received to the NOUN 47 display, NOUN 48 is flashed, displaying the SPS





Figure 9. 2. 1-1. CMC Digital Autop)ilot (DAP) Data Load Routine (R03) (Sheet 2 of 2)







engine trim gimbal angles (hence, by implication, the eg) for approval or change.

A PRO response to the NOUN 48 display terminates R03.

Changes from one RCS DAP to another are made automatically, at termination of

R03. But a transition from one of the following configurations (1) Saturn DAP, (2)

RCS DAP, (3) no DAP to another requires execution of VERB 46 ENTR.

9. 2. 1.2 Program Alarms

TheOPR ERR light is illuminated if the TVC DAP is on, any extended verb is operating,

or if there is a priority display on the DSKY when R03 is keyed in.

9. 2. 1.3 Restrictions and Limitations

PRO is required to enter all data. VERB 34 ENTR will not work. Pairs A and C

or B and D quads cannot be failed.

9 2.1.4 Restarts

R03 is not restart protected. Should a restart occur, the astronaut must reseiect

R03.







9.2,3 R30. Orbital Parameters Display—CMC

VERB 82 ENTR initiates R30, which computes orbital parameters. The parameters

computed by R30 can be used to monitor the progress of thrusting maneuvers, or

to check the current orbit during coasting flight.

9, 2. 3.1 Inputs

R30 inputs are delineated in Table 9. 2.3-1.

If AVERAGEG is running—i.e., during powered flight—there are no astronaut inputs

to R30. The routine simply uses the current state vector, as updated by AVERAGEG,
to calculate the displayed parameters. If AVERAGEG is not running— i.e., during

coasting flight—there are two astronaut inputs to R30:

1. Choice of vehicle—EM or CM
2. Time for which the orbital parameters are to be calculated.

Input 2 is necessary because R30 calculates orbital parameters using calculations

that do not take perturbation effects into account. These calculations are dis-

cussed in more detail in paragraph 9. 2.. 3. 6.

9, 2.3. 2 Outputs

R30 outputs are delineated in Table 9.2.3-II.

The following parameters are always computed:

1. Apogee altitude

2. Perigee altitude

3. Time of free fall to the orbital interface (TFF), or

4. Time from perigee, TPER, if the current orbit does not intersect the

orbital interface.

In addition, if the current major mode is Pll (Earth-orbit-insertion Monitor

Program) or P00(CMC Idling Program), R30 also computes the miss distance.

The orbital interface is 35, 000 feet above the current landing site radius in lunar
orbit, and 300, 000 feet above launch pad radius in earth orbit.
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SPLiERROR, between the splashpoint currently stored in the CM computer and the

expected splashpoint arising from the current trajectory.

9. 2, 3. 3 Options

The options discussed in this paragraph are as follows:

1. Choice of vehicle

2. Choice of NOUN to monitor

If AVERAGEG is running, the astronaut has no choice of vehicle; the CM is always

the vehicle for which the parameter s are calculated. Otherwise, the choice of vehicle

clearly depends on which vehicle's orbital parameters the astronaut needs.

The astronaut can monitor three nouns, NOUN 44, NOUN 32, and NOUN 50. In

most cases, NOUN 44, which R30 flashes automatically, gives all the information

computed by R30; it contains apogee altitude, perigee altitude, and time of free fall

to the interface altitude. An exception is when the current orbit does not intersect

the interface altitude. Then R30 calculates the time of free fall to perigee i.. hr,

min, and sec; this display can be called in NOUN 32.

If POO or Pll is running, NOUN 50 is the desired display, since NOUN 50 shows

the splash error, as well as perigee altitude and time of free fall to the interface

altitude. If the apogee is above 300, 000 feet, and the perigee is below 300, 000 feet,

the splash error is displayed as the distance between the predicted and the desired

abort target. If either of these conditions is not satisfied, as in the early stages of

boost, or when the CM is already in orbit, the splash error is displayed as the

distance between the present position vector and the desired abort target.

9. 2, 3, 4 Computational Sequence

Figure 9, 2, 3-1 illustrates the computational sequence of R30. After the astronaut

selects R30, via VERB 82 ENTR, R30 determines whether another extended verb is

active. If so, R30 illuminates the OPR ERR light and terminates. If the astronaut

still desires R30, he must terminate the other extended verb and reselect R30.

If no other extended verb is operating, R30 next determines whether AVERAGEG is

running. If so, R30 calculations are updated about every 2 seconds. If not, the
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calculations are done once, with the exception that the displayed times are made to

count down,

9. 2. 3. 4.1 R30 AVERAGEG Calculations .-During AVERAGEG operation, R30 begins

calculation of the outputs listed in paragraph 9. 2. 3. 2 as soon as the CM computer

can schedule them—that is, as soon as AVERAGEG is completed for the current

cycle. R30 uses the current state vector, and its associated time, updates its

calculations approximately every two seconds, depending on the availability of

computer time and flashes the results in a VERB 16 NOUN 44 display. If Pll is

running, the astronaut should key in NOUN 50 ENTR to monitor the splash error.

R30 automatically terminates when AVERAGEG terminates (i.e., at selection of a

new program). If the astronaut wishes to terminate R30 before AVERAGEG
terminates, he can respond to the flashing VERB 16 NOUN 44 or NOUN 50 with a

PRO.

9. 2. 3. 4, 2 R30 Coasting Flight Calculations.— If AVERAGEG is not running, R 30 must

have two inputs from the astronaut (1) the assumed vehicle, and (2) the time at

which the calculations are to be valid. Accordingly, R30 flashes VERB 04 NOUN
12, requesting choice of vehicle, and follows a PRO response to that display with a

flashing VERB 06 NOUN 16, requesting the desired time. After a PRO response to

the second display, R30 uses Coasting Integration to obtain the orbit at the time

indicated by NOUN 16, and begins calculations of the orbital parameters. If the

current orbit intersects the interface altitude, R30 calculates TFF, sets TPER to

zero, and begins counting down. If the current orbit does not intersect the interface

altitude, R30 sets TFF to -59B59, calculates TPER, and begins counting down.

Since R30 's calculations are conic, based on the orbit extrapolated to the time indicated

by NOUN 16, different results will be obtained from different NOUN 16 times. If a

different time is desired, the astronaut can key VERB 32 ENTR in response to

flashing VERB 16 NOUN 44, after which R30 flashes VERB 06 NOUN 16, requesting

a new time. A PRO response to flashing VERB 16 NOUN 44 terminates R30.

9. 2. 3. 4. 3 Sign Conventions .—The sign convention for TFF is as follows: the DSKY
display is negative and decreasing (in magnitude) as the interface altitude approaches.

Between the interface altitude and perigee altitude, TFF is positive and increasing.

When perigee is passed, R30 continues to display positive increasing time. For

coasting- flight elliptical trajectories after perigee, however, a recycle (VERB 32

The maximum display is ±59B59. Therefore, although the internal calculations
may be counting down, the DSKY will continue to display ±59B59 until the value is

less than one hour.
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ENTR) would result in a display of negative time from next arrival at orbital interface.

TPER is always negative and decreasing in magnitude, except for outbound hyper-

bolic and parabolic trajectories, when it is positive and increasing.

9. 2.3.5 Procedures

When AVERAGEG is running, the astronaut keys in'VERB 82 ENTR, and, if no other

extended verb is running, R30 begins its computations and flashes VERB 16 NOUN
44. If Pll is running, the astronaut keys in NOUN 50 ENTR to obtain the estimate

of splash error. During P40 maneuvers, the astronaut should key PRO to terminate

R30 before the expected cutoff time, in order to allow important P40 displays to

comeup. (Extended verb displays have priority over non-priority program displays.)

When AVERAGEG is not running, the astronaut keys in VERB 8 2 ENTR. If no other

extended verb is running, R30 flashes VERB 04 NOUN 12, requesting choice of

vehicle. A PRO response indicates the CM is the assumed vehicle. A VERB 22

ENTR 2 ENTR response followed by PRO indicates the LM is the assumed vehicle.

After the vehicle choice is made, R30 flashes VERB 06 NOUN 16, requesting the

time of calculation validity. Initially, all zeros are displayed. A PRO response to

all zeros in NOUN 16 indicates the astronaut desires the current time. To load a

different time, the astronaut keys VERB 25 ENTR, loads the desired time in ground

elapsed time (GET) and keys PRO, to obtain the flashing VERB 16 NOUN 44. Expected

timeof perigee is usually used when the current time is not desirable, for example,

in the middle of transearth or translunar coast. If several times are to be used,

the astronaut can recycle (VERB 32 ENTR, in response to flashing VERB 16 NOUN
44, 50, or 3 2) and load the new times into NOUN 16. If NOUN 44 indicates that the

current orbit does not intersect the interface altitude (i.e., when R2 is greater than

49.4 n. mi. around the earth, or 5,8 n. mi. around the moon), the astronaut keys in

NOUN 32, to obtain the time to perigee.

If the CM is approaching entry and the current major mode is POO, the astronaut

keys in NOUN 50 ENTR when VERB 16 NOUN 44 flashes, to get the estimate of

splash error.

R30 can be terminated by keying PRO to the flashing VERB 16 NOUN 44, NOUN 50,

or NOUN 32, or by selecting a new major mode.

9. 2. 3. 6 Restrictions and limitations

A flashing display from an extended verb, such as R30, takes priority over a flashing

display from a major mode. The operation of R30, therefore, should be restricted
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9.2.4 R36, Rendezvous Out-of-Plane Display—CMC

# R36 computes and displays parameters related to the out-of-plane characteristics

of the current orbital configuration, and allows the astronaut to target maneuvers

designed to achieve coplanar orbits. Such maneuvers might be targeted by the

following programs:

a. P30—targets out-of-plane maneuvers not timed with the typical

rendezvous sequence maneuvers.

b. P32—targets coelliptic sequence initiation (CSI) maneuvers.

c. P33—targets constant delta height (CDH) maneuvers.

d. P34—targets transfer phase initiation (TPl) maneuvers.

e. P35—targets transfer phase midcourse (TPM) maneuvers.

The routine calculates the parameters on the basis of the stored LM and CSM state

vectors, and the following two astronaut inputs:

a. The assumed vehicle**

b. The time at which the calculations are to be valid [specified time, or

T(EVENT)].

Using these inputs, R36 computes aind displays the following:

1. Y, the distance the specified (assumed) vehicle will be from the

plane of the other vehicle at the specified time, i.e., the out-of-plane

distance

2. Y, the rate of change of Y, i.e., the out-of-plane velocity

3. 0, the angle between the line-of-sight from the assumed vehicle

to the other vehicle, and the +x-direction of the assumed vehicle's

local vertical coordinate frame, at the specified time.

For the astronaut, the most significant of these displays is Y, the out-of-plane velocity,

because it allows him to target for a coplanar orbit. Each of the targeting programs

listed above displays the Ay(LV) for the astronaut's approval or modification. The

In general, it is desirable to carry out a rendezvous under circumstances in which
the LM and the CSM orbits are coplanar.

The assumed vehicle is usually the one that is to do an out-of-plane maneuver.

9. 2. 4-1
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TABLE 9.2.4-II
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Then, the CMC extrapolates the state vectors to the indicated time, and computes

the parameters to be displayed. The parameters are displayed via a flashing VERB
06 NOUN 90 display. If the astronaut responds to the flashing VERB 06 NOUN 90

display with a VERB 32 ENTR, R36 will recycle, allowing a different time to be

entered into NOUN 16. If the astronaut responds to the flashing VERB 06 NOUN 90

with a PRO, the program will terminate. To obtain information about the vehicle

that was not the assumed vehicle, the astronaut must terminate R36 and then reselect

the routine via VERB 90 ENTR.

9. 2. 4. 3 Restrictions and Limitations

There is no reason to believe that for a particular T(EVENT), Y(CSM) will equal

-Y(LM), since one vehicle is usually behind the other. Conceivably, one vehicle

could be at a node, and the other at an antinode. The correct vehicle (that is, the

one that will do the maneuver) must be specified and the sign must be changed

when keying in the out-of-plane maneuver into R2 of the Av(LV) display.

R36 cannot be used when another extended verb is active. R36 should not be called

while AVERAGEG is running. Should this occur, the information displayed by R36

will probably be inaccurate.

9. 2. 4. 4 Restarts

R36 is not restart protected. Should a restart occur while R36 is operating, R36

must be reselected.

9,2.4. 5 Coordination

R36 may be run at any time (with the restrictions given above). The ISS need not

be running or aligned for R36.
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